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ABSTRACT 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE DIVISIONS OF CONTINUING 
EDUCATION IN THE MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGES: 
NEGOTIATIONS TOWARD A FIRST CONTRACT, 1983-90 
SEPTEMBER 1994 
ANDREW M. SCIBELLI, B.A., ST. ANSELM COLLEGE 
M.A., BOSTON STATE COLLEGE 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Dr. Richard J. Clark 
The purpose of this study is to provide an in-depth 
descriptive analysis of a first-time negotiating process 
in the divisions of continuing education in the community 
colleges in Massachusetts. It records the process from 
its point of origin, the filing of a representation 
petition in 1983, to its conclusion in 1990, providing a 
detailed accounting from the author's perspective as Chair 
of the Personnel Committee of the Presidents' Council 
charged with overseeing the collective bargaining 
negotiations. It provides an historical perspective of 
the community colleges in Massachusetts as well as a 
description of their divisions of continuing education, 
particularly as it relates to their mandate to operate ”at 
no expense to the Commonwealth,” and the difficulty in 
attempting to find common ground for negotiating a 
satisfactory contract for fifteen very differently run 
entities. It also looks at the make-up of the unit which 
v 
was certified by a 631 to 516 vote, a majority of whom 
were adjunct faculty. For the purposes of this document, 
adjunct faculty are teachers whose primary employment is 
other than the college. 
A review of relevant literature looks at negotiations 
relative to part-time faculty, public sector bargaining, 
the collective bargaining process as well as alternative 
forms of collective bargaining. The search supports the 
notion that there is little written that would shed light 
on the pecularities of this particular process. In fact, 
when one considers all of the factors, these negotiations 
appear to be a hybrid form having characteristics of both 
public and private sector bargaining. 
Because of the antagonistic nature of the bargaining 
which saw challenges from the very beginning and included 
declarations of impasse, mediation, factfinding, and a 
strike, the author speculates on causative factors as well 
as alternative forms of bargaining which might be 
considered for the future. 
Despite the length of the process and the adversarial 
postures throughout, the outcome appears to be a 
reasonable contract with gains for unit members as well as 
the preservation of important Management's rights. Only 
the test of time will validate its effectiveness. 
vi 
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A. Statement of the Problem 
In the fall of 1983, a representation petition was 
filed by the Massachusetts Teachers Association/ 
Massachusetts Community College Council (MTA/MCCC) with 
the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission (MLRC) to 
establish a unit in the divisions of continuing education 
in the Massachusetts public community colleges. After 
nearly three years of challenges and amended petitions, 
the MLRC ordered in Case #SCR-2179 "that an election shall 
be held for the purpose of determining whether a majority 
of the employees in the above-described unit wish to be 
represented by the Massachusetts Community College Council 
MTA/NEA (MCCC) or by no employee organization.” 
The election (mail ballot) took place from 
Noveinber 26, 1986 to December 18, 1986. The results were 
released by the MLRC on January 5, 1987, certifying that 
the MCCC/MTA/NEA had been selected to represent this unit 
of employees. 
In June of 1987, more than three years after the 
initial petition was filed, formal negotiations commenced. 
"Collective Bargaining in the Divisions of Continuing 
Education in the Massachusetts Community Colleges; 
Negotiations Toward a First Contract, 1983-90” looks at 
1 
continuing education in the Massachusetts community 
colleges. It is of significant importance and warrants 
examination for the following reasons: 
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1. It involves the establishment of an initial 
contract which would become the basis for 
further contract renewals for a group of 
professionals, the majority of which are adjunct 
faculty. 
2. It involves a unit of personnel that is totally 
comprised of part-time employees. 
3. The divisions of continuing education exist as 
fiscally autonomous entities as mandated by 
statute. These divisions must operate at no 
cost to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
Thus, each division must operate from revenues 
generated from tuition and fees. 
4. The shape, scope and mission of the divisions of 
continuing education in the Massachusetts 
community colleges would be profoundly affected 
by these negotiations. 
5. Each of the fifteen divisions are independent of 
each other, and each has its own method of 
operation as well as each being in a different 
state of fiscal health. Any attempt at a 
systemwide agreement is fraught with major 
obstacles. 
3 
6. There exists no unified salary schedule across 
the system of Massachusetts community colleges 
as well as no consistency relative to pay 
increases. 
7. This collective bargaining process in the 
division of continuing education in the 
community colleges in Massachusetts is one 
of the more significant occurrences in 
Massachusetts collective bargaining history 
since the initial supporting legislation was 
passed in 1973. 
8. This newly established "unit” is comprised of an 
unusual constituency. The majority of members 
are adjunct faculty. Thus, wages and conditions 
of employment, while important, are not as 
significant an issue as we have seen in other 
negotiating settings. 
9. The literature search supports the observation 
that there is no precedent literature that has a 
direct bearing on the focus of this topic. The 
preponderance of information on collective 
bargaining in higher education in general is 
dated and appears to focus on the years when 
legislation was passed and/or major decisions 
(i.e., the Yeshiva decision) were handed down. 
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10. Finally, the descriptive analysis of this 
ongoing process and its potential impact on the 
structure and mission of community college 
continuing education programs will be a valuable 
resource for future reference relative to 
collective bargaining in public higher education 
in Massachusetts. 
Based on the premise that the DCE negotiations were 
not occurring in a vacuum, I believe it is critical to 
establish a relationship between what was happening within 
the negotiating room to certain events occurring around 
these negotiations. If there was only slow progress 
toward a final contract, there certainly was an 
interesting chain of events occurring in the state that 
ultimately impacted the negotiations, impacted the 
personalities involved in these negotiations and, in my 
opinion, impacted the outcome of the DCE contract. This 
analysis, by necessity, will involve some conjecture and 
speculation, but I believe it is vital to a thorough 
understanding of the cause/effect circumstances 
surrounding these negotiations. 
Without doubt, the deterioration of the state's 
fiscal situation during the period of this study became 
the primary concern of the college presidents and their 
boards of trustees and had an impact on the negotiations. 
The fiscal woes of the state were first felt by the 
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community colleges in Fiscal Year 1988. College 
presidents were ordered to return two percent of their 
FY'88 budgets in the spring to help offset Massachusetts' 
budget problems. These reversions reportedly were 
necessitated by a shortfall in revenue for FY'88. During 
the summer of 1988, FY'89 budget allocations to each 
community college were substantially less than the prior 
year, and presidents began a "belt-tightening” process. 
Many colleges put caps on enrollments, raised student 
fees, and drastically cut the number of courses that had 
been instructed by part-time day faculty. In addition, 
several institutions allowed the divisions of continuing 
education to conduct "day" classes in order to alleviate 
the cuts imposed on the part-time day sections. This 
latter maneuver drew the attention of the Chancellor's 
office. In a memorandum sent to all community college 
presidents. Chancellor Franklyn G. Jenifer stated: 
I [sic] has come to my attention that a 
few community colleges are offering a 
number of continuing education courses 
during the daytime in response to a high 
demand for courses and a lack of funds 
for FY'89. 
I understand that most of these classes 
are sections of courses also offered as 
part of the regular day curriculum. 
While I am sympathetic to those who are 
considering such actions, it is difficult 
to condone. This practice, in my 
judgement, is not in the best interest of 
maintaining equity, quality and access in 
our Community Colleges. 
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Current law requires that summer and 
evening courses be offered at no expense 
to the Commonwealth. Clearly, it could 
not have been the legislative intent to 
allow our institutions to offer sections 
of a course in the same building on the 
same day with one group of students 
attending a state-supported course and 
another group attending a self-supporting 
course with much higher tuition. 
Effectively, we would be operating a quasi 
private college within our public 
institutions. Moreover, we would be 
sending a message to the Legislature and 
the Executive that the level of 
appropriations do not affect quality and 
access in our college. 
We all recognize that our financial 
circumstances are difficult. No sector in 
our system places more emphasis on 
insuring access to all of our citizenry 
than the Community Colleges; it is 
fundamental to their mission. But the way 
in which we provide that education must be 
consistent with the intent of those who 
fund our programs. 
As you are aware, the Task Force on 
Continuing Education is studying the issue 
of undergraduate continuing education 
programs. It is anticipated that the 
Task Force will be making recommendations 
to the higher education community in the 
middle of the forthcoming academic year. 
These recommendations will provide us an 
opportunity to seriously discuss the 
future of degree programs offered in the 
evening and on weekends and to decide what 
relationship they should have with the 
regular day-supported curriculum. In 
addition, the Regents have submitted 
legislation which would delete the "no 
expense to the Commonwealth” restriction 
currently existing in Chapter 15A. 
Whatever the outcome of these actions, we 
should not attempt to alleviate budgetary 
problems by offering continuing education 
courses during the daytime. 
Since many students have already enrolled 
for the fall semester and since it is not 
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clearly prohibited by statute, this 
practice may be used for the fall semester 
if you cannot rectify the situation 
immediately. Beginning in January, 1989, 
however, each institution is responsible 
for meeting its obligations to students 
without resorting to this practice. 
To compound the problem, the colleges were ordered 
to revert an additional three percent of their FY'89 
budgets in December, 1988. As a result, educational 
institutions across the Commonwealth were announcing 
cutbacks in academic services and programs. 
Pertinent to the DCE negotiations is that these 
reversions forced presidents and fiscal officers to seek 
out all available funds to try and keep essential services 
from being cut. Obviously, one of the resources available 
to institutions was the revenue generated by the divisions 
of continuing education. As a result of all this, there 
was a noticeable "stiffening” on the part of presidents, 
particularly in regard to the salary package contained in 
the DCE contract proposals. The presidents/CEO's, with 
limited flexibility to deal with a major fiscal crisis, 
were loath to propose further salary increases which would 
result in the diminution of whatever funds existed in the 
DCE trust accounts. 
The Union also was aware that these fiscal 
difficulties might impact DCE negotiations. On 
August 5, 1988, James F. Rice, MCCC President, sent the 
Board of Regents a demand to impact bargain "over the 
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impact of the current budget as it effects [sic] 
full-time, part-time and DCE employees.” In his response 
to MTA/MCCC, Carleton J. LaPorte, Jr., Director of 
Employee Relations at the Massachusetts Board of Regional 
Community Colleges, pointed out that; 
With respect to ”DCE” employees and 
"part-time" employees there is currently 
no collective bargaining agreement in 
effect between the parties. DCE employees 
are now in the process of negotiating 
their first agreement and part-time 
employees, who have recently been 
organized, have just submitted a demand 
to bargain their first contract. I am 
sure the current budget constraints will 
be addressed by both sides during these 
negotiations. However, with respect to 
DCE employees it is interesting to note 
that, by law, no state monies can be 
appropriated to fund any aspect of that 
contract. 
Clearly, LaPorte was referring to Massachusetts 
General Laws, Chapter 15A, Section 16, that mandates that 
DCE's "operate at no expense to the Commonwealth." The 
MCCC's demand to "impact bargain" over these fiscal 
problems revealed its concern over a wide variety of 
issues. Its inclusion of DCE in the demand demonstrated 
an awareness that DCE funds (if available) would be 
utilized by presidents to help alleviate the broader 
fiscal woes at each college. An interesting dilemma for 
the Union could materialize: To what extent do you protest 
the use of DCE monies if they are being used to "save" day 
school employees represented by the very same Union. It 
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could pose a serious test of the Union motto of the DCE 
negotiations: "D.C.E. monies for D.C.E. education.” 
Both the Union and the Board of Regents had to 
realize that the caveat ”at no expense to the 
Commonwealth” would probably not be deleted from the 
Massachusetts General Laws anytime in the foreseeable 
future. It was extremely unlikely that the state 
legislature would entertain any proposal that would 
require additional funding. Without the deletion of that 
statute, DCE funding of any negotiated contract would be 
limited to the realistic ability of the DCE to generate 
the monies. The use of state funds to subsidize, either 
totally or partially, DCE operations was probably not ”in 
the cards” then or even in the foreseeable future. 
Another potential influence on the DCE negotiations 
was the various other negotiations that either were about 
to start or were also under way within the public higher 
education sector. In October 1988, a tentative agreement 
was reached in the state college day part-time 
negotiations. Although this agreement's salary article 
was substantially below the factfinder's recommendation, 
it was substantially above the average DCE community 
college salary. The agreement called for $2,200 per 
course as compared to the average $1,000 per course paid 
by the DCE community colleges. 
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Moreover, the part-time day community college 
instructors had recently voted to join the full-time 
MTA/MCCC unit. The Union demand to bargain over the terms 
and conditions of employment for part-timers was also 
received by the Board of Regents. It was anticipated that 
these negotiations would be rolled into the full-time 
negotiations for a successor contract. The negotiations 
for the full-time successor contract were scheduled to 
start within the next several weeks. 
Finally, the negotiations for part-time instructors 
at the state colleges' divisions of continuing education 
and graduate studies were well under way and might be 
closer to closure than the DCE community college 
negotiations. 
I was confident that all of these negotiations were 
being observed by all parties and might eventually begin 
to impact one upon the other depending on the timing of 
the various processes. I concluded this particularly in 
regard to the various groups of part-time instructors. 
During one negotiating session, a Union team member made 
it clear that the Union's team was very interested in the 
factfinder's report concerning the part-time day state 
college contract negotiations. It must be acknowledged 
that there is virtually no difference between the duties 
and responsibilities of a part-time day instructor as 
compared to his/her part-time DCE evening counterpart. 
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The various Union representatives might also arrive at 
this conclusion and make demands based on the concept of 
"equal pay for equal work.” At that time, part-time day 
instructors at the community colleges were compensated at 
a higher rate than instructors within the DCE program. 
This comparison became very vivid in the fall 1988 
semester due to DCE courses being offered during the day. 
A day part-time instructor earned more than a DCE-funded 
instructor, even though both were required to perform 
under identical working conditions. The Union was not 
convinced by the distinction that one group teaches during 
the day while a second group teaches during the evening. 
Indeed, a day part-time instructor might also teach the 
very same course in the division of continuing education. 
In response to my inquiry as to the Union's 
reasoning for establishing a unit in the divisions of 
continuing education, Ellen M. Suarez, Chief Negotiator 
for the Union, responded: 
When the Massachusetts Community College 
Council/ Massachusetts Teachers 
Association filed a petition at the 
Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission 
on May 18, 1984, the organization was 
primarily interested in improving the 
salaries of the faculty teaching courses 
in the evening school at each of the 
fifteen campuses. 
...The pay rates were not uniform among 
the fifteen campuses. 
...The reasons for individual campuses 
being organized may have differed 
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depending upon the administration of the 
campus. As an example, some community 
colleges tend to be more "political” than 
others. Therefore, faculty complained 
that there was "favoritism" in who 
received the course assignments. 
...At other campuses, if the management 
staff did not treat the faculty as 
professionals, in other words, treat them 
with respect, there was discontent and lack 
of cohesiveness within the staff. On some of 
the campuses where the Division of Continuing 
Education was expanding rapidly and the 
revenues were also increasing, faculty felt 
that their salaries were not being increased 
to reflect the increased revenue. 
On the whole the MCCC/MTA as an 
organization, felt very strongly that 
the part-time staff within the community 
college system was being exploited by 
management. Since the full-time, day 
faculty were protected by a collective 
bargaining agreement, the association 
proceeded with their organizational drive 
in order to protect the rights of the 
part-time faculty in both the day and the 
evening schools. 
Management's distinction between the groups returns 
to the often cited caveat "at no expense to the 
Commonwealth." Day part-time instructors are compensated 
from a common state-funded source. DCE operations still 
must exist without any state-funded subsidy, and therein 
is the basic tenet that Management will continue to 
emphasize. It was difficult to assess what impact, if any 
at all, would occur over the coming months. It would not 
be surprising if the many issues from the divergent 
groups/unions became intertwined. On the other hand, 
however, it could be that the various timing of these many 
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negotiations would not permit any interlocking of 
interests this time around. Future contracts may well 
present another scenario. 
A final turn of events occurred when the use of 
state college trust accounts came under attack by the 
media, further exacerbating a problem for state 
legislators, the Board of Regents, local boards of 
trustees and presidents relative to establishing 
guidelines for use of these funds. The concern for 
Management, i.e., presidents and boards of trustees, was 
that if legislation was filed and subsequently made law, 
it would unduly restrict the use of these funds and 
jeopardize Management's ability to formulate prudent 
spending plans at the various institutions. 
B. Statement of Purpose and Significance of Study 
This paper is designed to serve as a descriptive 
analysis of a collective bargaining process within the 
Massachusetts community college system. It will begin 
with the Union's filing of a representation petition in 
the fall of 1983. It will describe the efforts of 
Management to prevent its success and continue on 
providing a detailed description of what the author 
considers a unique process of collective bargaining in 
higher education. The description is based on firsthand 
observations by the author as Chair of the Personnel 
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Committee on Divisions of Continuing Education Collective 
Bargaining of the Community College Presidents' Council. 
It will also provide insight into the Management/ Union 
relationship in an attempt to underscore the reasons for 
prolonged negotiations. In addition, it will attempt to 
identify alternative forms of collective bargaining which 
may be explored for future contract negotiations. 
These negotiations involved a particular segment of 
the system; the divisions of continuing education at each 
of the fifteen community college campuses. The author 
believes that the process is unique for three basic 
reasons: 1) It involves the establishment of an initial 
contract which will become the basis for future contract 
renewals; 2) It involves a unit of employees that is 
totally comprised of part-time employees; and 3) It may 
involve the basic structure of the divisions of continuing 
education which must be supported solely from the tuition 
and revenue generated at each of the fifteen community 
colleges. 
It is probably this last issue that makes these 
negotiations the most interesting and intriguing. The 
lack of a common funding source for this segment of the 
community college system introduces a totally new 
dimension to the negotiations. 
The literature review related to the present study 
further underscored the uniqueness of this particular 
15 
negotiating process. Inquiries to the Bernard Baruch 
College National Center for the Study of Collective 
Bargaining in Higher Education, the ERIC Clearinghouse for 
Junior Colleges and the Library of Congress among others, 
revealed that there is no precedent contract or, for that 
matter, information available that is applicable to the 
particular situation covered in this paper. Several case 
studies or contracts were made available to me by the 
chief negotiator of the Union's bargaining team but these 
did not overlay very well on this study. They focus on 
part-time day faculty who are covered under a common 
funding source. As a matter of fact, many of these 
contracts specifically exclude division of continuing 
education faculty. 
This study will serve as both a chronicle and an 
analysis of the collective bargaining process for a first 
time contract. I believe it will contribute, in 
historical perspective, to a better understanding of this 
process and, hopefully, will fill a gap for future 
researchers in the area of collective bargaining. The 
author intends to complete the study at the point a final 
contract is negotiated. In order to make this study 
available to future researchers, the author intends to 
submit the entire work to the ERIC Clearinghouse for 
Community and Junior Colleges for inclusion in its 
archives. 
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The appendices are an integral part of this study. 
For the most part, they are the official records of the 
negotiations and document the salient events that have 
transpired during the course of these negotiations. I 
hope they are viewed as making an important contribution 
to the scope of the research. 
C. Explanatory Material. Assumptions, and Definitions 
It is important to distinguish at the outset the 
distinction between the terms "adjunct faculty” and 
"part-time faculty.” For the purposes of this study, 
"adjunct faculty” are individuals teaching part-time in 
the divisions of continuing education whose primary 
employment is other than the college. "Part-time faculty” 
are all faculty teaching in the divisions of continuing 
education which may include adjunct faculty as well as 
individuals who are employed full-time by the day 
division. 
The issues which faced both sides at the negotiating 
table will have a profound effect on the divisions of 
continuing education in the Commonwealth. Change, in some 
way, shape or form, is bound to occur in existing 
operations as a result of how those issues are resolved. 
Management probably will have to adapt to some new ways of 
conducting business in the divisions of continuing 
education. 
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The exact form that this change will take is 
difficult to anticipate. The negotiated contract is 
breaking new ground. I can find no other model in 
existence that duplicates the unique operating structure 
of Massachusetts. Duryea and Fisk (1973) have written: 
Whatever the causes of unionism, the 
consequence of a commitment to this form 
of organization poses a significant change 
in the academic milieu. Recognizing as it 
does a dichotomy of interests between 
those who manage and those who implement, 
collective bargaining accentuates the 
organization role of faculty members as 
employees in contrast to the ideal of 
professionals who participate as partners 
in the academic enterprise. Perhaps this 
condition grows out of other factors such 
as the increase in size and complexity of 
colleges and universities and the 
emergence of state systems of higher 
education. Whatever the reasons, however, 
unionization will be associated with a 
changing campus scene in which 
professional personnel find their world 
far more regimented and conditioned by 
organizational arrangements than it now 
is. [198-199] 
This change must be channeled to become a positive 
rather than a negative force. It must not be allowed to 
permeate the quality of instruction and services in the 
divisions of continuing education. On the assumption that 
DCE would remain ”at no expense to the Commonwealth," both 
sides had to "hammer out" an agreement that acknowledged 
the importance of this fiscal requirement. The major 
stumbling block was and will continue to be the insistence 
of the Union for a statewide, standardized contract on the 
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one hand and the strong feelings on the side of Management 
to retain the fiscal autonomy of the divisions of 
continuing education on the other hand. The key question 
was: Are these two positions so diametrically opposed that 
there is no possibility of a compromise settlement that 
would satisfy all parties? It was believed that an 
opportunity existed to forge a very innovative agreement 
that would respect the legitimate concerns of both sides. 
In the earliest stages of these negotiations, I did 
not believe, as some did, that we were facing an either/or 
situation that necessarily would lead to impasse. From my 
viewpoint, there was ample room for a negotiated 
settlement. I realized that this would involve knocking 
down the traditional barriers of distrust, animosity and 
adversarial confrontation that had characterized other 
negotiations from time to time. It would take some hard 
work but I thought it could be accomplished. 
Time and the sequence of events described in this 
work, however, altered my thinking. As the reader will 
soon learn, negotiations ended in impasse. The single 
most important event that led to impasse, in my opinion, 
was the swift and severe deterioration of the fiscal 
affairs of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Its impact 
on Management caused a basic reassessment of our position 
vis-a-vis these negotiations. The presidents stiffened in 
their position. The Union adopted a very firm position on 
many issues under negotiation, and Management simply was 
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not willing to be generous and forthcoming. The timing 
just was not right. Historically, the MTA/MCCC has had no 
compunction about proceeding to mediation and factfinding. 
And thus, it is highly probable that the Union perceives 
factfinding as a standard goal of the negotiating process. 
It undoubtedly feels that it has fared well using this 
strategy. Negotiating may be, from the Union's 
perspective, nothing more than a required formality. If 
Management makes the concessions the Union is seeking 
during negotiations, fine; otherwise, the Union will seek 
to achieve its goals through the factfinder's report. 
Should the legislature decide to eliminate the 
prohibition of state funding for DCEs, then the whole 
tenor of collective bargaining for DCE would then change 
substantially. I believe that eventuality would carry the 
negotiations directly into a statewide contract with 
potential funding of the contract underwritten by 
state-funded appropriations. It seems clear that the 
Union would support the legislation submitted by the Board 
of Regents to delete ”at no expense to the Commonwealth” 
from the Massachusetts General Laws. 
And from past experience, it is clear that the 
collective bargaining process is not outside the realm of 
political influence. This has resulted, on more than one 
occasion, in undermining Management's position, thereby 
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sending a clear message that final authority in 
negotiations rests beyond the presidents and the Board of 
Regents. 
The Union's influence in these negotiations was an 
unknown factor at that time. A desire to utilize this 
previously demonstrated political clout had not been 
manifested. It could be that the Union was having 
difficulty in assessing what impact the portion of the law 
”no expense to the Commonwealth” was having on the 
lawmakers themselves and other political leaders. 
Or it could be that the Union welcomed the 
additional time that the factfinding process would 
require. It, too, must have assessed that it was not the 
most propitious time to exercise its political clout given 
the fiscal condition of the state. The receptivity level 
of political leaders would be extremely low. It also 
could be that the Union foresaw a better contract for the 
day part-time instructors and intended to use it as a 
leverage in the DCE negotiations under the banner of 
"equal pay for equal work.” 
Despite all the potential pitfalls and difficulties, 
I remained optimistic that a final contract was within 
reach without an overwhelming amount of resultant 
bitterness and hostility. Frankly, it had to, to protect 
the interests of those we serve—the students (over 30,000 
of them) that attend the divisions of continuing education 
in community colleges across this state. The student had 
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to remain in the forefront of these negotiations—for 
these negotiations had the potential to impact directly on 
them. There is no state-supported buffer between them and 
the services they receive, and the tuitions they pay. 
I have felt strongly that we must keep a focus on 
our primary function—to educate. There was no danger, in 
my opinion, that these negotiations would cause the 
downfall of the continuing education operations across the 
state. To the contrary, they may emerge from the process 
stronger and as viable as they are today. I hope the 
process allows them to retain the flexibility and the 
innovative nature of their present organization. I 
believe this is the strongest desire of the presidents and 
other administrators. A Union-Management relationship 
must evolve to insure that the divisions of continuing 
education continue to provide the multi-faceted service 
that each individual community demands of them. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SEARCH 
The literature review for this study has included a 
sampling of collective bargaining in higher education at 
several levels. 
* In higher education at the national level to 
provide background for Chapter III, 
Historical Perspective. 
* In higher education in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts to give background of the 
national collective bargaining movement in 
higher education in Massachusetts. 
* At the community colleges in Massachusetts, and 
particularly related to DCE models. 
* For part-time faculty, especially to provide 
information relative to adjunct, part-time 
faculty in non-state supported positions. 
Additional documentation gathered includes: 
* Appendices which is an extensive collection of 
official documentation of the negotiating 
process and organization. 
* Legal briefs 
* Decisions of MLRC 
* Union documents 
* Management documents 
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The most useful sources included: 
* Bernard Baruch College - National Center for 
the Study of Collective Bargaining; 
* The ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges; 
* Sociological Abstracts, International 
Sociological Association, San Diego, California; 
* American Doctoral Dissertations University 
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, Michigan; 
* Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Personal 
research visits and computer search; 
* Research inquiries with Massachusetts 
Teachers' Association (MTA) for existing part- 
time and/or adjunct union agreements. 
Computer searches were conducted with all the above 
sources. 
The approach to the literature review entailed two 
basic steps. First, computer search by title/search areas 
were cross-referenced, using several search topics: 
community colleges, collective bargaining, part-time 
faculty labor negotiations, salaries, wages, adjunct 
faculty, two-year colleges/divisions of continuing 
education, junior colleges, etc. 
Secondly, hundreds of entries by title resulted from 
various searches. Titles were put into one of the 
following categories: 
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1. Related to study 
2. Somewhat related 
3. Needs further research 
4. Not related to study 
Those titles that fell into categories (1), (2) or 
(3) were further investigated by requesting the abstracts 
of the works. Abstracts that appeared to make some 
contribution to research were noted, and the primary work 
was requested for final research. 
It became clear that those titles that fell within 
the first three categories (primarily in categories (1) 
and (2)) relate to this study in one of four ways: 
1. Provides historical perspectives on collective 
bargaining in Massachusetts. 
2. Clarifies issues relating to part-time faculty; 
defining who they are, policies and practices 
in hiring and inclusion or exclusion in 
bargaining units. 
3. Identifies the politics, internal and external, 
of the collective bargaining process. 
4. Identifies what others have learned about the 
process in order to provide a basis for 
analysis of this experience. 
In the research to determine if, in fact, 
Massachusetts operates a unique system of non-state 
support to the divisions of continuing education in its 
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institutions of public higher education, I found only one 
other state that appeared to have a similar arrangement. 
That state is Arkansas. While the State of Arkansas does 
not directly support the divisions of continuing 
education, the individual campuses are, however, free to 
utilize state funds for these programs as they deem 
appropriate. Arkansas does provide direct funding in the 
area described as non-formula categories which includes 
off-campus credit instruction and non-credit instruction. 
This is defined in community colleges as "community 
service courses” and in four-year institutions as 
non-credit "continuing education” courses. 
It must be concluded that Arkansas does not deviate 
from the "norm” and that Massachusetts, indeed, is the 
only state that does not fund, in fact prohibits by 
statute the funding of the divisions of continuing 
education. 
The bulk of the literature that had some, but 
limited, application related to part-time faculty issues. 
I hasten to add, however, that while all of the members of 
the bargaining unit that is the subject of this 
dissertation are part-time faculty, it is not the essence 
of the subject. 
A Guide to the Massachusetts Public Employee 
Collective Bargaining Law (1987) served as a simple 
historical reference relative to implementation of 
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collective bargaining in Massachusetts. The Commonwealth 
granted state employees the right to bargain on working 
conditions but not salary issues in 1964. It was not 
until 1973 that Chapter 150E of the Massachusetts General 
Laws was established granting full bargaining rights to 
all public employees, including public higher education. 
Arlyn Diamond (1986) in "Bargaining with 'Nontenure 
Track' Faculty," an analysis of "The Massachusetts 
Experience," references part-time faculty at the 
University of Massachusetts Boston and Amherst. The 
author. President of the NEA Local, Massachusetts Society 
of Professors, suggests that faculty think of their Union 
as a "craft union" and like to exclude others who are not 
full-time tenure track faculty. She states that part-time 
faculty are "horrifically exploited" and on the fringes of 
the system. Suggested solutions include establishing 
continuity of employment (seniority), interaction with 
full-time faculty, and defining different kinds of part- 
time positions. 
Douglas (1989) states that of the 453 higher 
education 1988 contracts, only 15 recognized just part- 
time faculty. None of these are related to DCEs in a 
self-supporting setting. 
Willenbrock, in referring to two MLRC decisions 
involving the University of Massachusetts Amherst (1976) 
and Southeastern Massachusetts University (1985) where 
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part-time faculty were found to be eligible for inclusion 
within the full-time unit compared to the community 
colleges DCE decision, states: 
The fundamental difference between the 
university cases and the community 
college case is not that one involved 
universities and the other a two-year 
college system, but rather funding... 
According to the findings of Case No. 
SCR-2179, of signal [sic] importance 
is the difference in the timing and 
nature of the budgetary process for 
each division. [1991, 25] 
Gappa (1984) discusses the current use of part-time 
faculty, and issues regarding this practice are addressed. 
Attention is directed to the demographic and employment 
characteristics of part-time faculty and the policies and 
practices that colleges follow for part-time employment. 
Legal and other constraints on colleges and universities 
that affect the employment of part-time faculty are legal 
decisions, collective bargaining agreements, state funding 
formulas, and standards established by accrediting 
agencies. Another area of considerable interest and 
influence in public sector bargaining relates to the 
political aspects. Kochan talks about the issue of the 
political nature of public sector bargaining suggesting 
that politics play a critical role "because public 
employees are typically governmental units whose decisions 
are ultimately shaped by political forces.” The author 
goes on to conclude that while there is a political 
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element involved in collective bargaining, ”the political 
process has never guaranteed any person or group continual 
success.” [1988, 86-88] 
Couturier states: 
If there is anything unique about public 
sector bargaining it is that it takes 
place in a political environment...it is 
only to emphasize the public sector 
bargaining is directly and immediately 
connected to politics. This fact calls 
for a level of sensitivity by all 
parties that may be hard to maintain. 
[1979, 61-62] 
Another reference to this matter is found in 
Collective Bargaining in Higher Education: The State of 
the Art: (Julius, Ed., 1984): 
Unions with state-wide and national 
affiliations have proven, and likely 
will continue to prove, that they have 
substantial political clout. The most 
pertinent examples include by-passing 
established administrative channels to 
gain their own objectives through direct 
pressures on state executives and 
legislators. [Mortimer, 7] 
There is always another unforeseen 
dimension to the bargaining process, 
even when it appears that both parties 
are at a stand off. A variety of actors 
and political forces are present, either 
outwardly or in a subtle manner. What 
transpires at the bargaining table 
represents only one dimension of the 
negotiations process. [Julius, 55] 
While of some import and some peripheral 
correlation, they shed little light on the specific nature 
of the collective bargaining that is the subject of this 
study. It must also be noted that while Management was 
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concerned about the potential use of political clout by 
the Union, it never materialized, primarily because of the 
prohibition against the use of state funds in the 
divisions of continuing education. 
Other documents of some value related to issues 
pertaining to the process of collective bargaining 
negotiations are helpful as they relate to methodology and 
outcomes. 
Bjork states: 
It is no surprise that, except in severe 
crisis situations, the final agreement 
is a reduction in the rights of management 
and some gain in union possessions. Each 
time an agreement is signed, the magnitude 
of change is less significant than the 
manner in which the characteristics of 
management are altered...In higher 
education the surprise emerges when those 
who occupy managerial roles are confronted 
with a steady reduction in their abilities 
to individualize or personalize decisions. 
[Bjork, 13] 
Bjork also suggests that Management has 
responsibility for broader constituencies than the Union 
"especially students and the general public.” It is also 
essential for management to articulate institutional goals 
and to identify how it intends to achieve them. 
Collective bargaining would seem to suggest that 
"something of value will be moved from one party to 
another.” Theoretically, both parties and the total 
enterprise will gain. 
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An examination of contracts provides 
little comfort for those seeking to add 
gains in productivity, time spent with 
students, innovation or other areas 
often associated with enriched, extended 
service or enduring institutional 
strengths. The movement of valuables is 
overwhelmingly from employer to employee. 
[1984, 14] 
Howe states that, upon entry into the actual 
negotiations, administration and faculty 
...share the spotlight and the power. 
It is true that an important ingredient 
of effective negotiations is the 
creation of mutual credibility and of 
mutual respect, without which the 
achievement of a contractual agreement 
will be difficult, sometimes impossible. 
[1984, 58] 
...if two parties have a bad history of 
bargaining with one another, and yet 
they begin to negotiate without first 
dealing with the lack of trust in the 
room, they are setting themselves up for 
failure... [Tyler-Wood, 29] 
Very telling statements, especially as they relate 
to a carryover of a less than amicable relationship from 
the day school negotiations to the DCE negotiations. The 
Union team was virtually the same as the team that had 
negotiated prior day school contracts. The presidents 
representing Management had experienced several day school 
negotiations and contracts as well. Mutual respect is not 
a term that comes to mind when considering relationships. 
Much has been written regarding a variety of 
alternative models based on relationships and trust as the 
central theme. ”Win-Win,” "Interest-Based Bargaining, II 
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"Collaborative Bargaining,” and "Principled Negotiation" 
are a few of the terms used by Lewicki and bitterer 
(1985), Fisher (1991), Walton and McKersie (1991), and 
Lewin (1988). Of particular interest to this author is 
the Harvard Negotiations Project as described by Fisher 
(1991). They argue that "positional bargaining" which may 
be played either "soft" (a friendly, give-in style) or 
"hard" (adversarial, one-sided), is not the best choice. 
The alternative they suggest is "a method of negotiation 
explicitly designed to produce wise outcomes efficiently 
and amicably." [10] 
Walton and McKersie (1991) describe four 
subprocesses in collective bargaining: "distributive 
bargaining" (joint decision-making for resolving 
conflicts), "integrative bargaining" (attaining objectives 
not in conflict), "attitudinal structuring" which I will 
elaborate on, and "intraorganizational bargaining" 
(dealing with the expectations of the principals and the 
role of the chief negotiator). 
The "attitudinal structuring" subprocess is 
interesting as it relates to this particular bargaining 
process. The rather lengthy social-psychological 
orientation of their discussion is quite interesting and 
from my perspective provides a dimension seldom discussed 
relevant to reciprocal attitudes. There are a full range 
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Normally, the differences between public and private 
sector bargaining are fairly clear, particularly relating 
to salary issues and strikes as discussed below. Although 
there are other distinctions, for the purpose of this 
analysis, these are the two of greatest interest as it 
relates to this collective bargaining process. 
The private employer is readily 
dissatisfied as an entity, and the line 
of management responsibility for 
bargaining is usually clear and direct. 
But in the public sector, the formal 
responsibility often differs from the 
actual. [Berber, 90-91] 
This relates to the ambiguity usually present due to 
distributed authority between executive and legislative 
branches which is not the case in these negotiations. 
Anderson points out that: 
...the education law, civil service law, 
welfare laws, statutes affecting police 
and fire [sic], prevailing wage 
statutes, pension statutes, statutes 
affecting the fiscal authority of the 
municipal employer and the timetable for 
budgetmaking, all affect and may operate 
as constraints on the authority of the 
public employer. [1972, 43] 
While this refers to "the municipal employer,” the 
same is true of the state in typical collective bargaining 
settings, such as day school collective bargaining in 
public higher education in Massachusetts. 
Once again, however, in this particular instance, 
these are non-issues. The line of authority is much 
clearer; the presidents and their boards of trustees have 
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the ability to settle salary issues in the division of 
continuing education without going to a higher authority. 
In private sector bargaining, ”...the strike is a 
fundamental—some would say inescapable—part of the 
collective bargaining process in the United States.” 
[Lewin, 323] 
Most states have passed laws establishing the right 
of public employees to bargain collectively but prohibit 
strikes, very often supported by strike penalties defined 
statutorily or through court decisions. Normally 
available as an option to the strike, as is the case in 
Massachusetts, is mediation and factfinding. [Lewin, 324- 
329] This does not mean that public employees will not 
choose to participate in illegal strikes as occurred in 
this process. 
Lewin suggests that factfinding has a poor 
reputation based in part on: 
...high expectations and low 
performance. Expectations are high 
because the procedure appears quasi- 
ad judicative, but performance is low 
because either party can—and often 
does—reject the factfinder's report. 
[1988, 338] 
He goes on to state that when factfinding is the 
terminal step in impasse procedures (which it is in 
Massachusetts), it is not always useful as a substitute 
for a strike. 
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This succinctly describes the situation in these 
negotiations. Management's outright rejection of the 
factfinder's report and their unprecedented 
implementation of the "last best offer” directly to the 
membership frustrated the Union who called for a strike. 
Perhaps most intriguing of all is that the 
conditions surrounding these negotiations did not conform 
to normal public sector processes as cited in much of the 
literature. For many of the peculiarities stated, 
especially the funding source, the lines of authority, and 
the distinctiveness of the fifteen divisions, these 
negotiations might best be described as a hybrid form of 
public/private sector bargaining. Because of this, one 
does not find these issues discussed in literature. The 
focus is either on public or private sector bargaining, 
some comparing the two but none that this author could 
find speaks about this unusual circumstance. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
A. Historical Perspective 
The Massachusetts system of two-year public colleges 
was proposed in 1958 as a program to meet the growing post 
high school educational and vocational demands of the 
1960's. The first state community college established under 
the Enabling Act began operation in 1960 in Pittsfield and 
fourteen other colleges were established by 1973. As new 
colleges were opened and new campuses constructed, student 
enrollments grew and the system currently enrolls more than 
thirty thousand full-time students. 
Over the course of the years, the governing apparatus 
of the community colleges has changed dramatically. 
Originally, the campuses were administered by the 
Massachusetts Board of Regional Community Colleges (MBRCC) 
with a high degree of centralization accruing to the MBRCC. 
Each campus developed an advisory board of local community 
leaders to assist the president of each college. Until 
1980, the existence of multiple governing boards effectively 
precluded serious discussion relating to the effective 
coordination of Massachusetts public higher education. 




But the creation of Massachusetts Board of Regents in 
1980 created a new governing structure. Under that system 
which exists today, each college has an eleven-member Board 
of Trustees appointed by the Governor. In addition, the 
Board of Trustees has been granted considerable autonomy in 
formulating policy at each campus. The Board of Regents 
sits at the head of the system of all twenty-nine 
institutions of public higher education. A chancellor of 
the entire system was also created. The intent of one 
governing board/chancellor was to develop cohesive policies 
that consider all aspects of public higher education. 
There have also been parallel developments in the 
administration of the community colleges. Initially, to the 
focal point of this work, each college hired the faculty and 
staff as needs dictated and as the original MBRCC approved. 
Working conditions, workloads, and salaries were literally 
negotiated with each employee. There was no statewide 
system imposed on the college in this regard. 
As the national events unfolded toward rapid 
unionization at the community college level between 1965 
and 1975, so did the system within the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. 
According to Angell: 
Collective Bargaining in higher education 
found its earliest acceptance in public 
two-year colleges...A primary causative 
factor for unionism in the two-year 
institutions was the existence of State 
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statutes which facilitated the 
organization. [1973, 88-89] 
Massachusetts is included in the list of states that 
promulgated such a statute. In 1964, the Commonwealth gave 
"State employees the right to bargain with respect to 
working conditions (but not wages)." (See Massachusetts 
General Laws. Chapter 149, Section 178F.) Further, in 1973, 
"all public employees—State and Municipal—[were] extended 
full bargaining rights under a comprehensive new statute. 
Chapter 150E;" and in 1974 "Chapter 150E [was] amended to 
strengthen enforcement powers of the Labor Relations 
Commission." (See Massachusetts General Laws. Chapter 150E.) 
All of this information is relevant to the present 
situation in the division of continuing education. Boards 
of trustees/presidents-chief executive officers (CEO's) of 
the community colleges have had to relate to a maturation 
process within the community colleges. From the MBRCC to 
the present Board of Regents structure, presidents have 
changed and implemented new processes and procedures. 
Moreover, they are experienced in dealing with a unionized 
atmosphere. Some administrations have dealt with these 
substantive changes better than others; indeed, some 
presidents have been known to rise or fall by the new 
standards now in place. Nonetheless, the system has 
endured. 
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B. Divisions of Continuing Education in 
Massachusetts Public Community Colleges 
From the very first day of their existence, each 
Massachusetts community college established a division of 
continuing education (DCE) as a means of providing 
additional credit and non-credit programs to their 
respective communities. Massachusetts General Laws, 
Chapter 15A, Section 16, provides: 
Each public institution of higher 
education may conduct summer sessions, 
provided such sessions are operated at no 
expense to the Commonwealth. Each public 
institution of higher education may 
conduct evening classes, provided such 
classes are operated at no expense to the 
Commonwealth... 
In short, the divisions of continuing education in 
public higher education in Massachusetts are self- 
supporting. Tuition revenues and fees must cover all 
expenses. The Massachusetts system is unique in that its 
extensive self-supporting, degree-granting programs include 
all courses given in the evenings, on the weekend, and in 
the summer (day and evening). No state funding is permitted 
for any of these programs. 
This self-supporting system is currently the subject of 
considerable debate. A Task Force on Graduate and 
Undergraduate Continuing Education was established by 
Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer in February 1987 to study the 
present system and make recommendations. The Task Force has 
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issued its final reports. The first addresses graduate 
continuing education; the second, undergraduate continuing 
education. The following are excerpts from the "Report of 
the Regents' Task Force on Continuing Education; 
Undergraduate Credit-Bearing Courses and Degree Programs,” 
which summarize their findings: 
...Undergraduate degree-credit continuing 
education, which is the particular focus 
of this Task Force report, enrolls 53,000 
students, nearly one-third of the total 
undergraduate student enrollment in the 
public sector. In FY 1988, continuing 
education revenues amounted to nearly $46 
million; and in the same year our colleges 
and universities employed nearly 4800 
faculty and staff. This vast educational 
enterprise is larger by itself than the 
public college and university systems of 
fifteen states. Its effectiveness in 
educating our citizenry is thus critical 
to the success of higher education as a 
whole. 
One of the fundamental principles established by this 
task force states: 
There should be no disparate treatment of 
students based solely upon the time of 
day, day of the week, or time of the year 
students enroll in credit-bearing courses. 
The report goes on to decry the "cultural anachronism” 
in Massachusetts which distinguishes between day and 
continuing education courses based on the mandate that the 
latter must be self-supporting. This forces a bifurcated 
system wherein division of continuing education students 
receive lesser services at a higher cost. Particularly 
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relevant to this study are the following comments from the 
task force: 
...Our report coincides with the 
unionization of faculty who teach 
continuing education courses in our 
community colleges and state colleges. 
Reconciling a "one-college” concept with 
the demands and requirements of collective 
bargaining is equally formidable. 
Continuing Education is self-supporting. 
It receives no funds from the state. That 
fact alone is the single most important 
determinant in understanding its structure 
within our colleges and universities... 
The task force reached consensus on the following 
principles: 
* Academic quality must be equivalent regardless of the 
time of day and programs offered. 
* Equivalent academic resources must be available to all 
students. 
* There should be no distinction of price for credit 
courses no matter what time of day or day of the week 
that such a course is offered. 
* Equality is essential in public higher education. 
Based on these principles, it is clear that the task 
force strongly urges a new structure for continuing 
education in public higher education in the Commonwealth and 
that the state must support the education of all students. 
The conclusion of the Task Force has been 
that within the Massachusetts public 
system, the salient issues of academic 
equity/quality can be addressed only by 
full integration of continuing education 
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programs within the basic academic, 
financial, and administrative structures 
of each institution...Changing economic 
factors, including notably the extension 
of collective bargaining to part-time 
faculty, are forcing us to confront the 
issue... 
This report on undergraduate continuing education 
clearly articulated the issues confronting public higher 
education. It is obvious that due to ”the realities of the 
current fiscal condition,” the only real solution, full 
state support, was an unreasonable expectation. It is also 
clear that the recommendations were substantially weakened 
due to language such as: “within statutory limitations,” 
“extent allowable by law,” “insofar as is possible,” and “to 
the extent possible.” 
Despite the aforementioned, the Massachusetts Board of 
Regents submitted legislation requesting that the caveat “at 
no expense to the Commonwealth” be deleted from Chapter 15A, 
Section 16, of the Massachusetts General Laws. This 
legislation died in committee. Should this change ever 
occur, it would have a profound effect on the DCE operations 
in that state-funded monies could be utilized to support 
continuing education programs. 
All divisions of continuing education across the state 
have a higher tuition rate than their day division 
(state-supported) counterparts. (The day division tuition 
charge in 1988 was set at $32 per credit with full-time 
students eligible for a package rate. DCE students pay by 
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credit in all cases. Each college sets its own DCE tuition 
rate with the average presently between $40-$45 per credit. 
Each segment also has student fees that are levied on each 
student.) This difference in financial accessibility for 
students was of deep concern to the Chancellor, the Board of 
Regents and the administrators at the various campuses. 
The final wage package contained in the DCE contract could 
exacerbate greatly the tuition differential that already 
existed between the two segments. Under the present system, 
any and all increased costs of running the divisions of 
continuing education would have to be passed on to the DCE 
students in the form of tuition increases. This, of course, 
gets to the heart of the issue relative to the question of 
mission and whether it could be jeopardized by the 
unionization of a non-state-supported program. The Board of 
Regents and the Chancellor have consistently expressed 
concern about a bifurcated system which, even in its present 
form, discriminates against the student who, for whatever 
reason, must attend evenings or summers at the higher 
division of continuing education rates. 
At each of the community colleges, the division of 
continuing education has evolved into its present form based 
on a variety of unique circumstances at each campus. There 
is no statewide set of guidelines that controls or even 
suggests a standard "modus operand!” for continuing 
education programs. Most have been tailored to meet the 
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unique and differing needs of the community which they 
serve. 
To establish a point of reference which is critical to 
understanding the basic issues involved in the negotiations, 
it is essential to outline some of the basic operations at 
the fifteen community colleges. After considerable research 
and comparisons of the fifteen DCE operations, the litany of 
differences becomes obvious. Each sets its own faculty 
salary schedule, hiring practices, tuition rates, student 
fee schedule, academic calendar and course schedules and 
times. In addition, some have weekend programs, short 
intersession programs, various summer course configurations 
as well as special programs funded by grants or under 
contract to individual businesses and industry. About the 
only common denominator found was that all fifteen DCE 
programs adhere to an identical student refund policy. 
There is no set model which is representative of the average 
DCE operation. 
The internal operating structure of each division of 
continuing education is also substantially different from 
the other and probably is most reflective of the management 
style and objectives of each president/CEO. About the only 
thing they all have in common is that they operate evening, 
summer, and weekend programs that are targeted at the adult 
working populations of their communities. How they manage 
the division can be as different as day and night. Any 
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attempt to conduct an in-depth study of these operations in 
order to establish a "model” was met with substantial 
differences and frustration. 
DCE revenues are deposited into a trust fund which is 
not part of the state-funded budgetary process. From this 
account are paid all expenses accruing to the operation of 
the DCE program, i.e., salaries, supplies, and marketing. 
Any excess revenue (over expenses) may be used by the CEO to 
the benefit of the state-supported program or other fiscal 
needs of the institution. Thus, the DCE trust has the 
potential of giving the college president fiscal flexibility 
in administering the program at each campus. Many 
presidents have taken prudent advantage of the flexibility 
provided by trust funds for a multitude of educational 
purposes, i.e., faculty development, additional staffing, 
and equipment. 
Nonetheless, DCE operations are not the source of 
endless amounts of monies as some would believe. The 
continuing education programs are subject to wide 
fluctuations of enrollments and, therefore, revenue. The 
negotiations forced Management to collect a wide variety of 
data. The information not only reconfirmed the variations 
in operational patterns but it also clearly underscored that 
the fifteen divisions of continuing education were in 
various stages of fiscal health. Some were in sound fiscal 
condition and showed an excess of revenue over expenditures. 
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Others could be described as marginal operations at best, 
and some were in serious deficit difficulties. 
Administrators at these latter campuses were facing very 
serious situations and were wrestling on a day-to-day basis 
with decisions designed to reverse what, in some cases, 
could only be termed precarious fiscal situations. 
The conditions described above had major implications 
for the negotiations. 
C. Union Organizing Process 
The original DCE representation petition dates back to 
the academic year 1983-84 and was filed by the National 
Education Association (NEA)/Massachusetts Teachers 
Association (MTA)/Massachusetts Community College Council 
(MCCC). Since 1976, the MTA/MCCC has been the only 
bargaining agent for all full-time faculty, librarians and 
counselors in the community college system. 
The original petition, designated Case No. SCR-2176 by 
the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission (MLRC), 
solicited a showing of interest based upon a list of those 
faculty teaching in the fall 1983 semester at least one 
three—credit course. By letter dated December 2, 1983, the 
unit was amended by the petitioner to read: 
...those individuals who are professional 
employees of the Division of Continuing 
Education in the Massachusetts Community 
Colleges and who teach or perform similar 
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work in relation to students who are 
taking courses for credit. 
However, in December 1983, the employer (Massachusetts 
Board of Regents) challenged the number of names listed in 
the potential unit by the MTA/MCCC to the MLRC. The 
MTA/MCCC submitted a total of 1,600 potential members while 
the employer submitted a list of approximately 3,800 names. 
Based upon this discrepancy, the MLRC notified the 
MTA/MCCC that: 
This figure is substantially different 
from the 1,600 which you estimate to be 
the number of employees in the unit... 
Therefore, an administrative check of the 
showing of interest was conducted. 
The Labor Relations Commission concluded that the 
showing of interest submitted in support of the petition 
”is not sufficient to continue to process this petition.” 
The Labor Relations Commission further notified the 
MTA/MCCC: 
Therefore, in accordance with MLRC Rule 
401 CMR 14.05, you are hereby notified 
that you have seven (7) days from receipt 
of this notice to submit a further showing 
of interest. 
The MTA/MCCC was further advised that it could ”show 
cause why Commission [MLRC] should not have utilized the 
employer supplied list" to check the sufficiency of the 
showing of interest. The MLRC canceled the hearing on the 
petition slated for January 13, 1984. In a subsequent 
decision, dated March 8, 1984, the MLRC in a letter to both 
parties ruled: 
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Please be advised that the above 
referenced petition [SCR-2176] has been 
dismissed inasmuch as after due notice, 
the petitioner failed to comply in a 
timely fashion with Commission Rule 
402 CMR 14.05. Accordingly, this case is 
closed at this time. 
Although the original petition was effectively and 
completely dismissed at this point, the Union was still free 
to continue its organizing efforts in an attempt to collect 
additional showing of interest cards and refile the 
petition at a later date. This proved to be the case. 
On May 18, 1984, the Union did refile its petition to 
MLRC (Case No. SCR-2179). The refiled petition sought to 
represent: 
All full and part-time professional 
employees of the Division of Continuing 
Education in the Massachusetts Community 
Colleges teaching courses of at least 3 
credits. As of October 6, 1983.[sic] 
Based on this new petition, the MLRC held meetings with 
both parties to discuss any outstanding issues that had to 
be resolved. Several additional hearings were subsequently 
scheduled to resolve any and all issues that remained. The 
Board of Regents again requested that a card check be 
conducted and again contested the sufficiency of the Union's 
showing of interest. As a result of these hearings, the 
MLRC, this time, decided to allow the process to go forward. 
The Union's persistence had paid off and both parties were 
ordered to submit briefs to the MLRC in order to arrive 
at a final decision regarding the petition seeking 
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certification of an employee organization. On October 7, 
1986, the MLRC issued its decision. (For a complete copy of 
both the Union's and Management's briefs as well as the MLRC 
decision, please consult Appendix A. At these proceedings, 
the Board of Regents was represented by Judith A. Wong, 
Community College Counsel, and the MTA/MCCC was represented 
by Americo A. Salini, Jr., Attorney for the MTA.) 
In its decision, the Commission ruled that DCE faculty 
were employees and determined that a unit of all faculty who 
teach credit courses was appropriate. It appeared that the 
Commission looked at the degree of control the colleges 
exercise over DCE faculty in determining if they were 
employees or independent contractors. Because the colleges 
control such things as the types of courses offered, the 
content of those courses, the qualifications of instructors, 
the rate of pay, and have the power to evaluate instructors, 
the Commission concluded that the colleges exercise 
sufficient control over the DCE faculty to make them 
employees within the meaning of Massachusetts General Laws, 
Chapter 15OE, Section 1. 
The Commission also determined that a sufficient number 
of faculty had an expectation of returning to teach from 
semester to semester to warrant all faculty who taught 
credit courses eligible to vote. 
The MLRC then scheduled a pre-election conference 
(eventually held on October 31, 1986) to discuss the means 
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and method of the election and to set a date for the actual 
election. The Commission also determined that a mail ballot 
election was more appropriate than an on-site election. 
The Commission designated a mail ballot to be conducted 
from November 26, 1986 through December 18, 1986. During 
this period both parties could conduct campaigns to try to 
persuade/dissuade faculty on the issue. (See Appendix B for 
samples of propaganda from both sides.) The MLRC in its 
final decision ruled that the unit would consist of: 
...All full and part-time professional 
employees teaching credit courses in the 
community colleges Divisions of Continuing 
Education (DCE), excluding supervisory 
and managerial personnel and all other 
employees. (See Appendix C.) 
On December 18, 1986, the vote was tallied at the MLRC 
offices, and the official results were certified by the 
Commission on January 5, 1987. The total ballots cast were 
1,238; with 631 cast for the Union and 516 against the 
Union. (For a complete breakdown of the results, please 
consult Appendix C.) The MLRC declared: 
It is hereby certified that Massachusetts 
Community College Counci1/MTA/NEA has been 
selected by a majority of the above- 
described unit of employees as set forth 
in the Commission's decision as their 
representative for the purposes of 
collective bargaining, and that pursuant 
to Chapter 15OE of the General Laws, 
Massachusetts Community College 
Council/MTA/NEA is the exclusive 
representative of the above-described 
unit of employees of the Massachusetts 
Board of Regents of Higher Education for 
the purposes of collective bargaining in 
respect to rates of pay/ wages, hours of 
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employment and other conditions of 
employment. (See Appendix C.) 
In March 1987, the Council of Community College 
Presidents voted to petition the Chancellor to urge the 
Board of Regents to appeal the MLRC certification. The 
presidents supported the argument that "the Legislature 
never intended these faculty to have bargaining rights under 
Chapter 15OE. They contended that "collective \bargaining 
inthe Divisions of Continuing would be educationally and 
fiscally disastrous." They urged the Board "to pursue 
whatever legal means and arguments are available to void the 
MCCC's certification." (See Appendix D.) Nothing ever 
resulted from the presidents' plea, and the issue was 
dropped. The process would continue. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE NEGOTIATIONS 
Formal negotiations between the parties did not 
commence until June 1987. In the interim period between 
certification and the first negotiating session, the Union 
made several informational requests regarding the 
operations of the fifteen DCE programs. The requests 
focused on the fiscal details at each institution. In 
particular, the Union sought information on total payrolls 
(FY'85, '86); DCE financial reports (FY'85, '86, '87) 
including income, expenditures, tuition, and fees, and the 
specific amounts of money transferred into accounts 
referred to as "unassigned accounts,” "day school 
account," any "trust fund" account receiving funds from 
the division of continuing education. Other information 
sought by the MTA/MCCC included enrollment reports, 
student handbook, and evaluation procedures in place at 
each of the campuses. And the Union was not the only one 
that had to seek comprehensive information. 
Management, too, had to scurry to collect this data. 
A negotiating team was appointed by Management, and it was 
critical that the chief negotiator begin to acquire an 
understanding of the unique nature of DCE operations 
versus the day school state-supported operations. 
Management's negotiating team consisted of the Chairman/ 
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Chief Negotiator, Attorney Carleton J. LaPorte, Jr., 
Director of Employee Relations; Mary Ellen Lyons, 
Assistant Director of Employee Relations; and Attorney 
Carolyn Young, Associate Counsel with the Office of the 
Community College Counsel. Resource staff sitting at the 
table consisted of Dr. Janice Motta, Dean of Continuing 
Education at Bristol Community College; Lawrence Reeves, 
Dean of Administration and Finance at North Shore 
Community College; Attorney Carol Bedard, Hearing 
Officer/Contract Administrator with the Office of the 
Community College Counsel; Sobrina Van Story, Employee 
Relations Advisor on the Vice Chancellor's staff; and Dr. 
Thomas E. Holland, Dean of Continuing Education at 
Springfield Technical Community College. In addition, the 
Council of Community College Presidents appointed a 
three-member subcommittee to oversee the presidents' 
interests in these negotiations. This committee consisted 
of Andrew M. Scibelli, Chairman, President of Springfield 
Technical Community College and author of this study; and 
associate members Daniel Asquino, President of Mount 
Wachusett Community College, and Clifford Peterson, 
President of Quinsigamond Community College. Cathryn 
Addy, President of Berkshire Community College, replaced 
President Peterson in June 1989. A member of the 
presidents' subcommittee was present at all negotiating 
sessions on a rotating basis. With the exception of the 
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resource people on Management's team who were selected 
from DCE programs, there was a need to insure that all 
members of the team were well versed in the unique 
operations of the continuing education programs at the 
community colleges. 
It was probably at this juncture that even Management 
began to realize how diverse and substantially different 
each DCE operation was from the other. Certainly, it was 
at this point that fiscal information submitted by certain 
campuses revealed, for the first time, the deep financial 
crises that some institutions were facing. It has to be 
noted that prior to these events, presidents and deans of 
continuing education were extremely reluctant to share 
these details with their counterparts at sister 
institutions. Many of the CEO's found the charges levied 
by the Union, alleging hidden accounts in the millions of 
dollars, amusing. Some were not amused but infuriated by 
the implications of these charges. (See Appendix E.) 
The initial meeting between the negotiating teams on 
June 2, 1987, could best be characterized as cautious, 
with each side wary of the other. The next couple of 
sessions were devoted to initial posturing by each team 
with very wide, very generalized statements designed to 
conceptualize their beginning bargaining positions. 
The MTA/MCCC negotiating team consisted of the 
Chairman/Chief Negotiator, Ellen M. Suarez, MTA 
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Consultant; James Rice, President of MCCC; and Thomas 
Parsons, Vice President of MCCC. Resource team members 
for the MTA/MCCC at the table were R. Michael McSweeney, 
MCCC Legislative Action Coordinator; Dennis Fitzgerald, 
MCCC Grievance Coordinator; and Karen Burns, MCCC Research 
Coordinator. 
Chief Negotiator Suarez made it very clear that she 
and the Union team envisioned these negotiations to be 
ones that could be concluded very quickly and basically 
proposed that the present day school contract ("Agreement 
Between the Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher 
Education for the Massachusetts Regional Community 
Colleges and the Massachusetts Community College 
Council/Massachusetts Teachers Association, An Affiliate 
of the National Education Association, July 1, 1986 
through June 30, 1989") could be overlayed on the 
divisions of continuing education. They reluctantly 
conceded that possibly some tailoring might be necessary 
but from their viewpoint, they saw no reason to reinvent 
the wheel. They were adamant that they would be satisfied 
with nothing less than a statewide agreement that 
standardized all working conditions for all DCE faculty 
across the Commonwealth. Among other items, the Union 
made it clear that it would be seeking substantial salary 
increases and a seniority system which insured faculty 
reappointment rights. Additionally, they expressed no 
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little amount of chagrin over the slovmess in processing 
their information requests. As to the information they 
had received from various colleges, they appeared to be 
quite frustrated by the diverse formats in place at each 
institution. 
In its initial posturing. Management's team expressed 
concepts and thoughts that were in a majority of instances 
diametrically opposed to those of the Union. Management 
foresaw a long and protracted series of negotiating 
sessions before closure on a contract. Its team was of 
the opinion that because of the wide diversity of 
operations involved in DCE operations, the overlaying of 
the day school contract on DCE was simply not possible. 
Moreover, the lack of a centralized funding source, and 
the range of fiscal stability within the fifteen colleges, 
would make standardization/uniformity an unacceptable 
concept for Management to support. As to the Union's 
priorities of salary and reappointment. Management adopted 
a very firm position. It emphasized the need to insure 
the fiscal solvency of the various divisions of continuing 
education and the inability of the system to utilize state 
monies to fund the DCE contract. Therefore, salary 
increases would have to be realistic. As far as 
reappointment was concerned. Management was unwilling to 
even discuss the concept. It was not prepared to go 
beyond an appointment system on a semester-by-semester 
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basis. It had no intention of being "locked into” any 
contract based on the seniority or tenure provisions 
contained in the day school contract. Instructors would 
continue to be hired on the basis of a high quality of 
performance. It was further noted by Management that DCE 
instructors teach only one course per semester and that 
did not constitute ample enough opportunity upon which to 
make judgement concerning a seniority or "quasi-tenure” 
decision. 
Management envisioned a "Master Contract” that 
contained local options in order to tailor the flexibility 
required for individual campuses to survive. Of course, 
this was a direct reference to an eventual wage article 
that, if standardized, might put some DCE operations in 
jeopardy. According to Management, the local option 
position was the only sensible route to follow. In 
response to the Union's complaints concerning the 
submission of requested information. Management used this 
as an opportunity to underscore the need for a local 
option approach to reach a contract settlement. 
Certainly, it was argued, the diverse formats and 
operations should prove to the Union team that the local 
option proposal was the only way to approach these 
negotiations. 
After these initial skirmishes, the negotiating 
sessions settled down, and the Union team put a complete 
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package on the table for Management's consideration. The 
proposal, for the most part, was indeed an overlay of the 
day school contract on the DCE operations. This, of 
course, accounted, for the most part, for the quickness of 
the Union to put forth an entire proposal. With few 
notable exceptions, the language was excerpted directly 
from the day school contract. 
Management's initial reaction was to take the document 
under consideration and to study each article of the 
proposal in depth. Management's team quickly noted the 
salary article contained in the proposal (30%/20%/20%) was 
totally unreasonable. Subsequently, negotiating sessions 
centered around Management's counterproposals on an 
article-by-article basis. Management did not counter with 
a complete proposal, and this caused an impatience to 
develop on the part of the Union team. Management was 
charged with foot-dragging and delaying the timely 
progress in the process. The one issue that Management 
never approached was a wage package—primarily because 
there was no consensus as to what type of package 
could/would be acceptable to the fifteen institutions. 
After several weeks (September 1987-December 1987) of 
negotiating, the Union announced at the December 23, 1987 
session that it was seeking mediation. In a petition to 
the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, the Union 
charged that: 
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The employer refuses to negotiate the 
terms and conditions within one (1) 
contract. It insists on fifteen (15) 
separate contracts, despite the MLRC 
determination which specifies that the 
employees shall be included within one (1) 
bargaining unit. (See Appendix F.) 
Management responded at the table that it certainly 
would not join in requesting a mediator and, indeed, would 
object to the appointing of a mediator. In a subsequent 
communication to the Board of Conciliation and 
Arbitration, Management stated that: 
Negotiations with this new unit 
represented by MCCC are in their 
embryonic stages and we are months 
away from the need for any kind of 
mediation. (See Appendix F.) 
Moreover, Management's team refused to meet at several 
scheduled sessions in January 1988 until the Union's 
request was answered by Nancy E. Peace of the Board of 
Conciliation that "the parties have not had enough 
dialogue to enable her to determine if an impasse exists." 
It continued, "The parties should return to the bargaining 
table as quickly as possible and make every effort to 
discuss fully each outstanding proposal." (See 
Appendix F.) The ruling further advised: 
Following each meeting, each party is to 
report to Investigator Peace on the 
progress of the talks. If significant 
progress is not evident during the next 
six weeks, she will conduct a further 
investigation to determine if the parties 
have reached impasse. (See Appendix F.) 
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In his response to the mediator, Carleton J. LaPorte, 
Jr., assured that Management was ready to resume 
bargaining in good faith but avoided any commitment on the 
part of Management to report to Ms. Peace following each 
meeting. 
Negotiating sessions were subsequently scheduled and 
held during February and March, 1988. The tone of the 
sessions seemed to improve immeasurably during this 
period. Management put several counterproposals on the 
table including Articles on Grievance, Evaluations, 
Facility Use, Bulletin Boards, Workload, Appointment and 
finally, at the March 9, 1988 session, presented a salary 
counterproposal to the Union team (in the first year, 
6 percent but no less than $300 per credit; second year, 
6 percent but no less than $325 per credit; third year, 
6 percent but no less than $350 per credit). 
The Union's reaction to this seemed positive, and they 
requested time to study Management's counterproposals in 
depth. A March 16, 1988 meeting was canceled to allow for 
this process. 
But a new development arose since the two parties had 
last convened. The Union sent out a new round of 
propaganda to potential unit members stating that, among 
other charges, the presidents were continuing to subvert 
the collective bargaining process. In addition, this 
piece of propaganda was tailored to each institution by 
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printing the names, addresses and phone numbers of the 
college president and local board of trustees. The 
document urged potential unit members to call their 
respective president and trustees and to lobby them ”to 
negotiate a fair and equitable contract with DCE faculty.” 
(See Appendix E.) 
Management countered with a propaganda piece of its 
own (See Appendix E) and a Prohibited Practice Charge was 
filed by the Union with the MLRC, in part, charging that 
”...the employer has by-passed the exclusive 
representative and has addressed issues currently under 
negotiations in a public forum.” (See Appendix G.) 
Despite the prohibited practice charge pending at the 
MLRC, both sides returned to the table and subsequent 
meetings during April and May 1988 produced some movement 
by both Management and the MTA/MCCC. 
Management put proposals on the table addressing 
evaluation, salary, workload, appointment/reappointment, 
dismissal and grievance/arbitration procedures on a 
systemwide basis. Management had, by this time, 
substantially moderated its local option approach to the 
negotiations. After these many sessions, it became 
apparent that the local option position was an 
overwhelming obstacle to any effort to reach an agreement. 
It was also at this juncture that Management was 
willing to recognize the concept of reappointment; 
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however, it certainly was not the clear, definitive 
language proposed by the Union. It involved certain 
restrictive language including the requirement that a 
faculty member must have a taught five courses for three 
consecutive fiscal years and proposed a "window of 
opportunity” in order for the colleges to have time to 
adequately evaluate instructors. Management was willing 
to accept the idea of the establishment of a seniority 
pool from which future instructors would be selected 
despite their earlier non-negotiable position. The 
seniority pool would be formed by work areas and seniority 
ranking would be based upon length of service solely 
within the division of continuing education. The MTA/MCCC 
attributed this concession on the part of Management to 
its application to the Board of Mediation and Conciliation 
for assistance. 
Although closure on a contract was still a long way 
down the road, the following offers/counteroffers gave a 
ray of hope to the negotiations: 
1. Management agreed to a standardized evaluation 
procedure; 
2. A one-time 6 percent across-the-board increase was 
proposed by Management along with a minimum 
threshold of $300 per credit; 
Under-enrolled courses were compensated on a 
prorated per capita basis; 
3. 
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4. The Union submitted counterproposals concerning 
seniority issues and moderated very slightly 
its salary demands; and 
5. Management, at this point, was still unwilling 
to agree entirely to the Union's language on 
reappointment and was also pressing for other 
concessions in the Evaluation and Workload 
Articles. 
The MTA/MCCC characterized all of the above as "very 
slow progress" but progress nonetheless. The major 
concessions in all of these negotiating sessions were the 
moderating by Management of its local options stance and 
its partial acceptance of a seniority pool. The major 
articles under consideration by both sides continued to be 
Appointment/Reappointment, Evaluation, Workload and 
Salary. 
As summer approached (June 1988), very little progress 
had occurred on the substantive issues. (See Appendix H.) 
Agreements had been reached on only minor articles: Use 
of Board Facilities, Maintenance of Records and Notices. 
All other articles were bogged down in either specific 
details or in general disagreement in philosophy/approach. 
The Union continued to preach that the presidents were 
jealously protecting their accounts and were still the 
major impediment to a "just and fair" contract. The 
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balanced, responsible and accurate approach to information 
sharing. 
This decision by the MLRC apparently had an impact on 
the MTA/MCCC. Subsequent Union informational bulletins 
and newsletters contained much more moderate language in 
describing the status of the DCE negotiations. 
Particularly noteworthy is the deletion of the 
inflammatory language toward the presidents and their 
collective role in the negotiations. (See Appendix K.) 
Although there was a lot of activity during the sximmer 
months (1988), very little of substance was finalized. 
The parties held a ”mini-marathon" of sessions on 
August 22, 23, and 24, 1988, in an attempt to close the 
contract or at least narrow the critical issues prior to 
the beginning of the fall 1988 semester. The Union seemed 
to be focusing on the Appointment/Reappointment Article 
looking for some sign of concession from Management. 
Management, for its part, was looking for some signal from 
the MTA/MCCC that it was willing to substantially moderate 
its salary proposal. Several articles (Appointment/ 
Reappointment, Evaluation, Workload) were rewritten by 
both sides but usually became bogged down over semantics 
or some portion of the article that contained new 
language. The end result was that the MTA/MCCC 
representatives were again growing impatient and 
frustrated over the slow progress of the negotiations. 
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(It should be noted that the first negotiating session was 
held on June 2, 1987.) By late September, 1988, the Union 
stated that it would again petition for mediation if no 
progress could be made over the course of the next 
scheduled meeting. Carleton LaPorte, Management's chief 
negotiator, proposed that the meeting scheduled for 
October 12, 1988 follow a different format. He proposed a 
complete ”off the record” session with the Union to 
discuss concerns of both sides and conceptual approaches 
to these problems without either side committing itself. 
The Union agreed. 
In what appeared to be a much more relaxed atmosphere, 
both sides openly expressed their concerns and problems. 
It would be problematical to reveal the specifics of this 
confidential give and take session but the general areas 
of concern can be delineated. The Union expressed deep 
concerns over certain sections of the Appointment Article 
and further concerns were expressed about the classroom 
observations language in the Evaluation Article. There 
was considerable discussion over the salary and the 
respective positions of both sides. Management pointed 
out its concerns over the cost of the entire package. It 
was underscored to the Union that the funding of this 
contract involved not only the salary article but the 
funding of additional staff to implement many other 
proposed articles of the agreement. The lack of a common 
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funding source and the dependency of the divisions of 
continuing education on private tuition revenues had to be 
of primary concern to the Management team. 
The approach and discussion appeared to be very useful 
and productive for both sides. Management put a new 
salary proposal forward, and both sides agreed to try and 
craft new language that would attempt to find a middle 
ground acceptable to all parties. 
The good will that may have been generated from the 
informal give and take session did not carry over into 
subsequent meetings. Management proposed new language 
into the Recognition Article that caused considerable 
dismay on the part of the Union. Management sought to 
exempt from the unit a limited number of instructors that 
taught in programs contracted with business and industry. 
Management defined these instructors as faculty members 
who are employees of outside entities and who teach for 
the college exclusively in programs sponsored by that 
entity which are offered only to employees of that entity. 
The Union perceived this new language as an attempt to 
chip away at its potential unit membership and refused to 
even consider the proposal. Despite an exchange of 
proposals/counterproposals by both sides, there was no 
appreciable movement toward agreement at meetings in late 
October and early November, 1988. 
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A new approach was suggested for the November 28, 1988 
session. Both sides would come to the table with five 
"bottom line" positions on the issues most important to 
each side. 
The meeting was brief and to the point. Management's 
five issues were; salary, appointment, workload, 
management rights and recognition. The Union's list was 
virtually identical except that it included its article on 
Agency Service Fee in place of The Rights and 
Responsibilities of the Board article. A few concessions 
were made by both sides but not in the critical areas. 
Management did increase its salary offer but it was not 
viewed by the Union as a major step forward. 
After several unsuccessful rounds of unofficial 
package proposals, the Union determined that it wanted to 
go forward to mediation. Accordingly, the negotiation 
session scheduled for December 8, 1988 was cancelled, and 
a meeting with a mediator was scheduled for Wednesday, 
December 14, 1988. Management maintained that good faith 
participation in the mediation and/or factfinding process 
would result in a several semester delay in settlement 
with no guarantee that Management would move from its 
position on the various articles. 
Nonetheless, the meeting with the mediator, Nancy E. 
Peace of the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, 
occurred as scheduled. Ms. Peace, using a standard format 
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in these procedures, met separately with each side to get 
a sense of the basic impediments involved in the 
negotiations. Ms. Peace first met with the Union 
representatives. 
In her first meeting with Management's team, she 
reported that the Union stated that the overwhelming 
obstacle to continued negotiations was the article on 
Recognition. She said that the Union was reasonably 
optimistic that the remainder of the articles could be 
settled if this obstacle was removed. 
Carleton LaPorte, the spokesman for Management's team, 
in great detail, elaborated Management's position on the 
Recognition Article and emphasized that Management was 
absolutely not prepared to make any concessions in regard 
to its position. He also stated that the salary offer by 
Management was its "bottom line” offer, citing the present 
precarious fiscal conditions of the community colleges as 
the reason for Management's inability to put forward an 
increased salary proposal. LaPorte added that Management 
would be very reluctant to accept the factfinder's report. 
He stressed that Management would return to the table with 
the same proposals that were then on the table. 
After a second brief meeting with the Union, 
Ms. Peace reported that she explained Management's 
positions to the MTA/MCCC, but that the Union would not 
budge from its position. Ms. Peace related to Management 
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representatives that the Union viewed the Recognition 
Article as a permissive issue rather than a mandatory 
subject of bargaining and therefore, in its opinion, would 
not be a valid vehicle to reaching impasse. It indicated 
that it would be the basis of its charges against 
Management with the MLRC. Management discussed the 
possibility of filing a clarification petition with the 
MLRC over the same issue. 
The mediator then met briefly and informally with 
Carleton LaPorte and Ellen Suarez to see if there was any 
"last ditch” effort that could be made by either side. 
The results were negative. 
Ms. Peace concluded at the December 14 meeting that 
the negotiations were, indeed, at a stalemate. She stated 
that she was usually reluctant to report impasse after 
only two short meetings with both sides but that in this 
particular negotiation, she saw no possibility of the two 
sides coming together. The mediation session was 
adjourned, and impasse was declared by the mediator. 
The Union filed a prohibited practice charge against 
Management, and Management filed a clarification petition 
with the MLRC. No further negotiation sessions were 
scheduled. 
On March 2, 1989, the Labor Relations Commission 
rendered its decisions regarding the MTA's charges of 
prohibited practice (SUP-3331 Massachusetts Board of 
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Regents) and Management's request for clarification 
(CAS-2870 Massachusetts Board of Regents). Both were 
dismissed. (See Appendix L.) 
In a memorandum dated November 29, 1988, Management's 
Attorney Carolyn R. Young advised the community college 
presidents: 
It has continued to be our position that 
good faith participation in the mediation 
and/or factfinding process will result in 
a several semester delay in settlement, 
and that at the end of the process, we 
will most likely return to the table with 
the same bottom-line proposals we now 
offer. Good faith participation in the 
mediation and/or factfinding process does 
not require us to make proposals or 
concessions. (See Appendix M.) 
This advisory was right on target. The initial 
hearing with the factfinder, Mark Irvings, was scheduled 
for March 14, 1989. This meeting resulted in the 
factfinder determining, after meeting with both sides 
separately, that it was unlikely that agreement could be 
reached through mediation due to the number of important 
issues outstanding; however, he advised that we attempt to 
narrow the issues, to which the parties agreed. 
A subsequent meeting on April 7, 1989 was set up with 
the intention of spending the morning on mediation, and if 
no appreciable progress could be made, factfinding would 
commence in the afternoon. The result of that meeting was 
that mediation was terminated but factfinding did not 
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commence. The next meetings were scheduled for May 23, 
1989 and June 14, 1989. 
It should be noted for the purpose of clarity that the 
issues that remained outstanding (in whole or in part) at 
this time were; 
* Recognition 
* Rights and Responsibilities of the Board 





* Savings Clause 
The May 23rd formal factfinding process began. It did 
not go well. Management angrily reacted to what they 
considered two blatantly regressive proposals from the 
Union—one relating to appointments and the other to the 
effective date of salary increases. 
Counselor Young demanded that the Union remove the 
regressive items from consideration of the factfinder or a 
prohibited practice charge would be filed against the 
Union and the factfinding process would be suspended. The 
Union withdrew the appointment article language but 
refused to withdraw the salary proposal. Counsel refused 
to make Management's presentation indicating we would 
proceed to the Labor Relations Commission to force the 
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Association to proceed in good faith. The parties agreed 
to keep the scheduled June 14th date open. (See MCCC 
position in Appendix N.) 
On May 24th, the Union filed a prohibited practice 
charge alleging that Management refused to participate in 
the factfinding process. Management also filed a 
prohibited practice charge, as indicated above. Ellen 
Suarez, on behalf of the Union, also requested of the 
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration that they direct the 
factfinder to issue his decision in that Management 
"refused to proceed in their presentations of their 
factfinding case, as required.” These requests were not 
expected to be scheduled until August. 
On June 4, Factfinder Irvings ordered Management back 
to factfinding, threatening to make a decision without 
their presentation if they did not show. 
Factfinding continued on June 14 with insufficient 
time to complete the entire presentation. The next 
session was scheduled for August 25, at which time 
Management completed its presentation. As expected, the 
Union requested a meeting for rebuttal. This was 
scheduled for September 29th. The hearing went off as 
scheduled with the Union presenting its rebuttal on all 
outstanding issues. Factfinding officially concluded at 
this point. Factfinder Irvings had thirty days to issue 
his report. It would not be forthcoming until early 
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January. An outline of Management and Union materials 
submitted to the factfinder is referenced in Appendix O, 
submitted by Counselor Young on October 16, 1989. 
During the course of factfinding. Management 
determined that it was important to gather data from 
adjunct faculty relative to dues deduction. A 
questionnaire was designed to provide that information and 
sent to all adjuncts. The Union took exception to this, 
suggesting that it was possibly illegal and filed a 
prohibited practice charge and advised faculty not to 
return the survey. (See Appendix P.) 
On October 30, 1989, the conference to investigate the 
pair of prohibited practice charges filed on May 24th by 
the Union and Management took place. The Hearing Officer 
essentially felt that the Union's charges were moot in 
that Management had participated in the factfinding 
process. Management's charge that the Union's proposal 
was regressive was discussed. Even the Union seemed 
perplexed that the retroactive date they submitted was 
January 5, 1987. It was determined that it was 
inadvertent, and Ellen Suarez informed all parties that it 
should have been July 1, 1987. Management was quick to 
respond that July 1 was still considered regressive in 
that their last proposal of record indicated retroactivity 
to January 1, 1989. The Labor Relations Commission made 
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its determination on November 27, 1989. Both charges were 
dismissed. (See Appendix Q.) 
Nearly a year had passed with virtually no progress. 
Factfinding and prohibited practice charges had taken 
considerable time and energy. Animosity continued to 
heighten with little relief in sight. It was also 
apparent that both sides were "digging in” in anticipation 
of the factfinder's report. Management, on the one hand, 
having already declared that while participating in the 
process, it did not intend to accept the report but would 
return to the table to continue negotiations. The Union, 
on the other hand, was fully prepared to accept the 
report, anticipating something considerably better than 
Management's last offer. 
The month of December 1989 and a good part of January 
1990 were spent preparing positions speculating on the 
outcome of Mark Irvings' findings. Finally, on January 4, 
1990, the long awaited report was released. 
As anticipated (and promised), the Union's Executive 
Committee voted to accept the report on January 15th. 
The position of the Board of Regents, as communicated by 
Chief Negotiator Carleton LaPorte, on behalf of the 
Management team, stated in part: 
The Factfinder's Report does not provide 
the basis for an intelligent settlement 
...We will not accept any major aspect; 
for example, we will not agree to 
recommendations on salaries. 
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Part of the rationale for that position is that the 
factfinder did not delineate the distinctions nor 
differentiate between the state colleges and the community 
colleges when he used the State College Collective 
Bargaining Agreement as a basis for his recommendations. 
(The State College Agreement had been submitted as 
evidence by the Union during the hearings.) 
It was February 12, 1990 when the two sides 
reconvened. Both sides expressed their positions as 
stated above. Management also suggested a new approach, 
trading off major issues in an attempt to break the 
logjams as opposed to the methodical plodding approach 
employed to date. It was also acknowledged that 
Management was keenly aware of the need to give faculty an 
increase in pay and that we were "exploring ways of 
putting more money in the pockets of unit members." This 
statement was intended as a subtle indication that 
Management was exploring the possibility of implementing 
the "last best offer," a legitimate tactic that can be 
employed when impasse is declared. 
Upon completion of the presentations, the Union 
indicated their wish to caucus. After a short caucus, 
Ellen Suarez returned to state: "We feel that you've got 
the process all wrong, and we'll get back to you." That 
concluded the session. 
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The Union informed its membership of its position and 
advised that they would visit each campus to discuss the 
issues in depth and that "the MCCC will take whatever 
actions are necessary to assure you a professional salary 
and working conditions as recommended by the Factfinder." 
These words proved to be far more ominous than most 
expected. 
During the period from February 12 through April 9, 
both sides spent time preparing their tactics and 
positions for the next bargaining session scheduled for 
April 10. The Union accelerated its communication with 
the membership, citing both accurate and inaccurate 
statements regarding Management's various positions and 
tactics. The essence of the message was that Management 
had rejected the factfinder's report and unit members were 
being implored to actively support the Union position and 
demand that the presidents accept the factfinder's report. 
The nature and degree of activism varied from campus to 
campus and primarily consisted of letters and phone calls 
to the presidents and the boards of trustees. It is 
important to note again that the DCE unit represented 
during these negotiations consisted of approximately 
60 percent adjunct faculty whose interest from the very 
beginning was less than enthusiastic. The remaining 
40 percent "in-house" faculty, while more interested, 
appeared to be somewhat reluctant to have a direct 
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confrontation on their own campus. In addition, the day 
school negotiations, which had been running concurrently 
for several months, were also at impasse. Clearly, to 
this 40 percent, that contract was of greater importance 
and viewed as the real "bread and butter" issue. 
Whatever the case, frustration on both sides was 
readily apparent, and rumors of more dramatic action began 
to leak out. 
On April 10, both sides met again with full 
expectations that serious attempts would be made to reach 
settlement. Management offered a non-severable package, 
i.e., all conditions must be accepted in total. It 
consisted of: 
* A salary offer of 35 percent in the first year 
(beginning the semester starting at least 90 days 
after agreement), 0 percent in the second year, and 
10 percent in the third year; 
* Recognition language (excluding contracts with 
outside entities); 
* No agency service fees; 
* Sole discretion in appointments and evaluations; 
* Essentially, the last position on all other issues. 
The Union caucused and returned with a counter offer. 
The Union's counter to Management's proposal on 
April 18 was a surprise and a disappointment to the 
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Management team! It consisted of the following: 
35 percent in the first year followed by 20 percent in the 
second for a two year agreement, along with essentially 
all the factfinder's recommendations on all the other 
costly procedural items. They further indicated that if 
Management did not accept this offer, the Union would 
revert to their previous position of the factfinder's 
report in its entirety. 
In response to their counterproposal, the Presidents' 
Subcommittee on DCE Collective Bargaining called an 
emergency meeting of all the presidents along with 
Carleton LaPorte and Carolyn Young. The committee 
recommended that Management implement its last best salary 
offer of 35 percent effective September 1, 1990. This was 
unanimously approved. Notice was sent to the Union on 
April 19 and to all DCE faculty on April 20. (See 
Appendix R.) 
To Management's knowledge, this was a precedent¬ 
setting move never before implemented by any state agency 
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. To put it mildly, 
it did not please the Union. Their response was immediate 
and severe. They called for a strike by DCE faculty 
effective Tuesday, April 24, 1990 at 5 p.m. This move was 
not unanticipated but was somewhat of a surprise in that 
Management felt that the membership had never demonstrated 
the kind of fervor requisite to participating in an 
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illegal strike, especially given the intent on the part of 
Management to implement a very reasonable last best offer. 
Judith A. Wong, General Counsel to the Community 
College Presidents, met with the Presidents' Subcommittee 
on DCE Collective Bargaining to review options and to 
develop an action plan that would be faxed to all 
presidents. That action plan was established and 
communicated on April 23. The salient points of that plan 
were; 
* Management will file a strike petition with the 
Labor Relations Committee to obtain injunctive 
relief seeking an order to return employees back to 
work. This would be filed on Wednesday if there 
was sufficient evidence that a strike, in fact, did 
occur. 
* Presidents should notify unit members that striking 
is illegal and that Chapter 150E (M.G.L.) prohibits 
paying employees engaged in a strike. 
* Campuses should inform students that classes are 
not cancelled. 
* A status report from each campus should be sent to 
Attorney Wong each morning, reporting details of 
any strike activity of the previous evening. 
* Administrative staff at each campus should be 
assigned to observe and record strike activities 
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and be prepared to serve as witnesses before the 
Labor Relations Commission. 
* Management must determine what to do if strike is 
protracted and faculty fail to turn in grades. 
* All media inquiries should be referred to Attorney 
Wong. 
On the evening of April 24, a strike did, indeed, 
occur. The level of participation varied from campus to 
campus with at least twelve campuses reporting some 
activity. Sufficient evidence was documented to warrant 
filing a strike petition with the Labor Relations 
Commission, seeking injunctive relief on April 25, 1990. 
At the same time, a letter was sent to James Rice, 
President of the Massachusetts Community College Council, 
from Carleton J. LaPorte, Jr. It stated, in part, that 
Management was willing to negotiate as soon as possible 
and for as long as was necessary to settle the issues 
between us "when the illegal job action ceases.” 
Mr. Rice's response, also dated April 25, stated: ”On 
behalf of the MCCC and its offices, please be advised that 
the Council has not engaged in, encouraged or condoned any 
illegal job action.” 
On April 26, 1990, the Labor Relations Commission made 
the following findings: 
Wherefore, based on the facts set forth 
above, we conclude that the Massachusetts 
Community College Council (MCCC) and the 
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employees whom the MCCC represents are 
engaged in a strike, work stoppage, 
slowdown, or other withholding of services 
in violation of Section 9A(a) of G.L.c. 
15OE. We further find that the MCCC, 
through the conduct of its officers. 
Executive Committee, Board of Directors 
and Delegate Assembly, has induced, 
encouraged, and condoned the strike in 
violation of Section 9A(a) of G.L.c. 150E. 
(See Appendix S.) 
The Union was ordered back to work. 
Sporadic instances of striking, including picketing, 
continued Friday evening, April 27 and Saturday, April 28. 
This information was communicated to the LRC's General 
Counsel on Monday, April 30, seeking a court appearance to 
obtain an injunction enforcing the Commission's order. 
The injunction was ordered by the Superior Court on 
May 2, ordering an end to the strike and a return to the 
negotiations. The Court refused to allow the precondition 
that Management sought, requiring an end to the strike 
before returning to negotiations. Our statistics 
indicated that on Tuesday evening. May 2, 13 percent of 
the faculty systemwide remained on strike (66 of 503). On 
May 3, 13 percent of the faculty again remained out, and 
the Union continued to refuse to call off the strike. 
Meetings with the mediators took place on Thursday, 
May 4 and all day Friday, May 5. Considerable pressure 
was applied by the mediators to continue meeting over the 
weekend. Management offered Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
of the following week. Management's position was that it 
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would not go to extraordinary lengths to accommodate the 
Union as long as the strike continued. The Union offered 
to take down the picket lines effective 3 p.m., Friday, 
May 4, and call the strike off on Monday, May 7 if the 
parties reached agreement on all substantive issues over 
the weekend. Management viewed this as totally 
unacceptable. The court order was being ignored, and 
Management refused to be held hostage by a strike that was 
marginally successful at best and clearly illegal. 
Two significant issues were discussed during the all 
day session on Friday, May 5: a salary proposal put on the 
table by the Union and language concerning no reprisals 
for striking unit members. Neither was acceptable to 
Management, although considerable discussion ensued. At 
4:30 p.m., the mediators conveyed the Union's suggestion 
that a designee from each side take a "walk around the 
pond” (an off-the-record meeting) and if the Union 
received certain assurances, they would call off the 
strike. Management responded that they were interested in 
such a dialogue but not until Monday morning. Even the 
mediators were angered with that response and indicated 
they were meeting with the Union Saturday morning with or 
without Management. Management was unmoved by that 
apparent threat. 
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On Monday, May 7, the "walk around the pond" took 
place. At 4:05 p.m., the strike was called off in 
exchange for Management's "no reprisal" language. 
Contingent upon the cessation of the 
strike on this date, the Board agrees that 
any employees who supported and/or 
participated in the strike of the Division 
of Continuing Education or who supported 
or were participants in other concerted 
activities shall not suffer any reprisals; 
provided, however, that all DCE faculty 
who missed classes due to the strike will 
receive pay adjustments proportionate to 
the time missed; provided further that all 
other contractual and professional 
responsibilities are fulfilled. 
The LRC attorney went to court on Tuesday afternoon, 
requesting that the contempt hearing scheduled for 
Wednesday be continued for two weeks. 
The parties engaged in mediation all day Tuesday and 
Wednesday and made substantial moves, coming closer on the 
salary issue as well as other articles. The next session 
was scheduled for Monday, May 14 at which time very little 
progress was made, although language in some areas was 
getting closer to resolution. 
An unexpected event occurred late that afternoon as 
word had passed on at least one campus that negotiations 
had once again broken down, and unit members were 
encouraged to reactivate the strike. The Presidents' 
Council met and prepared an action plan to respond to a 
reactivation of the strike. Part of this plan was to 
immediately fire any faculty member who engaged in a 
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strike, and to provide a notice that the individual will 
never be rehired in DCE. 
At the next negotiating sessions on May 22 and 23, 
modest but measurable movement occurred. Carleton LaPorte 
and the presidents on the subcommittee met with the 
mediators and the Union team to deliver Management's 
position on any reactivation of strike activity that 
strikers would be dismissed, replaced, and not rehired 
during summer sessions. 
Commencement activities were beginning at the various 
campuses, and the Union used the opportunity for 
informational picketing and to pass out fact sheets 
relating to the ongoing negotiations. All campuses 
reported orderly activity with virtually all faculty 
participating in the graduation ceremonies. The general 
consensus among the presidents was that Union actions had 
little direct impact on the Commencement activities. 
Negotiations continued through the month of June with 
considerable progress in all areas on an article-by- 
article basis. By mid-June, Carolyn Young, on behalf of 
the presidents, sent out instructions on the 
implementation of the 35 percent salary increase for the 
fall semester. This was in keeping with the last best 
offer implementation as opposed to any contract 
settlement. Management was prepared to proceed with or 
without a contract. 
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On the evening of July 9, 1990, the parties reached 
agreement ”in concept” on a three-year contract. (The 
highlights are included in Chapter V.) Language would be 
drafted and analyzed by both sides and reviewed on 
July 24. Upon agreement, a ratification vote of the Union 
membership would be required. 
The July 24th meeting raised questions of 
interpretation on certain language which required a 
postponement of the signing until a redraft was done. The 
intention of the Union was to schedule a ratification vote 
for August 21 by mail ballot. The parties met again on 
August 20 at which time the Union took exception to part 
of the Recognition Article as it relates to the definition 
of supervisory personnel and their ability to teach in DCE 
when performing certain administrative responsibilities. 
They insisted on their interpretation and informed 
Management that they expected us to meet on August 24 to 
sign, indicating that if we did not, it would "cause 
trouble” the following week. They would not return to the 
table on this issue. Management refused to sign until the 
matter was resolved. 
The parties met again on the afternoon of August 24. 
The Union affirmed that the contract had been ratified by 
a vote of 720 to 158. The language in question remained 
unresolved, however, as the Union rejected Management's 
compromise language, and the session ended. 
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Management advised the Union that it would proceed to 
implement the salary increase but no other article of the 
contract until it could resolve this issue. The Union was 
not happy with this approach. 
Due to vacation schedules, the next meeting could not 
be arranged until September 7. In the interim, propaganda 
was sent out by both sides focusing on the language at 
issue. Presidents were pressured by unit members to sign. 
On September 7, after considerable debate, language 
was crafted and agreed upon by the parties. The date of 
September 11 at 12 Noon at the Board of Regents was set as 
the signing date. 
Finally, after thirty-eight months of negotiations, 
factfinding, a strike, court intervention, and mediators, 
the contract was signed by all appropriate parties. The 
divisions of continuing education in the Community College 
System had a contract. 
I think it is fair to say that both sides felt a sense 
of great relief. Three years and two months had passed 
since the process began. A long, arduous time-consuming 
period had finally concluded. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATIONS 
The process of bargaining collectively reported in 
this study began with a tedious and highly contested 
effort to establish a new bargaining unit in the divisions 
of continuing education in the public community colleges 
of Massachusetts. 
It began in the fall of 1983 and concluded in the 
summer of 1990. In the words of Ellen Suarez, Chief 
Negotiator, "...the organization was primarily interested 
in improving the salaries of the faculty teaching courses 
in the evening school at each of the fifteen campuses...” 
Some of the issues included a lack of uniformity among the 
campuses, the "political” nature of some of the colleges, 
lack of professional treatment of part-time faculty, and 
general exploitation by Management. 
Management's opposition was not only based on 
traditional reasons for opposing unionization but 
Management also felt that as a group consisting of more 
than 50 percent adjunct faculty, there was little concern 
about issues such as job security, benefits (of which 
there are none), working conditions, and the like. There 
was a lack of overwhelming evidence that the majority of 
the DCE faculty felt strongly about unionizing. In fact, 
in some instances, faculty indicated considerable 
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displeasure with the prospect of paying a fee for the 
"privilege” of unionization. As the fiscal crisis gripped 
the Commonwealth in 1988, the presidents' resolve grew 
even deeper. 
Management's efforts to stonewall the process were 
predicated upon the belief that the membership might tire 
of lengthy negotiations where the members' interest 
appeared to be marginal and the hope that a better fiscal 
atmosphere in the Commonwealth would result in easing the 
financial burden of the divisions of continuing education. 
Any process of collective bargaining involves a 
degree of posturing on both sides. It is fairly standard 
procedure for both sides to overstate the impact of the 
other's demands. ^ 
Management is cast in the role of 
guarding things that should be more 
widely shared. Unions are petitioners 
on behalf of employees for a fair share 
of things to which they claim rights. 
As roles are developed during 
bargaining, management modifies its 
offers and proposals and unions modify 
their demands. Both parties make 
concessions in the spirit of good faith 
bargaining. By now, managers are aware 
that their modifications and concessions 
represent relinquishing management 
rights. Unions make concessions by 
modifying, that is, reducing the 
magnitude of their demands. [Bjork, 13] 
Walton and McKersie define this subprocess as 
"distributive bargaining." 
The joint-decision process for resolving 
conflict of interest...(it) refers to 
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the activity of dividing limited 
resources. It occurs in situations in 
which one party wins what the other 
party loses." [1991, 11] 
In the case at hand, the excessively high salary 
demands were countered with conversely excessively low 
salary proposals on the basis that any significant 
increases would propel tuition to an unacceptable level, 
resulting in students no longer being able to afford the 
cost. Management's position was also predicated upon the 
basic mission of community colleges to provide quality 
"affordable" education. Keeping in mind the nature of the 
divisions of continuing education, i.e., operating without 
state-funded support, this issue loomed larger than life. 
Never before had the colleges had to face the spectre of 
completely funding negotiated increases on their own 
without state support. 
Add to this the fiscal crisis which resulted in 
decreasing budgets to the day state-supported operations, 
thus putting an additional burden on DCE's to provide 
greater contributions to the day school, and one can 
appreciate the cautious concern and continuous attempts to 
protract the negotiations. 
It is this author's contention that negotiating an 
initial contract is always the most difficult, as one 
breaks new ground and has little or no precedent on which 
to base decisions. With the complexities of the DCEs as 
already stated and the uncertain fiscal situation that 
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predominated during the thirty-eight months, one can 
understand the ultraconservative approach taken during the 
process. 
It is particularly interesting to note that despite 
the worst of conditions during incredibly protracted 
negotiations which included declarations of impasse, 
mediation, factfinding, an attempt to implement "the last 
best offer” and a strike, the final contract is reasonable 
and fair. 
Of particular note are the gains for the faculty 
which include: 
1. Significant salary increases - 35%/10%/20%; 
2. The establishment of a seniority system; 
3. A formal grievance procedure and provisions for 
arbitration. 
Management, on the other hand, managed to: 
1. Retain the right to incorporate some past 
practices regarding the structuring of the pay 
scale; 
2. Establish an effective evaluation tool; 
3. Retain flexibility in the area of contract 
training; 
4. Establish the right to determine/define work 
areas for the purpose of seniority. 
In retrospect, the casual observer might find 
considerable fault with a procedure that took thirty-eight 
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months to conclude (nearly seven years from the date of 
the original petition), and I am certain that even the 
participants would agree that some of the process could 
have been expedited. 
As with any initial contract, the language, although 
crafted with great care, remains to stand the test of 
time. 
The great tests of the validity, the 
vitality, and the utility of the 
document that takes form there, the 
collective bargaining contract, come 
only after it departs the bargaining 
table and leaves the hands of the 
negotiators. [Howe, 58] 
Of particular interest is the fact that fifteen 
separate entities will be implementing a contract that 
allows for some flexibility and depends, in part, on past 
practices. A case in point is the day division contract. 
Even after seven negotiated agreements, there are still 
considerable implementation and interpretation problems 
across the system. 
Another matter of grave concern is the impact of a 
78 percent pay increase (compounded over three years). 
While clearly justified in that no increases were granted 
over the past seven years, the question remains as to the 
impact on student costs. Again, the results will vary 
from campus to campus based on enrollment stability and 
past practices, such as whether or not a minimum number of 
enrollees is required to run a course. Of course, without 
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a crystal ball to predict the future state of the economy 
or whether the legislature will alter the ”no expense to 
the Commonwealth” statute, it is impossible to ascertain 
the total impact. 
At this point, I feel compelled to share my concerns 
regarding what can best be described as the devolution of 
collective bargaining into a nearly intolerable 
antagonistic process. It is inefficient, time-consuming 
and not nearly as productive as it could be. 
Higher education tends to have a 
democratic approach to problem solving. 
Problems are solved using the collegial 
model and frequent involvement of the 
faculty in the decision-making process. 
Collective bargaining is an adversarial 
process and as such will change the 
relationship between the parties. 
[Drachman, 66-67] 
It may well be that the atmosphere during this 
process was predictable and may be more closely related to 
the adversity in day contract negotiations than any other 
single factor. The DCE faculty have no involvement in 
governance, working conditions carry little interest, 
curriculum is developed and changed by day school faculty. 
In other words, most of the characteristics that make the 
"industrial model” inappropriate for higher education 
bargaining seem not to apply in the DCE negotiations. 
The major disadvantage to the industrial 
model is the unilateral decisions by 
management will be lacking the valuable 
knowledge and input of faculty. 
[Drachman, 66-67] 
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Drachman and Stonberg go on to say: 
A major advantage of the industrial 
model is that it is cleaner. There is 
now a boss and employees. The agreement 
codifies the wages, hours, and terms and 
conditions of employment. Discretionary 
decisions are outside the scope of the 
contract. [1984, 67] 
In fact, the DCE contract circumstances tend to fit 
the industrial model, unlike the day school contract which 
relies heavily on faculty input and involvement in the 
decision-making process. 
Whatever the root cause, it is clear that change must 
occur in the process. The greatest impact on bargaining 
might be to change the method of negotiating the day 
school contract and if successful, would likely impact the 
DCE process. 
Bjork says: 
Increasingly, management must engage in 
collective bargaining by putting forward 
management positions and proposals that 
reflect institutional goals. The 
measure of success could not long remain 
how little was lost or given; thus, 
pressure has grown for management to be 
a source of proposals that extend the 
horizons of collective bargaining. 
[1984, 22] 
I concur with this assessment and believe it is 
achievable and that management must take the lead. 
Alternative negotiating procedures must be explored. One 
such process is based on the work of the Harvard 
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Negotiation Project which deals with conflict resolution 
applicable in just about any setting. 
Fisher talks about "principled negotiation” or 
"negotiation on the merits” and can be summarized in four 
basic points: 
* Separate the people from the problem (attack the 
problem, not each other). 
* Focus on interests, not positions (get to 
underlying interests vs. stated positions). 
* Work together to create options that will 
satisfy both parties (helps alleviate problem of 
finding the one right solution). 
* The result must be based on an objective 
standard (seek a fair standard independent of 
the will of either side). 
The attitude change theories espoused by Walton and 
McKersie (1991) have some merit for our review as do the 
suggested tactics for attitudinal structuring, as 
described in Chapter II. 
This writer's assessment of the attitudes prevalent 
in these negotiations would place them in the "conflict” 
or at best, "containment-aggression” category as defined 
by Walton in Figure I (Chapter II). This sad state of 
affairs is the result of many factors which have 
influenced the process of bargaining over several years. 
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Distrust and antagonism are the most obvious negative 
factors that persist during negotiations. If one were to 
assign fault, both sides would share equally in 
perpetuating this atmosphere. 
The literature clearly supports the concept that if 
negotiations and the pursuant contract implementation are 
to be successful, trust must be established. It is this 
author's firm belief that Management and Union leaders 
must work collaboratively to overcome past prejudices. A 
good starting point would be to jointly explore the 
concept of "negotiation on the merit” utilizing the 
expertise of a neutral professional. Without such an 
effort, future negotiations have little hope for 
improvement. 
My efforts will be directed toward bringing the two 
sides together to commence discussions centered around the 
objective of engaging in some alternative form of 
collective bargaining. While recognizing that this will 
be a formidable task and may meet with some resistance, I 
am convinced that it can and must be achieved. Focusing 
on common goals would seem to be a good place to start. 
My hope is that this chronicle will provide valuable 
assistance and insight into a process heretofore left 
undocumented. The literature search clearly demonstrated 
a dearth of material focusing on an in-depth analysis of 
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any negotiated contract. This document may well fill a 
significant void. 
APPENDIX A 
BRIEFS SUBMITTED TO THE MLRC AND DECISION RENDERED 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Massachusetts Labor Relations Comnission 
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On November 10, 1983, the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association. (Union) filed a petition seeking to represent a 
unit of: 
All full-time and part-time professional employees 
of the Division of Continuing Education in the 
Massachusetts Community Colleges. 
The Union later amended its petition to include only; 
Those individuals who are professional employees 
of the Division of Continuing Education in the 
Massachusetts Community Colleges and who teach or 
perform similar work in relation to students who 
are taking courses for credit. 
On January 19, 1984, the Union further amended its petition 
to read as follows: 
Those individuals who are professional employees 
of the Division of Continuing Education in the 
Massachusetts Community Colleges and who teach 
students who are taking courses for. credit as of 
October of 1983. 
The Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education 
(Board) objected to the sufficiency of interest and on March 
8, 1984 the Commission dismissed the petition for failure to 
comply with Commission rule 402 C.M.R. 14.05. On May 18, 




All full and part-time professional employees of 
the Division of Continuing Education in the 
Massachusetts Community Colleges teaching courses 
of at least 3 credits. As of October 6, 1983. 
Based on the limited scope of the Union's amended petition, 
the Commission.ruled that the Union had submitted a 
sufficient showing of interest. 
Thereafter, the Board objected to the sufficiency of 
the showing of interest on the ground that the unit 
described by the Union was too limited. Hearings were held 
on September 28, October 24, October 29, December 13 and 
December 14, 1984 with regard to three issues: 
1. Whether the faculty are public employees within the 
meaning of Section 1 of Chapter 150E; 
2. If the answer to issue one is yes, whether the unit 
should include all faculty who teach one or two 
credit courses and all faculty who teach non-credit 
coursesand 
3. Whether, the list of eligible faculty should include 
individuals who had taught prior to the Fall, 1983. 
An outstanding issue that depends on the answers to the 
above issues, is whether the Union submitted a sufficient 
showing of interest in accordance with 402.C.M.R. 14.05. The 
Union is not seeking to accrete these individuals into the 
unit day faculty and professional employees. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
•There are 15 Community Colleges in Massachusetts. They 
are. two year institutions of public higher education that 
are authorized to award Associate's Degrees and certain, 
certificates. Each college operates its own Division of 
Continuing Education pursuant to General Laws, Chapter 15A, 
Section 16. Section 16 provides in pertinent part: 
Each public institution of higher education may 
conduct summer sessions, provided such sessions 
are operated at no expense to the commonwealch. 
Each public institution of higher education may 
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conduct evening classes, provided such classes are 
operated at no expense to the commonwealth. 
In accordance with this statute, the Divisions of Continuing 
Education (DCE) have offered a range of credit and 
non-credit courses in the evenings and during the summer, 
when day classes are not in session, all of which are funded 
by the payment of tuition by students taking such courses. 
Both the day and evening divisions of Community 
Colleges are operated on an open admissions policy. This 
means essentially that students may enroll in courses and 
programs on a first-come, first-served basis. This 
admission policy is in line with the mission of the 
Community Colleges in the Commonwealth, which is to provide 
educational opportunities to as wide a range of individuals 
as possible without regard to their previous educational 
record or performance. The colleges are community-based in 
order to remain as close as possible to the communities that 
they serve to enable the Community Colleges 
to the various educational needs that exist 
and that may arise from time to time. Such 
quite quickly, such as the need for numerous retraining 
programs that were necessitated by massive layoffs and 
unemployment in recent years. Although the colleges have a 
strong liberal arts component, career-oriented education and 
training have become important functions as well. 
to be sensitive 
in each region 
needs mav arise 
Because DCE is self-supporting by statute, no 
state-appropriated funds may be used to provide DCE 
services, EXIE is, therefore, funded primarily by the 
tuition paid by DCE students. These funds are paid into a 
DCE Trust Fund at each College. From this fund, DCE 
supports a small number of full-time staff who are eligible 
for certain benefits because of their full-time status as 
well as numerous faculty, all of whom are paid from the "03** 
line of the budget. Faculty, who are paid from the "03" 
line, are not eligible for any benefits, such as state 
retirement, group insurance, sick leave, vacation, etc. 
Faculty are paid twice a semester, once half way through and 
once at the end, if their courses are 14 or more weeks long. 
If their courses are less than 14 weeks, they are paid at 
the end of the course. This is true for both credit and 
non-credit faculty. If a faculty member is unable to meet a 
class, the general policy for the Community Colleges is that 
the faculty member must either make up the time lost, or 
he/she is replaced and is not paid for the classes that 
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he/she aiissed. See, e.g., Tr. 11-14, Tr. III-19, 57. 
Because faculty are not considered employees, they are not 
issued college I.D. cards. Tr. 11-15, 70, Tr. III-19, 57. ' 
No administrators evaluate DCE faculty. The only 
evaluation done is by students. Most Colleges have students 
complete evaluations on DCcT faculty. These are reviewed by 
DCE Deans. Faculty receive virtually no supervision unless 
student evaluations indicate that a serious problem exists 
with regard to the performance of their contracrual duties. 
If a problem is indicated, the Dean of DCS determines 
whether to take any action, which may range from discussing 
the problem with the faculty member to discontinuing the 
individual from the BCE list of approved faculty. Day 
division chairpersons and department chairpersons do not 
supervise DCS faculty. 
As a general rule, faculty apply to teach a particular 
course and sign contracts to teach a particular course each 
time, contingent on sufficiency of enrollment. The DCE Dean 
determines which individuals will be assigned to each 
course. If enough students do not sign up for a course, the 
course will be cancelled. A relatively small number of 
faculty teach every semester. It is more likely that a 
faculty member will teach only one or possibly two semesters 
in any year, which contains three semesters in DCS. See, 
e.g., Tr. 1-22, Tr. III-57. 
DCE faculty do not hold rank and are required only to 
perform classroom teaching. They are not required to hold 
office hours, advise students, or perform college service. 
In contrast, day faculty have a full range of 
responsibilities in addition to teaching. See Joint Exhibit 
1, 1980-83 Collective Bargaining Agreement, Article XII. 
Article XII provides that day faculty musr teach a minimum 
of 24 units per academic year (two semesters), advise a 
minimum of 25 students, hold five office hours per week, and 
perform a range of college service. They must also attend 
commencement, and participate in up to seven days per year 
of related professional duties, such as registration, 
orientation, etc. Under Article XIII of the Agreement, 
there is an extensive and detailed evaluation procedure of 
which student evaluations play only a small part. College 
Division Chairpersons supervise day faculty and closely 
review the faculty member's course naaterials, classroom 
performance, quality of student advisement, and degree of 
college service activities. A summary evaluation is 
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completed based on these components. Day faculty hold rank, 
have a rigid promotion system, and are tenure-track. Day 
faculty also receive state benefits such as sick leave, 
group insurance, state retirement, etc. 
The Colleges maintain a list of faculty who have taught 
or who have been approved to teach. A person is approved to 
teach after submitting an application and being interviewed 
by certain administrators. Generally, a person is approved 
to teach if he/she holds appropriate academic credentials 
and/or experience in an appropriate field and has 
demonstrated ability to teach at the community college 
level. Each semester the colleges notify the individuals on 
these "ready reserve lists" that they should advise the 
college whether they are interested in teaching and if so 
which course or courses. The extent of the ready reserve 
list varies somewhat from college to college but in most 
cases includes individuals who have taught ‘in the proceeding 
three semesters or more and anyone who has been approved to 
teach. See Tr. 1-14, Tr. III-51. One reason for 
maintaining a lengthy list is because many courses are not 
offered every semester but may be offered only in a 
particular semester such as every fail semester, or repeated 
on a long cycle,, such as once every two years. See Tr. 
III-44, 52. Therefore, there are many faculty who would 
teach only once a year but would do so over an extended 
period. 
All faculty who teach credit courses are recruited 
based on the same qualifications regardless of the number of 
credits attached to a particular course. The hiring process 
is the same and their teaching resonsibilities are the same. 
The colleges look for an individual with an appropriate 
degree and/or experience in the appropriare field and for 
experience in teaching. See Tr. i-10, Tr. III-ll, 49. The 
hiring process includes an application, interviews, and 
checking of references. All credit faculty are required to 
submit a syllabus, attendance record, copies of the final 
examination, and grade rosters. Failure to submit these 
items will result in the individual’s course payment being 
withheld. All credit courses are developed in the same way 
at each college. The only difference between a one, two or 
three credit course is in the number of contact hours 
required. A one-credit course meets for 15 hours, a 
two-credit course tor 30 hours, and a three-credit coarse 
for 45 hours per se.mester. See Tr. 1-9, Tr. 11-60, Tr. 
III-ll, 49. Examples of one or two credit courses are: 
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Emergency Medical Training 
Remotivation Technique Training 
Medical Terminology 
Blue Print Reading 
Principles of I.V. Therapy 
Aging and Mental Health 
Death and Dying 
Hospital and Nursing Home Safety 
Current Issues in Sports and Medicine 
Defensive Driving of Emergency Vehicles 
Issues in Occupational Health Nursing 
Vehicle Extrication 
Advanced Programming Topics 
Concepts of Quality in Orthopedic Nursing 
Domestic Violence 
How to.Study Effectively 
Making a Decision 
Holyoke Civic Orchestra 
Nursing and the Law 
Coral Reef Study 
Secretarial Development I-VI 
Jazz Band 
Evidence of * Biological Evolution 
Conversational Spanish 
Egyptian Hieroglyphics 
Ancient Egyptian Art & Architecture 
British Theatre 
Technical Report Writing 
See, generally, EXZS catalogues in Employer's Exhibits I, 3, 
6, 7, and 10, 
All credit faculty attend the 
meetings, teach in the same areas, 
the same area, and are entitled to 
services . 
Community Colleges offer a wide range of non-credit 
courses in DCE. In a calendar year, there are a significant 
number of non-credit faculty employed compared to the number 
of credit faculty. For example, at Bristol Community 
College, in calendar year 1984 there were 370 credit faculty 
teaching'750 courses and 215 non-credit faculty teaching 350 
courses. Tr. 1-8. At North Shore Community College, there 
were 300 credit faculty teaching 715 courses and 200 
non-credit faculty teaching 527 courses. Tr. 11-59. 
same faculty and division 
are assigned mailboxes in 
utilize the same support 
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There are two types of non-credit courses offered. One 
type is those courses awarding continuing education units 
(CEU's) or certificates required for professional upgrading. 
The other type is career-oriented or skiils-training 
courses. 
A CEU is awarded for each ten credit hours of classroom 
teaching. This is a standard unit established by a national 
organization. Various professional career organizations and 
licensing organizations require a certain minimum number of 
CEU's periodically in order to either obtain or to maintain 
one's professional license. Tr. 1-25, Tr. 11-74. These 
organizations include the {Massachusetts Nurses Association, 
Massachusetts Social Workers Association, Certified Public 
Accounts Certification Association, and the Licensed 
Practical Nurses Certifications Association. In addition, 
the American Management Association recognizes CEU credits 
for professional upgrading and retraining. 
CEU courses are virtually identical to credit courses 
in terms of substance, record-keeping, student performance 
requirements, and compensation. CEU courses include 
arterial blood gases, mechanical ventilators, and accounting 
certification. • 
Career-oriented and skills-training courses vary in 
length but are no less serious than credit courses in most 
cases. These courses include Bookkeeping I and II, ABC 
Shorthand, Aviation Ground School, Conversational French, 
Legal Assistance courses such Estates, Wills & Trusts, etc.. 
Medical Terminology, Portugese for Medical Personnel, etc. 
Although they are non-credit courses, they are nonetheless 
substantive and not frivolous. 
Some non-credit courses offer the same substance as 
credit courses. For example at North Shore Community 
College, Basic Accounting is a three-credit course whose 
syllabus is nearly identical to its non-credit Bookkeeping 
course. Both courses use the same text. See Employer's 
Exhibits 5a & b. Likewise, Speed Reading is both a 
three-credit course and a non-credit course. Employer's 
Exhibit 6d, compare p. 23 to p. 55. Creative Writing is 
three-credit course while Creative Writing, Introduction 
II, are non-credit courses. Employer's Exhibit 6d 
p. 24 to p. 55. On page 34 Assertiveness Training^ 






also a non-credit course. At Bristol Community College, 
compare Beginning Painting, a three-credit course, to 
Painting with Oil, a non-credit course. Employer's Exhibit' 
If, p. 7, 34. Compare the three-credit Introduction to 
Computers, p. 8 or A First Course in Computers, p., 14, to 
Programming Your Home Computer, p. 34. Compare the 
three-credit Introduction to Real Estate, p. 17, to Legal 
Assistant, Real Estate and Mortgages, p. 34. At Holyoke 
Community College, compare the three-credit Small Business 
Management to the non-credit How. to Start Your Own Business. 
Employer's Exhibit lOd, p. 8, 9. Compare the one-credit 
Holyoke Civic Orchestra, p. 14, to the non-credit music 
lessions, p. 14. Compare the three-credit Personnel 
Management, p. 8, to First Line Management, 1.8 CEU's, p. 9. 
At Caoe Cod, NU 040 is both credit and non-credit. Tr. 
II-31'. 
Some courses are offered for credit at one College but 
are non-credit at others. At Holyoke Community College, 
Beginning Painting is a non-credit course while at Bristol 
Community College, Beginning Painting is a three-credit 
course. Employer's Exhibit lOd, p. 21; Employer's Exhibit 
If, p. 7. Aviation Ground School is non-credit at Bristol 
Community College but a cour-credit course at North Shore 
Community College. Compare Employer's Exhibit If, p. 33 
with Employer's Exhibit 6d, p. 14-15. At Bristol Community 
College, Conversational Spanish is non-credit while at 
Holyoke Community College, it is a two-credit course. 
Employer's Exhibit If, p. 33; Employer's Exhibit lOd, p. 7. 
At Bristol Community College, Assertiveness Training is 
non-credit but at North Shore Community College, it is a 
credit course. Compare Employer's Exhibit If, p. 31 with 
Employer's Exhibit 6d, p. 34. At North Shore, Dental 
Assistant is a non-credit course but at Cape Cod such 
courses are credit. Compare Employer's Exhibit 6d, p. 56 
with Employer's Exhibit 3d, p. 23. 
There are various reasons for offering a course for 
non-credit rather than credit. One consideration is the 
market that the course is aimed at. Many students desire 
the content of a credit course without the pressure of 
having a grade awarded. Some courses are offered as 
non-credit in order to test the market and are later 
converted to credit courses. This occurred, for example at 
Cape Cod Community College, where' Health Assessment was 
offered as non-credit and is now going to be offered for 
credit. Tr. 11-30. Students who have completed non-credit 
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courses may be able to "credentialize" them by applying to 
the Alternative Learning Center for credit for a course, 
which is usually contingent on completing certain additional 
course work. This is similar to obtaining credits for life 
experience. Some courses have both credit and non-credit 
students attending at the same time. 
Credit and non-credit faculty teach in the same 
locations at the same times. They all attend the same 
faculty meeting at the beginning of the semester. They 
interact at break times because they share the same lounge 
areas. They share the same mailboxes. The types of 
students they teach are similar. Some credit faculty also 
teach non-credit courses and vice versa. 
Non-credit faculty are paid in the same manner as 
credit faculty. They are paid twice a semester unless the 
course is shorter, in which case they are paid once at the 
end of the course. The pay rate is similar to credit 
faculty on an hourly basis, and is identical to CEU courses. 
For example, at North Shore Community College, the hourly 
rate for credit faculty ranges from $17.70 to 524.00. The 
range for non-credit faculty is $16.00 to $22.00. 
Non-credit faculty must submit a syllabus for their 
courses. They must submit to the same student evaluations 
that are done for credit faculty. 
% 
Qualifications for non-credit faculty are similar to 
those required of credit faculty. Qualifications depend on 
the type of course. Appropriate degrees and/or experience 
in an appropriate field and experience in teaching are 
required. Some credit faculty have no degrees or only 
bachelor’s degrees because the subject area does nor require 
a degree. Many non-credit faculty have Master's or 
Doctorates. 
ARGUMENT 
I. DCE Faculty are not Public Employees within.the 
Meaning of General Laws, Chapter 150E, Section 1. 
The Commission has ruled that whether Individuals 
compensated from the "03" accounr are public employees will 
be determined based on traditional employee/independent 
contractor standards. Board of Regents of Higher 
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Education, SCR-2i7i, March 1, 1985. The primary 
consideration here is therefore whether the Colleges have 
the right to control the way the teaching of DCE courses is 
performed. 
A.■ DCS Faculty are not Supervised by the Colleges. 
The Commission ruled in Board of Regents of Higher 
Education, suora, that where individuals perform services 
for compensation and with supervision, a rebuttable 
presumption exists that an employment relationship exists. 
In the instant case, DCE faculty are not supervised by the 
Colleges. 
Unlike day faculty, DCE faculty are not evaluated by 
the College administrators. The only review of their 
teaching is made by the students. The Colleges do not sit 
in on any classes to observe the faculty member's 
performance. 
EXZS faculty must submit a course syllabus but these 
syllabi are not evaluated nor does the College dictate the ‘ 
content of the syllabi. In contrast, day faculties' course 
materials are evaluated in detail, as set forth in Article 
•13.02B2 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. Joint 
Exhibit 1. 
Although DCE faculty are compensated, they are 
responsible for meeting all class hours as set forth by 
contract. If a faculty member is unable to make a class, 
he/she is expected to obtain a substitute that he/she must 
pay directly. If the faculty member fails to cover a class, 
his/her semester compensation is reduced accordingly. 
DCE faculty are paid in the manner of independent 
contractors. They are paid either at the completion of the 
work they contracted to perform or twice, at the mid-point 
of their contracted term and at the end. If they do not 
complete all requirements, such as turning in grades, their 
compensation is withheld. 
B. DCE Faculty do not have a Continuing Relationship 
with the Colleaes.  
DCE faculty receive a contract to teach only if there 
is sufficient enrollment to cover their compensation. Their 
only contact with the College is through their teaching 
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contracts. They are not required or expected to interact 
with the College staff, day faculty, or the community. They 
do not serve on college committees nor are they expected to 
perform any other college service, unlike day faculty, whose 
college service requirements are set forth in Article 
12.03A2b of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and are 
strictly evaluated as explained in Article 13.02B2 of the 
Agreement. 
The majority of DCH faculty do not teach every 
semester. At Bristol Community Collegeonly 8.3% of the 
faculty taught every semester from the Fall of 1982 to the 
summer of 1983. Tr. 1-22. 
DCE faculty are not issued College identification 
cards, which are required of day faculty. They do not hold 
rank and therefore have no promorion possibilities, are not 
eligible for sabbatical leaves, tenure, or multiple year 
contracts. At some Colleges, day faculty can "bump" DCE 
faculty if the day faculty member wishes to teach a 
particular course that the DCE faculty member has applied to 
teach. DCE faculty are limited in the number of courses 
they may teach in a given year. 
In sum, the supervision, evaluation, and control of DCE 
faculty by the Colleges is minimal and insufficient to 
warrant a finding that these "03" funded individuals are 
public employees within the meaning of Section 1 of General 
Laws, Chapter 150E. Board of Trustees of the University of 
Massachusetts, 5 MLC 1896 (1979). In this regard, they 
differ significantly from the part-time faculty considered 
in SCR-2171. 
II. If the Commission Rules that DCE Faculty are Public 
Employees, the Scope of the Bargaining Unit Should 
Include all Faculty who Teach Credit Courses. 
The consistent testimony of all of the Board's 
witnesses is that faculty who teach one and two credit 
courses are treated identically and are identically 
qualified to those who teach three credit courses. The 
hiring process is the same; the qualifications sought are 
the same; the student body at which the courses are aimed is 
the same; the requirements of a course syllabus, actendance 
roster, and grades are tne same; the rate and manner of 
compensation is the same. The only difference is that tne 
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number of contact hours for a one or two credit courses is 
fewer. A one credit course runs for 15 hours; a two credit 
course, 30 hours; a three credit course, 45 hours. The one 
and two credit faculty constitute a small number at each 
College. To exclude them would result in a fragmented work 
force and would deny bargaining rights to similarly situated 
individuals- Therefore, there is no reason to exclude one 
and two credit faculty. 
III. If the Commission Rules that DCE Faculty are Public 
Employees, the Scope of the Bargaining Unit Should 
Include Non-Credit Faculty. 
The evidence demonstrates that non-credit faculty are 
similarly treated and similarly qualified as credit faculty. 
All non-credit faculty must possess an appropriate 
degree and/or experience in the field as well as 
demonstrated teaching ability. These are the same hiring 
criteria for credit faculty. Academic degree requirements 
range from none to doctorates, which is the same case for 
credit faculty. The appropriate degree depends on the area 
taught. 
Non-credit faculty apply to teach particular courses 
and each semester are sent a teaching preference sheer, just 
as credit faculty. If enrollment is insufficienr, rhe 
course is cancelled. Non-credit faculty are paid eirher at 
the completion of their teaching duties, or, if rhe coarse 
is longer, once in mid-semester and once at the end. 
Non-credit faculty are evaluated by students on the 
same form used for credit faculty. They must submit e 
course syllabus and grade roster (pass or fail). They teach 
in the same locations, have access to the same support 
services, attend the same faculty meeting at the beginning 
of each semester, often times teach the same or similar 
courses even though no credit is given to the student. 
Some credit courses begin as non-credit courses. Many 
are offered as both credit and non-credit, sucn as the North 
Shore Community College bookkeeping/accounting courses. 
Some credit courses at one College are offered zor 
non-credit at other Colleges. Sometimes the same faculty 
member teaches both credit and non-credit courses. Often 
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times a portion of a credit coarse is "lifted" and offered, a 
a shorter non-credit course. 
The pay rate for non-credit courses is 
credit courses (with regard to CEU courses) 
per hour basis. (At North Shore Community 
24,00 versus $16.00 - 22.00.) 
The accreditation committees examine non-credit as well 
as credit offerings. The content and nature of non-credit 
courses is similar to one and two credit courses. When 
examining the nature of these offerings, it is important to 
keep in mind the nature and purpose of Community Colleges. 
They are-not universities or four year colleges. Faculty 
are not required to do research or to publish. There is a 
heavy emphasis on career training and support. The Colleges 
attempt to attract and to appeal to the non-tradicionai 
student. . The student body is older and includes many people 
who are returning to college after a period of working or 
homemaking. The DCE student is often one who is working 
full-time or is about to return to work and is therefore 
interested in career-oriented courses. 
The Union attempted to denigrate the value of certain 
non-credit courses. The value of a course is nor. dependent 
on its credit or lack thereof nor is it dependent on the 
academic degree held by the teacher. The Union has not 
demonstrated that a credit course such as Assertiveness 
Training is of more value than the non-credit Bartending 
course. The latter may well be of more value in gaining 
skills that result in a job. Other credit courses could be 
considered similar to non-credit courses. Such credit 
courses as Vehicle Extrication, Defensive Driving of 
Emergency Vehicles, and How to Study Effectively are no 
different than and in some cases can be considered less 
substantive than non-credit courses such as Conversational 
Spanish, or Dental Assistant. Non-credit courses such as 
Arterial Blood Gases or Accounting Certification cannot be 
said to be frivolous or leisure courses; the content of such 
courses is quite complex and difficult and require advanced 
degrees and experience by the teachers. 
The Commission favors broad units to effectuate the 
intent of General Laws, Chapter 150E. Massachusetts Board 
of Regional Community Colleges, 1 MLC 1427 (1975). To 
exclude one and two credit faculty and/or non-credit faculty 
the same as for 
or similar, on a 
College, $17.70 - 
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will result in excluding similarly situated individuals and 
a fragmented work force. 
IV. The Sufficiency of the Union's Showing of Interest 
Should be Based on an Eligibility List that Covers a 
Two Year Period Rather than One Semester. 
A. The sufficiency of the Union's showing of interest 
was apparently based on the number of EXZE faculty employed 
in the Fall 1983 semester. The evidence presented at 
hearing, however, shows that many faculty teach only one 
semester in a year, not necessarily the Fail, and may only 
teach once every two or three years. Therefore, looking at 
the list of faulty at only one point in a two year period 
gives a limited view of the workforce.. A faculty member who 
only teaches in the summer semester has the same interest in 
the representation question as does a faculty member who 
taught in the Fall 19 8 3 semester but his/her name would not 
appear on the list of faculty that is indicated by the 
Union's petition. 
3. The eligibility list should include all individuals 
listed on the Colleges' "ready-reserve” lists. The 
testimony was that the Colleges generally maintain lists of 
all faculty who are approved to teach. This includes 
individuals who have taught in the past semesters as well as 
individuals who have been approved to teach but whose 
courses have been cancelled due to insufficient enrollment. 
The majority of the individuals listed will be assigned to 
teach a course but the individuals will vary from semester 
to semester. See Tr. 1-14, III-51 (all individuals who have 
taught a course or who have applied to teach are sent 
teaching preference sheets each semester.) 
C. Once the Commission determines the appropriate 
bargaining unit, the sufficiency of the Union's showing of 
interest should be re-examined. 
CONCLUSION 
Because the Colleges do not supervise, evaluate, or 
control the teaching of DCE faculty, the Commission should 
conclude that they are not public employees within the 
meaning of Section 1 of General Laws, Chapter I50E. If, 
however, the Commission rules that these 03 funded 
Ill 
individuals are public employees, the appropriate bargaining 
unit should include all credit and non-credit faculty. 
For the Board, 
/ / / 
Judith’ S. Wbn^ j 
Cpmraunity College Coortsel 
Bunker Hill Community College 
Room B-217 
New Rutherford Avenue 
Charlestown, MA 02129 
(617)242-1014 
March 20, 1985 
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BEFORE THE LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION 
Case No. SCR-2179 
MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF REGENTS : 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION : 
and ; 
MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGE : 
COUNCIL/MTA/NEA : 
BRIEF FOR’ 
MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
COUNCIL/MTA/NEA. 
The Massachusetts Community College Counci1/MTA/NEA 
(hereinafter the "MCCC/MTA") submits this brief in support 
of its representation petition in which it asks the State 
Labor Relations Commission ("Commission") to direct an 
election in a separate bargaining unit composed only of 
(part-time) faculty members who teach credit courses in 
the Division of Continuing Education at the fifteen (15) 
various Community Colleges (hereinafter referred to as 
"DCE credit faculty"). The MCCC petition sought only 
those who teach three (3) credit courses, excluding those 
who teach only one (1) or two (2) credit courses. 
In the alternative, if the Commission were to conclude 
that faculty who teach only one (1) or two (2) credit 
courses should be included in the proposed unit, it would 
still seek to represent that unit. 
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In the event the Commission also concludes that unit 
placement of the DCE credit faculty should be in he 
existing MCCC/MTA unit, consisting of full-time day 
faculty who teacher credit courses, alternatively, the 
MCCC/JITA seeks to add the DCE credit faculty to the 
existing MCCC/MTA bargaining unit. 
PRELIMINARY STATE^gNT. 
The Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education 
("Regents") has challenged the MCCC/MTA's petition on a 
number of grounds: It claims that the part-time faculty 
(DCE credit faculty) are not "employees" within the 
meaning of G.L. c.lSOE. Its contention is that the DCE 
credit faculty are "03" consultants under G.L. c.29, §29A 
and that the statute designates "03 consultants" as 
non-employees; (2) it also claims that the DCE credit 
faculty are casual employees, and (3) that the scope of 
the proposed unit is too narrowly drawn, it should also 
include individuals who teach community service 
(non-credit) courses in the Division of Continuing 
Education at the various Community Colleges. The Regents 
take no position on the unit placement question, i.e., 
whether the DCE credit faculty should be a separate unit 
or accreted into the existing MCCC/MTA unit. 
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For the reasons set forth, infra, such contentions are 
without merit. — 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE DCE CREDIT FACULTY IN THE COMMLTIITY COLLEGE 
SYSTEM ARE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES WITHIN THE MEANING OF 
SECTION 1 OF G.L. C.150E, NOTWITHSTANDING THAT 
THEY ARE COMPENSATED FROM THE ‘‘03" BUDGETARY 
ACCOUNT FOR CONSULTANTS 
Just recently, the Commission issued its seminal 
decision on the q[uestion of whether persons who are 
compensated for service from the "03" budgetary account 
for consultants are public, employees within the meaning of 
Section 1 of G.L. c.lSOE (the "law"). Board of Reaenrs of 
Higher Education/Southeastern Massachusetts University and 
Southeastern Massachusetts Faculty Federation, Local 1895, 
AFT, AFL-CIO, Case No. SCR-2172 (March 1, 1985). 
(hereinafter referrred to as the "BRHE" case). In that 
case, the Commission held that it would not categorically 
exclude all persons compensated from the "03" account from 
the ambit of the law. 
1/ Reference to the Record is designated by "R" followed 
by the volume (romain numeral) and page number, e.g., (R. 
11-12) . 
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The Commission in BHRE, supra, established certain legal 
standards to determine whether the individuals are indeed 
employees or independent contractors. (BHRE, p. 14), one 
of which was: 
where individuals perform services for a 
public employer for compensation and with 
supervision, we will recognize, as a 
rebuttable presumption, that an employment 
relationship exists. See, e.g., Town of 
Plympton, 5~MLC 1231 (H.O.), aff'd 5 MLC 
1410 (1978)(individuals paid by Town 
paycheck from which taxes- and retirement 
deductions were withheld were found to be 
employees). 
In the instant case,’ there is no dispute that the DCE 
credit faculty receive a pay check from the particular 
community college and deduced from that paycheck are 
taxes. In addition, the DCE faculty receives a W-2 form 
at the end of the year. (R-I-60). (R-II-24). 
(R-IV-25). (R-V-14). 
Accordingly, there is a rebutable presumption in favor 
of employee status. BHRE, supra at 15. The Regents have 
not introduced any evidence to show that it does not 
retain "control." over the DCE Credit faculty. Indeed, 
there was substantial testimony buttressing, the 
MCCC/MTA's claim that the DCE credit faculty have indeed 
attained employee status. 
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The DCE credit faculty receive supervision from the Day 
Division Chairperson (the MCCC/MTA’s position). 
(R-II-24). (R-II-44). (R-II-116). (R-III-IS). 
(R-IV-8). (R-V-7). The DCE credit faculty are not 
independent contractors, they use the Regent's equipment 
and facilities, teach at the Regent's premises and are not 
subject'to the entrepreneurial risks associated with 
independent contractors. New York University, 83 LRRM 
1549, 1551 (1973). Some DCE credit faculty move up on the 
salary scale based on years of service (seniority) and for 
job security. (R-I-68). .(R-I-102). (R-II-27-28). 
Illustrative of the way the "03" status has been 
arbitrarily applied is the treatment of classified 
(secretaries and clericals) employees who work in the DCE 
program. A classified can work thirty (30) hours a week 
for ten (10) years and that person is considered an "03" 
consultant by the Regents. (R-I-110). 
The Regents have failed to establish that the DCE 
credit faculty are independent contractors. 
II. DCE CREDIT FACULTY ARE ENTITLED TO COLLECTIVE 
BARGAINING, THEY ARE NOT CASUAL EMPLOYEES_ 
The record evidence is replete with testimony and 
documentary evidence that DCE faculty have a sufficient 
degree of regularity to warrant collective bargaining 
rights. 
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Witnesses for the Regents admit, given sufficient 
enrollment,. DCE credit faculty have a reasonable 
expectation of teaching again. (R-I-68). (R-II-52). 
(R-II-68). Moreover, some DCE credit faculty have taught 
regularly and continuously for a substantial number of 
years. (R-IV-6). (R-V-5). At one Community College, 
there is an eighty percent (80%) chance that the DCE 
credit faculty on a ready-reserve list will teach again. 
(R-I-15-16). There are a substantial number of DCE credit 
faculty Community who have been teaching at the Community 
College since the Fall of 1982. (See Union E:th. #3, 5, 6, 
and 7). 
Accordingly, there is no merit that the DCE credit 
faculty are casual employees. 
The MCCC/MTA, however, does take issue with the 
Commission as to where the line should be drawn to 
determine eligibility for inclusion into the proposed 
unit. In BHRE, supra, the Commission concluded that (1) 
part-time lecturers who have taught at least one course 
for three consecutive semester, or (2) who are now 
teaching in their third consecutive semester have a 
sufficient and continuous interest in employment to 
warrant their participation in collective bargaining BHRE, 
supra, at 16-17. 
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To begin with, the Commission has accorded collective 
bargaining rights to per diem substitute teachers who work 
only 60 days (out of possible 180 days) in a school year- 
whether or not they taught consecutively, and regardless 
of location (e.g. different classroom or assignments) 
Boston School Committee, 7 MLC 1947, 1951 (1981). 
The first problem with the eligibility rule in BHRE is 
the term consecutive. In Higher Education, some faculty 
teach regularly in a given semester. Moreover, what does 
consecutive mean? In Higher Education, there is the 
traditional Fall and Spring semester and in DCE there is 
also Summer sessions. Is the Summer session included in 
determining whether one is employed consecutively. The 
suggestion here is to delete the requirement of 
"consecutive". The next issue is one of duration. The 
MCCC/MTA urges inclusion for those who have taught two 
semesters or who are presently teaching in their second 
semester. In sum, the MCCC/MTA recommends an eligibility 
rule of all DCE faculty who have taught at least one 
credit course for two semesters (or equivalent, e.g. two 
three credit courses in one semester) (semester, includes 
summer sessions) in the last academic year, or who are now 
teaching in their second semester. 
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For example, a DCE faculty members who taught two three 
(3) credit .courses in the Fall of 1984 should be eligible 
for inclusion in the unit. There are fifteen (15) week 
semesters in the Fall and Spring of a given academic 
year. Thus, one who teachers both semesters for a total 
of thirty (30) consecutive weeks would not be eligible for 
inclusion under the eligibility rule in the BHRE case. 
Yet, a per diem substitute who teaches only one-third 
(1/3) for a public school year is eligible. There appears 
to be no justification for such a substantial disparity. 
II. THE DCE CREDIT FACULTY ARE A DISTINCT GROUP FROM 
THOSE WHO TEACH COMMUNITY SERVICE COURSES 
In an attempt to deny right to DCE credit faculty, the 
Regents is likely to argue that the unit should include 
all individuals who teach in the Division of Continuing 
Education including those who teach Community Service 
Courses. Acceptance of this position would be the death 
knell for collective bargaining rights for the DCE credit 
faculty seeking collective bargaining rights. 
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Moreover, the DCE Faculty do not share a sufficient 
community of interest with such individuals. 
Credibility of the witnesses is determinative on this 
issue. The Testimony of Ralph Gordon Siderberg, Dean of 
DCE at Middlesex Community College should be compared to 
the other Deans who testified for the Regents. Each of 
the other Deans testified with knowlege thar the Regents 
is trying to show that non-credit faculty should be 
included with the DCE credit faculty. (R-I-96). 
(R-II~114). (R-II-115). Dean Soderberg testified he did 
not know the Regents' position in this issue. 
(R-III-45). 
These Deans have testified about alleged requirements 
that are placed on common individuals who teach community 
service courses. Yet, there is not one shred of 
documentary evidence to support their claims. (R-II-33). 
In contrast, the Regents have issued guidebooks and 
manuals governing the DCE credit faculty. (Union Exhibits 
#4, Emplr. Exh. n4). Their testimony focuses on a small 
aspect of the overall DCE community service area in 
attempt to create the impression that this is the norm. 
2/ The Rege.nts has raised this issue. The burden is on 
them to prove that there exists a sufficient community of 
interest to warrant a larger unit then is proposed. 
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For example. Dean could not give another example of 
individuals who taught credit and non-credit courses in 
DCE. (R-I-89“90). Yet, the testimony of Dean Soderberg. 
as well as Professor Rourke, Sherf at North Shore, 
Professor Parsons at Mass Bay and Professor Goolishian at 
Cape Cod are in sharp contrast to the claims of these 
Deans. — 
Dean Soderberg testified that the Community Service 
instructor's qualifications are merely to possess 
knowledge in the area they will teach (R-III-16). 
(R-III-25). 
He stated 
"I guess if you're talking about Arranging 
Herbs, you look for somebody who arranges 
herbs competently." 
(R-III-25). 
Some individuals who teach community service courses 
do not have a college degree. (R-IV-lO-11) . Even a 
Regents' witness admits there are many community services 
courses where experience in that particular area, rather 
than an academic degree, is the credential needed to teach 
that course. (R-IV-41). (R-V-20). (R-V-24). 
3/ Another example is reference to Community service 
course that the College issues CEU credit. This is only 
20% of the overall Community Service area. (R-I-99-100 ) . 
The Regents make hay of the fact the individual who 
teaches an .American Management Course receives pay 
commensurate with the DCE credit faculty. Yet, the pay 
for this Community Services course is atypical. 
(R-I-29). 
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In contrast, DCE credit faculty are required to have a 
college degree and in most cases they hold a masters. 
(R-I-136). (R-IV-35). 
There is also a substantial difference in compensation 
between the groups. DCE Credit faculty could earn $7000 
or $8000 a year (R-III-30). (R-I-92). (R-I-104). One 
who teaches a Community Service Course like Masonry 
Heating receives only $40.00 (R-III-33-34) . The DCE 
Credit Program must receive Regents' approval. Not so for 
Community Service courses. (R-III-36). Day Curriculum 
committee are involved in approving credit courses. 
(R-III-37-38) . In contrast, responsibility for non-credit 
course offerings fall on Community Service person. 
(R-III-38). There are general faculty departmental 
meetings of the DCE‘ credit faculty. Community Service 
instructor do not have that kind cf meeting. They are not 
really in departments (R-III-42). 
There is no interaction among the DCE credit faculty 
and community service instructor. (R-V-8). 
There are two separate administrations for the DCE 
Program and Community Service area. (R-II-44). 
(R-II-54). (R-II-89-92). (R-II-113). Most of Community 
Service courses are leisure courses. (R-II-42). 
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For the most part. Day Division chairpersons who are 
the supervisors in the Day Program oversees the operation 
of the credit program in .the Division of Continuing 
Education at the Community colleges. (R-II-33). 
(R-V-7). (R~IV-8). That person has not been involved 
with the community service instructors or the Director of 
Community Services. (R-V-8-13). The hiring of DCE credit 
faculty involves different administrators and individuals, 
and the Regents keeps separate lists of the names of 
instructor to teach in credit program and in the Community 
Service area. (R-I-54) . -.(R-I-73). (R-II-65). 
(R-V~19). The Day Curriculum Committee is required to 
review courses offerings in the credit program, but not so 
in the community service area. (R-I-50). (R-V-22). 
(R-V-26-27), (R-IV-8). (R-V-5). Moreover, at one 
Community College, private organizations (e.g. American 
Management Association) controls the curriculum and course 
materials in certain Community Service courses. 
(R-V-23-24)). 
Other considerations that demonstrates the absence of 
community of interest between the two groups are: (1) the 
DCE credit faculty are involved with students who are 
required to meet certain admission standards, not so with 
individuals who take community service courses. 
(R-IV-45). 
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Students in DCE credit program receive a grade and must 
obtain a quality point average (QPA), not so with 
individuals who take commonly service courses. 
(R-II-28). (R-IV-9-12). (R-II-108). (R-II-83). The 
students in the DCE program are involved in an academic 
endeavor, while the individual involved in the community 
service course is involved in a non-academic 
self-enrichment experience. (R-IV-12). Nor have they 
shown that the individual who teaches a Community Service 
course is not a casual employee. They have not shown that 
there are any individuals in this group who meet the BHRE 
eligibility rule, discussed supra. 
Accordingly, the Regents have failed to satisfy their 
burden that there exists a sufficient community of 
interest between these groups. 
A. Separate Bargaining Unit 
Is Warranted In The Community Service System 
This is not a case in which a union is seeking a 
separate unit of part-timers and full-time personnel who 
work alongside each other. In the Community Service 
system, the full-time faculty members performs his duties 
and responsibilities during the day, while the DCE credit 
faculty teach in the evening. The record fails to show 
that there is a sufficient interaction between the Day 
faculty and DCE credit faculty to warrant inclusion in one 
unit. Moreover, Day faculty and DCS credit faculty are 
not competing for the same work. 
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Separate unit would not create the whipsawing syndrome 
that result from the creation of two separate bargaining 
units. The competition here will be no different than 
whatever competiton exist with the four bargaining units 
involving faculty in the Regency System, i.e.. University 
of Massachusetts unit, State^College unit. Community 
College unit and Southeastern Massachusetts University 
unit. 
In any event, if the Commission disagrees, and hold 
only one unit is appropriate, then the MCCC/MTA seeks a 
alternatively to add the DCE credit faculty into the 
existing MCCC/MTA unit. 
CONCLUSION 
For all the foregoing reasons, the Commission should 
order an election for the DCR. credit faculty (part-time) 
faculty at the fifteen (15) Community Colleges. 
Respectfully submitted. 
MASSACHUSETTS COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
COUNCIL/MTA/NEA - 
By its Attorney, 
Massachusects Teacher s''Associat ion 
20 Ashburton Place 
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DECISION ’ 
Statement of the Case 
The Massachusetts Community College Council/MTA/NEA (MCCC or 
Union) filed a petition with the Labor Relations Commission 
(Commission) on Hay 18 , 1984 seeking to represent a bargaining 
unit of those faculty in the Division of Continuing Education 
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(DCE) at the fifteen (15) community colleges operated by the 
Board of Regents (Board or Employer) who teach three-credit 
course's. In its post-hearing brief, the Union refined its 
proposed unit to include those full and part-time professional 
employees who have taught at least one three-credit course in the 
last academic year, or who are new teaching in their second 
semester. 
A Formal Hearing toolc place on September 18, October 24, 
October 29, and December 13 and 14, 1984, before Amy L. Davidson, 
a duly-designated hearing officer. Both parties were afforded 
full opportunity to present evidence and argument in support of 
their respective positions. Briefs were filed by both parties on 
or about March 25, and 27, 1985. The following decision is based 
upon the entire record in this case. 
The case presents the following issues: whether the DCE 
faculty are employees within the purview of Section 1 of G.L. 
C.150E (the Law);l if they are, whether all or some of them 
are appropriately included in a collective bargaining unit; and, 
if so, whether they are more appropriately included in a separate 
Although the Union- petitioned to represent only the DCE 
faculty who teach three-credit courses, the Employer has 
argued that any appropriate unit should include all credit 
faculty as well as all non-credit faculty. 
1 
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unit o r accre t : ed t :o the exist: 
faculty represe nted by the MCCC . 
are employees with in the mean i 
f acu Ity who t each o ne , two , 
app r opr i a t e 1V incl ud ed i n a D a 
ex is tin' g day-t ime f a< :ul t y unit 
those employees.2 
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Lng unit of full-time day time 
We hold that the DCE faculty 
ng of the Law and that those DCE 
or, three-credit courses are 
rgaining unit separate from the 
. We direct an election among 
The Employer has argued that the Union's showing of interest, 
required by Section 14.05 of the Commission's Rules and 
Regulations, 402 CMR 14.05, was insufficient because it did 
not constitute 30 per cent of all DCE faculty as listed on 
the "ready reserve" lists maintained by each college. 
Section 14.05 provides: 
"No petition filed under Section .03 or Section .04 of this 
chapter shall be entertained, in the absence of uncommon or 
extenuatin'g circumstances, unless the Commission determines 
that the petitioner has been .designated by at least thirty 
(30) percent of the employees involved to act in their 
interest. Similarly, an intervening employee organization 
must demonstrate that it has been designated by at least ten 
(10) percent of such employees to act in their interest, 
unless the intervening employee organization is the duly 
recognized or certified bargaining representative for any of 
such employees. However, no intervening employee 
organization, including such a duly recognized or certified 
bargaining representative, shall be permitted to appear on 
the ballot or be deemed a necessary party to a consent 
election agreement except upon a showing of interest of at 
least ten (10) percent of the employees in the unit found to 
be appropriate. Authorization cards or other written 
evidence must be submitted by . the petitioner with the 
petition to enable the Commission to make this determination. 
The Commission may require the employer to submit a payroll 
or personnel list to assist in determining whether a 
sufficient showing of interest has been made. If a payroll 
or personnel list is requested by the Commission but is not 
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Fact 
Each of the fifteen community colleges in Massachusetts 
operates a Division of Continuing Education (DCE) to provide 
evening and summer session classes, which, by statute, must be 
self-supporting and cannot be subsidized by the state. 
made available, the showing of interest as submitted will, if 
otherwise valid, be accepted as bona fide. 
If the Commission finds that a sufficient showing of interest 
has not been made, the petitioner shall be given notice by 
the Commission of such finding and shall be allowed seven 
days after receipt of written notice of such finding to 
submit a further showing of interest. Such allowance shall 
not extend the time for filing of petitions under Section 
.06(1) of this chapter." 
The Commission has determined that the petitioner's showing 
of interest in this matter was sufficient to permit the 
Commission to entertain the petition. It is well-settled 
that this-- administrative determination, made by the 
Commission upon its own investigation, is not subject to 
litigation by the parties. See discussion in Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts (Unit 6) , 10 MLC 1557 (1984), at 1558-59 and 
cases cited tnerein. 
3 
The evidence in this case was provided largely through the 
testimony of DCE administrators at the following five 
community colleges: ..Bristol Community College, Cape Cod 
Community College, North Shore Community College, Middlesex 
Community College and Holyoke Community College. The record 
reveals a commonality among the community colleges with, 
respect to the structure of their DCE programs, thej 
employment procedures they utilize, -and the wages, hours and: 
working conditions of their faculty. Accordingly, most of 
the facts herein set forth are stated in generalized form. 
Significant discrepancies that pertain to specific colleges 
are so indicated. 
4 
G.L. C.15A, §16 provides in pertinent part: 
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Operating costs, including faculty salaries and the salaries of a 
few full-time and part-time administrative personnel, are funded 
largely by student tuition. The sale of courses to business and 
industry as well as grants also generate some revenue. All 
part-time DCZ salaries, including those of all of the faculty, 
are paid out of the colleges' "03" accounts, while full-time DCE 
salaries are paid from the "01" account. There are no full-time 
DCE faculty, although there are full-time administrative and/or 
support personnel in the DCE program at all of the colleges. We 
take administrative notice that the DCE budget process is 
separate and distinct from that of the day division,^ in that 
it is not integrated into the Board of Regents' higher education 
budget and thus is not subject to the legislative appropriation 
process.^ 
"Each public institution of higher education may 
conduct summer sessions, provided such sessions are 
operated at no expense to the commonwealth. Each 
public institution of higher education may conduct 
evening classes, provided such classes are operated at 
no expense to the commonwealth...." 
5 
Throughout this decision, the term "day division" refers to 
the tax-funded programs offered by the community colleges 
during the day. "DCE" refers to the credit and non-credit 
courses, including degree programs, offered by the community 
colleges in the evenings and the summers, which are are 
self-funded. 
6 
See G.L. c.lSA, Section 6. 
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Each DCE offers a variety of courses at several campus 
locations. The substantial majority are credit offerings that 
are part of academic degree programs fashioned by the day 
division curriculum committees and/or chairpersons and ultimately 
approved by the Board of Regents. The degree programs largely 
parallel those offered during the day. The vast .majority of 
credit ■ courses are for three credits, but some provide only one 
or two credits. 
Non-credit courses (also called "community service" courses) 
constitute about 10-20% of the overall DCE offerings at most 
colleges,"^ Non-credit offerings serve a variety of purposes: 
1) career development courses, usually in business management 
and nursing (some run by the Institute for Small Business 
Concerns or the American Management Association (AMA)) which 
offer "continuing education units" (CEUs)® and may be required 
to maintain professional certification; 2) career development 
courses that may be part of a sequence culminating in a 
7 
At North Shore Community College, however, about 40% of the 
courses offered in the calendar year 1984 were non-credit. 
One CEU is earned for every 10 class hours. At Bristol 
Community College, the DCE Dean testified that about 20% of 
the non-credit courses provided CEU's. 
8 
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certificate of completion (e.g., medical terminology, dental 
assistant, word processing); 3) leisure or personal development, 
comprising a wide range of topics, such as "How to Start Your Own 
Business", "Aerobic-Jazz Exercise", "Introduction to Astrology", 
"So You Always Wanted an Herb Garden", "Calligraphy", "Overcoming 
Procrastination", "Your Best Colors: whac Are They? How Can They 
V7ork .for You?", "Meditation for Beginners", and "If You Can’t 
Make Up Your Mind, This Workshop Is For You." -A few of the 
non-credit courses have DCE credit analogs, for example, 
conversational language courses.^ 
Many of the non-credit CEU courses, particularly those 
connected with the AMA and the nursing certification maintenance 
programs, are developed either by or in consultation with an 
outside organization such as the Massachusetts Nurses 
Association. Many of the "leisure" or personal development 
courses are generated by community members with a background in 
At the North Shore Community College, conversational 
languages may be offered in the DCE as credit or non-credi 
courses. However, the day division language departmen 
develops the syllabus for the DCE credit course, while the 
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the subject who want to teach it. Occasionally, a course is 
offered experimentally as a non-credit course and then, if 
successful in attracting students, it is offered for credit. 
Administration of the community services or non-credit 
courses is somewhat distinct from that of the credit procrams in 
DCZ. Each college has a Dean of Continuing Education and 
Community Services, who is responsible for the entire DCE 
program. However, most deans delegate the responsibility for 
course and faculty selection in the non-credit area to an 
assistant dean, a "Director of Community Services", or other 
administrative personnel. The dean, however, coordinates the 
credit offerings with the day division chairs, and to a lesser 
extent with the day department chairs, both of whom may be 
paid extra for their work with the DCE. In most colleges, day 
division personnel have a significant role in developing or 
approving the content of the DCE credit courses, although the 
extent of that involvement varies from college to college. 
10 
The academic programs offered during the day are organized 
into academic departments and further into clusters of 
related departments, called "divisions". Each department and 
division has a chair. The division and/or department chairs 
have significant input into day division course development. 
In addition, at most colleges the "curriculum committees", 
composed variously of deans, division and department chairs 
and/or faculty, oversee or help determine course content. At 
Holyoke Community College, testimony indicated that the day 
division chairs were not involved in assigning courses. 
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Often the syllabus and textbook list for an evening division 
credit course is generated by day department personnel and may be 
the same as that for the day division analog. Generally, the 
credits earned in DCE may be applied to fulfill degree 
requirements in the day division; hence, the srar.cards to which 
the DCS credit faculty and students are held theoretically 
coincide with those of their day division counterparts. At most 
colleges, day division personnel also have input into what credit 
courses will be offered in a given DCE session, although this 
determination ultimately rests with the DCE administration. In 
contrast, day division personnel are not routinely involved in 
developing, selecting, or approving non-credit DCE course 
offerings. Occasionally, day personnel may receive a list of 
proposed non-credit DCE offerings or be asked to review a course 
that may relate to their subject matter expertise. 
The DCE at each college maintains a list or card file of 
faculty who have taught during the past several years or who have 
applied and been approved to teach. Separate lists are 
maintained for the credit and non-credit courses. At some 
developing the curriculum or selecting the faculty even in 
the credit area in DCE. However, the record indicates a 
significant role in DCE in these respects for the day-time 
division chairs, curriculum committees, and department chairs 
at Bristol, Cape Cod, North Shore, and Massachusetts Bay 
Community Colleges. 
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colleges, personnel on these so-called "ready reserve" lists, as 
well as all the regular day division faculty, are periodically 
sent "availability sheets" on which they indicate what courses, 
sessions, and/or times they would like to teach in DCE. 
Particularly with respect to community service courses, a college 
may advertise to obtain a pool of applicants for certain 
offerings. However, mosr DCE credit and non-credit needs are met 
by means of the' "ready reserve" of present and former approved 
faculty. 
At most colleges, the day division chairs, and to a lesser 
extent department chairs, have a role in approving faculty for 
the credit courses, but the final selection decision rests with 
the Dean of DCE. The role of the day division personnel may 
include interviewing the candidates.Although the Dean of 
DCE has ultimate discretion in assigning faculty to DCE courses, 
regular day faculty generally have priority over "adjunct" 
faculty (persons employed only by DCE and not also by the day 
division) with respect to DCE openings. Full or part-time day 
division faculty comprise roughly 20-35% of the DCE credit 
faculty who taught at the four colleges for which the record 
11 
At Cape Cod, for example, the day department faculty 
interview outside credit course instructor candidates and 
make hiring recomm.endations to the division chair, who then 
submits the recommendations to the DCE Dean. 
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contains data, between fall 1982 and fall 1984 .Among adjunct 
faculty, those who have taught the course before are usually 
given 'priority over others to teach it again. Day faculty also 
teach non-credit DCE courses occasionally. The day division and 
department chairs have little input into selecting £acuity for 
the DCE ’ non-credit courses. 
DCE credit faculty are generally required to hold 
qualifications similar to those of the day division faculty.' 
Thus, a master's degree or better is preferred, if not required, 
and is a criterion met by the vast majority of the DCE as well as 
day division faculty teaching credit courses. The record 
reflects no distinction in qualifications among one, two, and 
three-credit DCE faculty. The colleges prefer a bachelor's 
degree for non-credit DCE faculty. When the academic element in 
a non-credit DCE course is strong (as in Small Business 
Institute and nursing certification courses, for example), the 
faculty often have a master's or higher degree. Conversely, where 
12 
The record contains 
taught credit courses 
fall term of 1984 in 
Bristol, and Holyoke 
they also taught in 
many courses they 
corresponding data 
non-credit courses. 
statistical information on persons who 
between the fall term of 1932 and the 
the DCE programs at Cape Cod, Middlesex, 
Community Colleges, indicating whether 
the day division and which terms and how 
taught. The record contains no 
with respect to persons who taught 
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the non-credit course is less academic, the teachers may have no 
degree.13 In any case, for both DCE credit and non-credit 
courses, the Colleges seek individuals with.a background in the 
subject area and experience in teaching adults. A few faculty 
teach both credit and non-credit DCE courses, particularly in the 
areas of computer programming, word processing, and writing 
skills. For such courses, the qualifications for credit and 
non-credit faculty might coincide. 
The student registration process for DCE is distinct from 
that of the day division. DCE awards its own degrees, but the 
standards and matriculation requirements are the same as for the 
day degree programs. Credits earned in DCE are applicable to day 
division degrees, and vice versa. The record does not reflect 
the extent to which the day student body interacts with or is 
commingled with the DCE student body. Credit program students 
in DCE must meet certain admission standards while non-credit 
students generally need not. Credit courses are usually graded 
and students receive progress reports that indicate credits 
earned and a grade point average. 
13 
At Holyoke Community College, the DCE Dean testified that 
90-95% of DCE credit faculty had a master's degree or higher. 
Among non-credit DCE faculty, the breakdown was about 50-60% 
with a master's or doctorate, 30% with a bachelor's, 6% with 
an associate degree, and 6% with a high school diploma. 
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Credit faculty^'^ generally must produce or follow an 
approved syllabus and booklist, devise and grade a final 
examination and submit these along with a student roster showing 
attendance and grades in order to get'paid. Non-credit faculty 
may have to follow the specific cert ificaticn requiremencs of an 
outside professional or regulatory group, such as the American 
Management Association, but, in general, their course content is 
less regulated by DCE or the college than that of the credit 
courses. The non-credit course syllabus is generally less 
sophisticated than that of the credit courses, and the students 
receive recognition of course completion rather than a grade. 
Official transcripts - are maintained for non-credit. CEU courses, 
but generally are not maintained for "leisure" courses. Like 
credit faculty, non-credit faculty must submit student attendance 
rosters in order to get paid. Neither credit nor non-credit DCE 
faculty are required to hold office hours or perform college 
service or student advisories. At most colleges there is an 
orientation meeting for all DCE faculty (at some colleges, it 
only applies to new faculty). At some of the colleges, the DCE 
credit faculty also, attend a departmental or divisional faculty 
Unless otherwise stated, the record does not distinguish 
among one, two and three-credit faculty with respect to their 
conditions of employment. 
14 
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meeting with the day division faculty at the outset of each term. 
At many colleges, DCE credit faculty are given guidebooks or 
manuals at the outset of their employment which detail the 
standards they are to meet in performing their work and set forth 
other working conditicns. 
The DCE faculty receive no benefits of any kind. They do 
not contribute to a retirement system, nor are they given 
college faculty identification cards. However, they enter into 
individual employment contracts for the duration of specific 
course(s). Their employment is contingent upon sufficient 
student- enrollment; underenrolled classes are subject to 
cancellation. DCE faculty do not hold academic rank (such as 
"assistant professor" or "full professor"), but their pay 
reflects the number of years they have taught. At some colleges, 
the number of students enrolled in the course, as well as the 
number of times the course meets, affects the instructor's pay. 
If the faculty teach 15 weeks, they are paid twice; if less than 
that, they are paid once, at the end of the course. As with 
other employees, incomes taxes are withheld from their pay.■ If 
they miss a class, they must either make it up cr arrange to have 
the college find a substitute.^^ Substitute DCE faculty are 
15 
At Cape Cod, the day division chair arranges DCE credit 
course substitutes. 
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paid by the employer the amount that the regular DCE faculty 
member would have received for the class. Most non-credit 
courses meet for six to ten weeks, while a three-credit course 
meets for 15 weeks. Courses usually run about three hours each 
session; thus a three-credit course involves approximately 45 
hours of student contact; a two-credit course, which usually 
meets for 10 weeks, requires 30 contact hours; and a one-credit 
course of five weeks' duration means 15 contact hours. 
At Bristol Community College, DCE credit and CEU faculty, 
as of the hearing date in this case, had a four-step salary 
schedule ranging from about $17.35/hour to $21/hour, depending 
upon the number of students; the Bristol Community service 
faculty receive $12/hour. At Cape Cod, the pay for DCE credit 
courses ranged from $20.64/hour to about $25.70/hour; for DCE 
non-credit, the range was $15/hour to $30/hour. North Shore paid 
roughly $18/hour to $24/hour to DCE credit faculty and $16/hour 
to $22/hour to DCE non-credit faculty. Middlesex paid from 
16.20/hour to $25/hour for DCE credit faculty and between 
$22.33/hour and $25/hour for DCE non-credit. At Holyoke the 
range was $20-25/hour for DCE credit courses, compared with 
about $20/hour for non-credit. At Massachusetts Bay, the pay was 
$16.50 to $22/hour for DCE credit courses, and $17 to $21/hour 
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for DCE non-credit. At most colleges, the AMA and other CEU 
courses paid at the relatively high end of the non-credit 
scale.1^ 
In addition to their salaries, all DCE faculty have 
mailboxes and access to typing, cooying, and audio-visual 
assistance. The DCE administration provides the faculty v/ith a 
roster.of students at the outset of each term. Faculty who have 
taught a course in the past generally can expect the opportunity 
to, teach it again if and when it is offered, although day faculty 
have priority over adjunct faculty for DCE credit courses. Both 
credit and non-credit DCE faculty share the same buildings and 
classrooms. 
Credit and non-credit DCE faculty are basically evaluated by 
means of student evaluation forms generated by the college and 
submitted to and reviewed by DCE administrators. If those 
evaluations or student complaints disclose problems, the 
administrator responsible for the program (usually the dean for 
credit faculty and the assistant dean or community services 
coordinator for non-credit) would meet with the faculty member. 
For purposes of rough comparison, a DCS credit faculty member 
who taught seven three-credit courses in the 1983-34 academic 
year would have earned about $7,000-8,000, compared with th 
regular full-time day division faculty member's salary o 
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At some colleges, the day division or department chair and/or 
academic dean have a role in evaluating DCE credit faculty. 
Thus, at Cape Cod, the day division chair observes new DCE credit 
faculty and completes an evaluation form on the individual, 
whereas the director of community services observes and evaluates 
a new non-credit faculty member. Similarly, at North Shore, a 
witness testified that, in his capacities as day division and 
department chair in prior years, he had evaluated .DCE 
instructors. Although the record is sparse on this subject, DCE 
administrators appear to have the theoretical authority to 
terminate a DCE instructor's contract if severe problems surface 
as a result of student complaints or evaluations. Negative 
evaluations could also result in the DCE administrator's decision 
not to re-employ a particular instructor. 
Because DCE courses may be offered regularly, but not every 
semester and not at particular intervals, some DCE faculty teach 
regularly every year, but for only one term (fall, spring or 
summer). Others teach sporadically and at haphazard intervals. 
Based upon the data submitted for four colleges,between 
approximately 60% and 70% of the DCE credit faculty taught at 
least one course during two or more terms during the two-year 
17 
See footnote 12, suora at page 11. 
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period between the fall of 1982 through the fall of 1984. No 
corresponding data concerning continuity of employment was 
available for non-credit faculty.1^ 
Opinion 
The Union seeks to represent only three-credit OCE faculty, 
as a separate unit or, if that is not appropriate, as an 
accretion to the existing full-time day faculty unit. It urges 
that only those faculty who have worked two or more terms in the 
past academic year or who are in their second term should be 
eligible for unit inclusion. The Board of Regents, on the other 
hand, raises a series of challenges to the Union's petition in 
18 
The record -does not expressly disclose whether the employment 
data presented for the four colleges is representative of 
the community colleges' DCE credit faculty in general. 
However, we note that the Board of Regents, who argues that 
the work force is too casual to warrant collective bargaining 
rights, bears the burden of producing evidence on this 
point. The Board has not demonstrated that the record 
concerning these four colleges is unrepresentative of the 
colleges' DCE workforce as a whole; consequently, we will 
assume that it is for purposes of analyzing the employment 
continuity of DCE credit faculty. 
On the other hand, neither party has argued, nor does the 
record provide any basis for us to assume, that the 
continuity of employment evidence concerning the DCE credit 
faculty at four colleges bears any relationship to that of 
the non-credit faculty at those or any other colleges. 
Accordingly, .we find the record insufficient to make any 
findings concerning the continuity of employment among 
non-credit DCE faculty. 
A 
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this case. First, the Board argues that the DCE faculty are not 
employees of the college, but are instead independent 
contractors, because the colleges do not "control" or supervise 
their work. Second, the' Board maintains that the DCE faculty do 
not have a sufficient continuity of employment to warrant 
collective bargaining rights. Third,, if these faculty are 
appropriately included in a bargaining unit, the Board urges that 
the appropriate unit must include all credit and non-credit 
faculty.For the reasons set forth below, we reject these 
arguments and direct an election in a unit consisting of all DCE 
credit faculty who are currently teaching. 
At the time the Board filed its brief, it apparently was not 
aware that the Union proposed accretion as an al t e mat ive to 
its petitioned—for separate DCE unit; the Union's alternative 
proposal may have surfaced for the first time in its 
post-hearing brief. In any event, the Board has not taken a 
position on the accretion issue. 
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Turning to the independent contractor issue, the applicable 
standard for determining employee status^O was articulated in 
the Commission's decision in Board of Regents (Southeastern 
Massachusetts rjniversitv) (SMU), 11 MLC 1486 , 1496-97 ( 1985 ), as 
follows: 
"Where individuals perform services for a public 
employer for compensation and with supervision, we will 
recognize, as a rebuttable presumption, that an 
employment relationship exists. The presumption of 
employee status may be rebutted by evidence 
demonstrating that the employer does not retain 
'control' over the wor>:er. The Commission's inquiry 
focuses upon the 'duties of the worker, the type of 
supervision they receive, the method by which they are 
paid and the manner in which they are treated by the 
employer.'" 
20 
G.L. C.150E, Section 1, defines "public employee" as: 
"any person in the executive or judicial branch of a 
government unit employed by a public employer except elected 
officials, appointed officials, members of any board or 
commission, representatives of any public employer, including 
the heads, directors and executive and administrative 
officers of departments and agencies of any public employer, 
and other managerial employees or confidential employees, and 
members of the militia or national guard and employees of the 
commission, and officers and employees within the departments 
of the state- secretary, state treasurer, state auditor and 
attorney general." 
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11 MLC at 1497 (citations omitted). In the SMU case, the 
Commission held that part-time "visiting lecturers" were 
employees, rather than independent contractors, because they 
taught courses assigned to them under the supervision of 
department chairpersons and were compensated and evaluated by 
SMU. 
In the present case, the DCE faculty are paid by the 
colleges to teach those students who enroll in the courses the 
colleges offer in their evening and summer (DCE) divisions. The 
faculty's pay is subject to state and federal payroll taxes. The 
colleges rely entirely upon these part-time faculty to fulfill 
the colleges' continuing education mission. The colleges decide 
which courses to offer each term, where the courses will meet, 
the minimum and maximum number as well as the identity of the 
students who will be enrolled, and which faculty will be 
assigned to each course. At least for the credit courses, which 
are part of the degree programs offered by the DCE of each 
college, the college approves the content, the curriculum and 
often the text books. At many colleges, DCE faculty are subject 
to certain guidelines and employment conditions, which are set 
forth in manuals or "guidebooks" published by the college and 
presented to the faculty when they contract to teach. The 
colleges may dock their DCE faculty's pay if attendance rosters 
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and grades are not submitted or if the instructor fails to meet 
the scheduled sessions. The colleges determine the 
qualifications for their adjunct instructors, what priority to 
give day faculty and experienced adjunct faculty in selecting 
instructors for courses, what the rates of pay shall be, and what 
criteria (number of students or prior experience, for example) 
will affect DCE salaries. 
With respect to supervision, the colleges generally hold 
both faculty and course content in the DCE degree programs to 
the same standards applicable to their day division analogs. DCE 
credit faculty often participate in the academic department 
meetings at the outset of each terra and are sometimes directly 
evaluated by day division or department heads. Most colleges 
evaluate the performance of their DCE faculty largely by means of 
student evaluation forms, reviewed by DCS and sometimes by day 
division administrators; however, it is clear that this 
evaluation system was selected by the colleges and that their 
administrators could assume a more direct or active role if they 
chose to do so. In short, nothing distinguishes these faculty 
from other part-time and temporary personnel whom the Commission 
has held to be "employees" under the Law. See Board of Regents 
BOARD OF REGENTS Case No SCR-2179 
(SMU) , supra, 11 MLC at 1497.21 we hold that the colleges have 
the right of an employer to control the DCE faculty and that the 
faculty are not independent contractors, but employees of the 
I 
colleges. 
'Although the DCE faculty are employees, the facts that their 
contracts are short-term and that their hours range from three to 
nine per week compel us to consider the viability of a collective 
bargaining relationship between these employees and the colleges. 
In defining appropriate bargaining units, Section 3 of the Law 
directs us to examine the "efficiency of operations and effective 
dealings. and... safeguarding the rights of employees to effective 
21 
The Commission has also held the following to be employees 
under the Law: per diem substitute teachers, Boston School 
Committee, 7 MLC 1947 (1981); on-call fire fighters. Town of 
Leicester, 9 MLC 1014 (1982), school crossing guards who 
worked one to three hours daily. Town of Burlington, 3 MLC 
1350 (1977) and Town of Wilmington, 4 MLC 1273 (1977); 
evening school teachers who worked only a few hours per week 
on a temporary basis, Pittsfield School Committee, 2 MLC 1523 
(1976); and summer seasonal employees, City of Gloucester, 1 
MLC 1170 (1974). 
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representation..." as well as the community of interest among 
employees. In determining whether a work force of temporary, "on 
call”,- and/or part-time employees is too "casual" to bargain 
collectively, we examine the factors that would affect the 
stability of the proposed bargaining relationship. Substantial 
turnover in the ranks of a particular job classification could 
impede effective bargaining if it results in too few persons with 
a sufficient and continuing interest in their working conditions 
to negotiate, execute, and monitor compliance with a collective 
bargaining agreement. Conversely, an employer's operation would 
be unduly burdened if it had to bargain over the working 
conditions of a unit of widely varying and unpredictable 
contours. See Town of Lincoln, 1 MLC 1422 , 1424 ( 1975 ). 
Accordingly, the Commission examines the extent to which, the work 
force has an expectation of continued employment in determining 
whether the proposed unit can participate effectively in 
collective bargaining. 
Normally, the necessary continuity is satisfied if a 
significant proportion of the proposed unit works regularly., as 
opposed to sporadically, over the course of a year or more, so 
that the confines of the unit at any given time are 
identifiable. What constitutes "regularity", however, may vary, 
depending upon the nature of the employer’s operation and the 
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work performed. Thus, substitute teachers were deemed to be 
regular rather than casual employees if they worked 60 days or 
more in a particular school year. Boston School Committee, 
supra, 7 MLC. at 1951. Hospital "house officers" (interns, 
residents and fellows) constituted a regular work force, because 
they held one-year contracts and the interns often remained at 
.the hospital for their residencies. Citv of Cambridge, 2 MLC 
1450 , 1464 (1975 ). Where half of the seasonal summer employees 
returned from one year to the next, the Commission found that the 
work force was not too casual for bargaining, although it 
declined to erect a separate unit for summer employees because 
bargaining for such a group would occur at time incongruous with 
the City’s budgetary process. City of Gloucester, 1 MLC 1170, 
1171 (1974). Similarly, in Board of Trustees, University of 
Massachusetts, 3 MLC 1179, 1197-98 (1976), the Commission 
determined that those part-time instructors at the University of 
Massachusetts who had worked three consecutive semesters had 
sufficient interest in their employment to participate 
meaningfully in the regular faculty bargaining unit. The 
Commission adopted the same criterion for the part-time faculty 
at SMU in Board of Regents, supra, 11 MLC at 1497 . 
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The way in which the community colleges conduct their DCE 
programs compels us to fashion a unique standard for analyzing 
the continuity of the DCE work force. In the degree-conferring 
programs, which consist primarily of credit courses, the college 
must offer a substantial number of courses sufficiently often to 
enable students to complete the degree programs. Thus a 
significant number of courses are offered regularly, but not 
necessarily in consecutive terms and not necessarily at 
predictable intervals. For example, a particular computer 
course may be offered every spring or every fall, once in every 
two-year, period, in spring one year, in fall the next, in summer 
in the third year, and perhaps in two terms the following year. 
In addition, because the DCE is required to be self-funded, 
instructors contract for specific courses, term by term, yet 
those who have taught a course previously have priority to teach 
•it again. Hence a computer programming instructor may teach 
"Programming I" every spring, but teach nothing during another 
terra. 
Confronted with the unpredictability in the intervals at 
which individuals might work for the colleges' DCE, yet aware 
that many individuals return regularly, we could not adequately 
measure employment continuity with reference to consecutive 
terras, particular terras, or even particular years. An 
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instructor who works a regular schedule for the duration of a 
particular course, and also reasonably expects to return, 
although not necessarily in a consecutive terra, could have an 
interest in his or her working conditions and the capacity to 
contribute meaningfully to negotiations over them. We have 
decided, therefore, to determine employment continuity by 
examining the percentage of individuals who taught at least one 
credit course in each of at least two terms during the two year 
period for which we have data (the fall of 1982 through the fall 
of 1984). Roughly 60% to 70% of all DCE credit faculty who 
taught during the sample period met the continuity test. Such a 
percentage of "continuing" employees is sufficient to support 
the conclusion that the DCE credit faculty work force is not 
"casual". The record lacks analogous data for non-credit 
instructors. Therefore, we cannot reach any conclusions 
regarding the casual or non-casual employment relationship of 
non-credit faculty and we are unable to determine whether any 
unit is appropriate for them.22 
See footnote 18, supra at page 13. Nothing in this decision 
precludes the utilization of such evidence in connectio 
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Instead, where the petitioning employees constitute an 
appropriate unit, they are legally entitled to the opportunity to 
exercise their collective bargaining rights without being, 
compelled to wait for others to organize. See Id., 12 MLC at 
1652 . In this case, the petitioning credit faculty are 
distinguishable from their non-credit colleagues in terms of the 
apparent continuity of their employment, their academic 
qualifications, the extent to which the colleges approve and 
control their curriculum and course content, and the fact that 
they provide a somewhat different service to the community, one 
which is more academic and directed at a degree-oriented student 
body than is generally true for the non-credit courses. Moreover, 
unlike the DCE non-credit faculty, a significant proportion of 
the DCE credit faculty derives from the ranks of the day 
division faculty, which may enhance the cohesiveness and 
stability of the credit faculty as a unit, as well as suggest 
certain common interests the DCE credit faculty, as distinct from 
the non-credit faculty, may wish to pursue in bargaining. 
pet itioned-for service and maintenance workers shared a 
community of interest with maintenance and supply workers 
already represented by another union in another bargaining 
unit. Nonetheless, the Commission decided to approve a unit 
which included the unrepresented maintenance workers with a 
variety of other hospital employees, because that also 
comprised an appropriate, though not necessarily the most 
appropriate, unit. 
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Having concluded that DCE credit faculty are sufficiently 
regular to establish a viable collective bargaining entity, the 
question remains what bargaining unit is appropriate for them. 
The Union seeks a unit of three-credit faculty; the Board urges 
that the only appropriate unit must include not only one and 
two-credit faculty, but all non-credit faculty as well. We must 
al so. cons ide r whether.it would be appropriate to certify a unit 
of DCE faculty separate from the existing day division faculty 
unit. 
Since the record is insufficient to decide whether 
non-credit faculty could viably exercise collective bargaining 
rights, we may direct an election among the credit faculty only 
if there are sufficient distinctions between credit and 
non-credit faculty such that a separate unit of credit faculty is 
an appropriate unit for bargaining. Although we believe a 
community of interest may exist among all credit and non-credit 
DCE faculty, because of the similarity of their wages, benefits 
(or lack thereof), work locations and manner of recruitment, we 
are not required to design the most appropriate, the broadest, or 
the most comprehensive uniti See Board of Regents, (University 
of Massachusetts Medical Center), 12 MLC 1463, 1651-52 (1986). 
In the Board of Regents (University of Massachusetts Medical 
Center) case, the Commission acknowledged that certain 
23 
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On the other hand, apart from their relatively shorter 
hours, nothing about the hourly compensation, the qualifications, 
Or the work performed by DCE instructors in one and two-credit 
courses is distinct from that of the three-credit course faculty. 
Therefore, we conclude that all DCE credit faculty share an 
overwhelming community of interest such that a unit excluding 
one and two-credit faculty would be inappropriate for collective 
bargaining, 
We next consider whether the DCE credit faculty must be 
accreted to the existing unit of day division faculty. Although 
accretion would not necessarily be inappropriate, since the day 
division and DCE credit courses and degree programs are similar 
in content and are often taught by the same individuals using the 
'same materials, we find sufficient differences between the 
working conditions in the two divisions to warrant the separate 
unit sought by the petitioner. There are notable differences in 
the manner in which the' two divisions operate, both fiscally and 
in the delivery of their services. Of signal importance rs the 
difference in the timing and nature of the budgetary process for 
each division. Whereas the day division operates with state tax 
funds and is an integral part of the Board of Regents' higher 
education budget, the DCE must rely upon revenues generated 
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solely by tuition, grants and sale of courses to businesses.24 
The DOE budget is formulated wholly apart from that of the day 
division, is not dependent upon the legislative appropriation 
process, and is more directly influenced by the demand for a 
given course in a particular term. Faculty hiring is done course 
by course, and, in marked contrast to the day division, is 
subject to cancellation if enrollment is not sufficient to 
justify the costs. Related to these major operating differences 
is the dramatic disparity in pay and benefits, as well as job 
security, between the day division and DCE credit faculty.25 V7e 
conclude that the differences in the budgetary processes and the 
instructors' working conditions could significantly affect the 
timing and nature of negotiations for the two groups. Separate 
units would help assure that the interests of neither group are 
subordinated to those of the other. See Pittsfield School 
Committee, 2 MLC 1523 , 1527-28 (1976) (separate unit established 
for evening division teachers employed by a school committee). 
24 . 
Although the separate finding cycles might not be critical in 
another context, where, as, here, there exists a statutory 
prohibition against the use of day division funds to support 
the DCE, we consider the budgetary process and mandated 
separation of funds to be significant. 
25 
See footnote 16, supra at page 16. 
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See also San Francisco University, 265 NLRB 1221, 112 LRRM 1113, 
1114-15 (1982), where the National Labor Relations Board 
established a bargaining unit for the adult education division 
of a university separate from both the part-time and the 
full-time faculty units. 
There remains the question of who should be eligible to 
vote in the election. In our view, each individual who teaches a 
DCE credit course is a regular employee of the Board for the 
duration of the course. Each instructor has contracted to meet a 
regular schedule with predictable hours during a particular 
term.- The record indicates that 60% to 70% of the DCS credit 
faculty teaching at any given time have taught at least once 
before in the DCE in the previous two years. We have no reason 
to believe that the work force presently employed is not typical 
or representative of the work force that will be employed in any 
particular term. Unlike the situation of the per d iem substitute 
teachers in the Boston School Committee case, supra, the contours 
of the unit are readily identifiable at any given time. Unlike 
the list of available substitutes, whic'n included individuals 
who could be working one dav and inactive the next, the "ready 
reserve" lists maintained by the colleges are lists of 
individuals who could work in a future term, but who are easily 
•distinguishable from those v/ho are presently working. Thus, e 
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need not resort to lists or to setting arbitrary requirements to 
determine unit membership. The order below implements the 
standard Commission voting eligibility criterion: all unit 
employees on the payroll as of the payroll period immediately 
preceding the date this decision is issued. 
Direction of Election 
We therefore conclude that a question has arisen concerning 
the representation of certain employees of the Board of Regents 
of Higher Education in the community colleges' Division of 
Continuing Education, within the meaning of Section 4 of G.L. 
C.150E. 
The unit appropriate for the purpose of collective 
bargaining consists of all full and part-time professional 
employees teaching credit courses in the community colleges' 
Division of Continuing Education (DCE), excluding supervisory and 
managerial personnel and all other employees. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that an election shall be held for the 
purpose of determining whether a majority of the employees in the 
above-described unit wish to be represented by the Massachusetts 
Community College Council MTA/NEA (MCCC) or by no employee 
organization. 
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The eligible voters shall consist of all full and part-time 
professional employees teaching credit courses in the community 
colleges' Division of Continuing Education whose names appear on 
the payroll of the Board of Regents for the week ending October 
4, 1986 , and v;ho have not since quit oc been discharged for 
cause. 
In order to ensure that all eligible voters shall have the 
opportunity to be informed of the issues and of their statutory 
right to vote, all parties to this election shall have access to 
a list of voters and their addresses which may be used to 
communicate with them. 
Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that three (3) 
copies of an election eligibility list be filed by the Board of 
Regents with the Executive Secretary of the Commission, Leverett 
Saltonstall Building, 100 Cambridge Street, Room 1604, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02202 , no later than fourteen (14) days from the 
date of this decision. 
The Executive Secretary shall make the list available to all 
parties to the election. Since failure to make timely submission 
of this list may result in substantial prejudice to the rights of 
the employees and the parties, no extension of time for the 
filing thereof will be granted except under extraordinary 
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circumstances. Failure to comply with this directive may be 
grounds for setting aside the election should proper and timely 
objections be filed. 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS • 
LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PAUL T. EDGAR, CHAIRMAN 
A true copy. 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLES OF UNION/MANAGEMENT PROPAGANDA 
Holyoke Community College Chapter 
Massachusetts Community College Council 
303 Homestead Ave., Holyoke, MA 01040 
TO; MOOC CDLLEncrVE BARSmiENG DUET MEMBERS 
FROM: George Ashley, HCC/MGCC Chapter President 
DATE: 3 Novenber 1986 
SUBJECT;. Division of Continning BiucaticHi representatLon election 
Two years ago the MOCC/HEA attempted to organize a iinion to represent the 
faculty teaching in the Division of Continuing Education. Seme nay remember 
being asked to sign cards calling for a union representation election at that 
time. Management protested before the Labor Relations CCtimissicn that DCE 
employees were not state employees and could not be unionized. After a two year 
investigation and deliberation, the Labor Relations-Cemnission has decided that 
DCE faculty are state employees and can be represented by a union, if they 
choose to be so represented. 
The LRC has decided that there will be a ballot by mail. Ballots will be mailed 
out on November 26 and should be returned by mail to the LRC. All Ballots 
received by 10:00 am on December 18 will be counted at that time. Only faculty 
teaching credit courses during the fall 1986 semester will be eligible to vote. 
Ibe MCCe and MIA have already decided that, should the MCCC/MIA win the 
election, people vAra are already members of the MCCC/MTA will not be charged any 
additional dues for DCE representation. 
C^iously the most important goal, should the MCCC win the elction, will be to 
raise the rate of compensation. In the 18 years I have been at 8X, my day 
school salary has increased 465% and the lowest possible starting salary has 
increased 300%; most of these increases have occured since 1975, v^en the MCCC 
union was established. In the last 18 years DCE pay has risen approximately 
150%. The low rate of carpensation for DCE work is one of the reasons I no 
longer teach in the evening or during the simmer, and I am sure that others have 
made a similar decision. 
If you would like additional information on this or if you would be willing to 
assist in the effort to establish a DCE union, please contact me. I will keep 
you posted on additional information as I learn of it. 
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Massachusetts Community College Council 
20 Ashburton Place Boston, Massachusetts 02108 
November 7, 1986 
MEMO RANDUM 
TO: All Evening Faculty, Massachusetts Community Colleges 
FROM: James F. Rice, President, Massachusetts Community College Council 
RE: The Upcoming Representation Election 
More than three years ago, the Massachusetts Community College Council (MCCC), 
the union that represents the 1,850 full-time faculty and staff at the state's 15 
community colleges, embarked on a drive to represent evening faculty. 
We did so after a number of evening faculty members approached us to express their 
concern that they were not being paid at a level commensurate with the professional 
service they provide. 
After a long wait, the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission has finally ruled 
that you have the right to choose whether or not to be represented by the Massachusetts 
Community College Council (MCCC). 
As a result, a secret mail-ballot election will be conducted between November 26 and 
December 18. On that ballot, you will be able to choose between affiliation with the 
MCCC/Massachusetts Teachers Association/National Education Association and no 
representation (status quo). 
In this initial memo. I'd like you to consider these facts: 
• Most evening faculty at the community colleges earn only half of what their 
counterparts at the nine state colleges earn, and state college evening faculty are 
also seeking MTA/NEA representation. 
• During the past 10 years, the salaries of full-time community college faculty have 
increased by 300 percent, while the salaries of evening faculty have increased by 
only 20 percent. 
• By conservative calculations, we earn an average of $1,100 for teaching courses 
that generate an average of $3,500 in revenues. 
• The community colleges collect approximately $14 million in revenues from 
evening programs, while paying only approximately $4 million in salaries. The 
remaining $10 million is kept by each campus for administrative salaries, 
"discretionary funds," and charges for "use of facilities." There are no rules 
governing how much the community colleges can charge for evening courses, nor are 
there any guidelines covering the expenditure of revenues generated by those courses. 
(Over) 
Evening Faculty Memo 
Page Two 
November 7, 19S6 
• For 10 years, evening faculty have been a source of cheap labor for the 
community college system, which is making a huge profit from evening courses, and 
which can spend that profit any way it desires. Evening faculty are entitled to fair 
pay for their work, and the system can afford to provide that level of pay. 
For these reasons, and many more, MCCC will be urging you and your colleagues in 
the evening faculty to give careful consideration to voting for affiliation with 
MCCC/Massachusetts Teachers Association/National Education Association. 
For your information, the 1,700 Division of Continuing Education evening faculty 
comprise three distinct groups: 
• Those of you who are already members of MCCC/MTA/NEA, who teach 
full-time at a community college and who also teach evening courses; 
• Those of you who may be a member of another MTA/NE.A affiliate, and who also 
teach evening courses at a community college; and 
• Those of you who work at other professions, and who teach one or more evening 
courses at a community college. 
In future mailings, I will explain to each of you why a vote to join 
MCCC/MTA/NEA will be to your clear economic and professional advantage. 
The actual cost of MCCC/MTA/NEA membership will depend upon which of the three 
membership categories listed above applies to you. 
The next mailing will contain a detailed explanation of all the financial aspects of 
MCCC/MTA/NEA membership, from dues payments to ways to save hundreds of dollars 
through special membership programs in the areas of insurance and consumer goods. 
The time has clearly arrived for evening faculty to receive compensation that 
recognizes them for the professional service they render to the people of Massachusetts. 
After you become familiar with the many benefits of being an MCCC/MTA/NEA 
member. I'm sure you'll agree that a vote for MCCC/MTA/NEA is a vote for improving 




Massachusetts Community College Council 
20 Ashburton Place Boston, Massachusetts 02108 
November 17, 1986 
MiMQEANDyM 
TO: All Evening Faculty, Massachusetts Community Colleges 
FROM: James F. Rice, President, Massachusetts Community College Council 
RE: The Economics of MCCCIMTA/NEA Membership 
By no^v, I hope each of 5^u has read my memo of November 7, announcing the 
upcoming representation election for evening faculty. 
Between Nov. 26 and Dec. 18, all 1,700 evening faculty at the state's 15 
community colleges odil be given the opportunity, via secret mail ballot, to choose 
between affiliation with the Massachusetts Community College Council/Massachusetts 
Teachers Association/National Education Association (MCCC/MTA/NEA) and no 
representation (status quo). 
As I mentioned in my Nov. 7 memo, evening faculty comprise three distinct groups: 
A. Those of you who are already members of MCCC/MTA/NE.A, who teach 
full-time at a community college and who also teach evening courses; 
Those of you who are members of another MTA/NEA affiliate, and who also 
teach evening courses at one of the 15 community colleges; and 
C. Those of you who work at other professions, who are currently unaffiliated 
with MTA/NEA, and who teach one or more evening courses at a community college. 
Each of you whll be offered the opportunity to choose MCCC/MTA/NEA as your 
collective bargaining representative in this special election. If you ^ make that choice, 
you will be voting to create a new, separate unit within MCCC/MTA/NEIA, dedicated to 
addressing the many long-neglectedheeds of evening faculty. 
Those needs are well-documented: 
• Evening faculty at the community colleges earn only half of what evening 
facility at the state colleges earn. 
« Since 1976, the salaries of full-time MCCC/MTA/NEA members have risen by ^ 
percent. In the same period, evening faculty salaries rose by only 20 percent. 
• Evening programs generate approximately S14 million in revenues, yet only 
about 54 million goes to evening faculty salaries. The remaining SIO million is 





It's clear that evening faculty have been subsidizing the community colleges for 
years, enabling them to stockpile enormous sums of excess revenues — revenues for 
which there are no spending guidelines. That's why the time has come for all evening 
faculty to consider membership in MCCC/MTA/NEA- 
Now, the inevitable question: Dues. The following chart indicates the amount of 
additional dues each of the three categories of evening faculty will pay for the 
remainder of the 1986-S7 academic year, ass\iming that evening faculty vote to affiliate 
with MCCC/MTA/NEA: 
Category 
Current MCCC members 
Current MTA/NEA 




Now, an explanation: 
MCCC Dues MTA Dues 
NO new dues NO new dues 
$ 10/year new dues 
$ 10/year $28/year 
NEA Dues Total NEW Dues 
NO new dues NO new dues 
NO new dues S10/year 
$3 5.50/year S73.50/year 
A. Current MCCC members now pay $340 per year in dues (full MTA dues of $1S3; 
full NEA dues of $71; and the full $86 in MCCC local dues). So, while they will be 
paying no additional dues, they already pay $340 to MCCC/MTA/NEA, which 
administers all the costs of running MCCC, and which pays for the full range of MTA/NE.'K 
services for all MCCC/MT.^/NEA members. 
B. Current MTA/NE^ members in other MTA local associations already pay full 
MTA/NEA dues of $254, plus their own local dues. MCCC dues will be only $10 for the 
remainder of this year, and will be $20 per year next year. 
C. Unaffiliated evening faculty will pay only $73.50 in MCCC/MTA/NEA dues for 
the remainder of this year. Their MTA dues will be $56 next year, and their MCCC dues 
will also be $20 next year. NEA dues will be the same. 
I think you will ail agree that this dues structure is fair and equitable. 
The MCCC/MTA/NEA has already done an exemplary job, during the past 10 years, of 
rectifying the many inequities in the areas of working conditions and salaries among day 
faculty. With your vote in this election, MCCC/MTA/NEA can begin to rectify the 
inequities faced by evening faculty as well. 
On one thing, we can all agree; The opportunity is long overdue for us to begin 
addressing the legitimate economic needs of community college evening faculty. On 
November 26, you will have that opportunity. Simply mark your mail ballot for 
MCCC/MTA/NEA, and return it as instructed. 
I'll be writing again before Nov. 26, but on behalf of the entire 1,850-member MCCC, I 
look forward to welcoming you to our professional ranks. 
P.S. Enclosed is a brochure from MTA/NEA, explaining our solid record on behalf of 
public higher education faculty in Massachusetts. Please take the time to read it. I'd 
also request all affiliated evening faculty to take the time to chat with their unaffiliated 
colleagues, to explain the many benefits of membership in MCCC. MTA. and NEA. 
Thanks. 
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November 26, 1986 
Dear 
You recently received a letter from the President regarding 
the upcoming representation election in the Divisions of 
Continuing Education (DCE). It is my assessment that union 
representation of Continuing Education faculty is not in the best 
interests of either you as an individual or the College or the 
communituy that you serve. 
Question: How much will union dues or agency service fees cost 
you? 
Fact: The day faculty currently pay H339.96 per year to the 
union seeking to represent you. 
Question: If salaries are increased, won't the legislature 
appropriate the additional money? 
Fact: Massachusetts law (chapter 15A, section 16) provides 
that DCE shall operate at no expense to the 
Commonwealth; the colleges are prohibited by law from 
seeking additional funds for DCE from the legislature. 
Question: To what extent can salaries be increased? 
Fact: Salaries are directly tied to revenues. Revenues come 
exclusively from tuition. Evening students already pay 
significantly more than day students per credit. 
Question: Can't the college increase tuition? 
Fact: Yes, the College can increase tuition; however, 
increasing tuition flies in the face of the community 
college mission which is in part to be financially 
accessible to the population we were established to 
serve. 
Question: What expenses does tuition cover? 
Fact: Depending on the campus, besides faculty and 
administrative salaries tuition must cover such 
expenses as supplies, clerical support, academic 
advising, tutors, counselling, advertising and 
marketing, printing and photocopying, library services, 
laboratory assistants and weekend laboratories, 
custodial, security and switchboard services, rent for 
satellite locations, and other support services. 
I hope that, upon careful consideration of these issues, you 
will cast your vote against union representation. As only a 
majority of votes cast will decide the issue, it is absolutely 
critical that you vote. 
Sincerely, 
Dean of Continuing Education 
_Community College 
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CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Pursuant to the Decision and Direction of Election issued by 
the State Labor Relations Commission on October 7, 1986, a secret 
mail b.allot was conducted from November 26, 1986 through December 
18 , 1986 , in a unit consisting of the following:’. 
All full and part-time professional employees 
teaching credit courses in the Community 
Colleges’ Division of Continuing Education (DCE), 
excluding supervisory and managerial personnel 
and all other employees. 
The results of the mail ballot election are as follows: 
Total ballots cast...’.1,238 
Ballots cast for Union. 631 
Ballots cast against- Union. 516 
Challenged ballots. 
Blank ballots.;..... • 1 
Void ballots. .,  76 
Protested ballots. 0 
THEREFORE, by virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in 




CEilT. OF REP^s. (cont’d) SCR~2179 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that Massachusetts Community 
College Council/MTA/NEA has been selected by a majority of the above- 
' described unit of employees as set fort.h. in the Commission's Decision 
as their representative for the purposes of collective bargaining, 
and that pursuant to Chapter 150E of the General Lavs, Massachusetts 
Community College Council/MTA/NEA is the exclusive representative of 
the above-described unit of employees of the.Massachusetts Board of 
Regents of Higher Education ’for the purposes of collective bargaining 
in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment and other 
cbnditions of employment. 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PAUL T. EDGAR, CHAIRMAN 
MARIA C. WALSH, COMMISSIONER 
ELIZABETH K. BOYER, COMMISSIONER 
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SAMPLES OF UNION/MANAGEMENT PROPAGANDA 
in' , 25 years of big profits 
J—^ • 25 years of small salaries 
This year marks ihc 25ih anniversary of the Division of Continuing Education of the Massachusetts 
Community College system. 
DCE's success has been phenomenal, and it is now the fastest growing segment of higher education in 
llic state. So 1988 should be a year of celebration. Instead, it is turning into a year of crisis and confrontation. 
The reason: the scandalous disparity between the enormous profits generated by DCE and the pitiful 
salaries paid to DCE faculty — the 2,500 men and women who arc responsible for those profits. 
Tlie figures speak for themselves. 
Since 1963, when DCE was founded, average tuitions have gone from S43 to 5150 per course — an 
increase of almost 3007o. During ihe'same period, DCE faculty salaries have gone from 5700 to 51,100 per 
course — an increase of only about 60%. 
Since 1983, DCE revenues at each school have increased an average of 7% per year while DCE faculty 
salaries have increased only 2.9% per year. 
It is estimated that the community colleges arc holding cash balances of 52.5 million in DCE profits. 
Where does DCE money go? 
That’s hard to say. State law, which requires DCE courses to be sclf-supponing, permits each commu¬ 
nity college president and board of trustees to hold onto the money and disperse it as they see fit from special 
“trust funds.” But rcpc.aied requests by the Massachusetts Community College Council for an accounting — 
MCCC's legal right as the union representing DCE faculty — have met with repeated delays and evasions. 
Most alarming, reports by the state auditor regarding DCE funds at the different campuses cite numerous 
infractions, such as "inaccurate cash book maintenance and lack of reconciliation to the general ledger." 
Why Ihe presidents are subverting collective bargaining. 
Fighting to prescr\'e the status quo— and their trust funds — the presidents bitterly opposed MCCC 
attempts to unionize the DCE faculty. But the presidents lost and the faculty won, and on December 18, 1986, 
DCE faculty voted decisively to be represented by MCCC 
But that was more than a year ago, and DCE faculty arc still without a contract 
The main stumbling block: the presidents' demand that each one of the 15 community colleges have a 
different DCE contract, with different provisions on such vital issues as appointment, workload and salary. 
The presidents call this "local option." We call it anti-union. 
DCE faculty belong to a single and indinsible bargaining unit, dedicated to fighting for equal rights for 
all DCE faculty, whether they teach on Cape Cod or in llie Berkshires. 
What YOU can do. 
Call or M'lite your community college president and trustees today, and urge them to negotiate a fair 
and equitable contract with the DCE faculty. 
After 25 years, it is time to make some positive and fundamental changes in DCE for the benefit of all. 
The time for justice is now! 
Addresses and phone numbers for Springfidd Technical C.C. are; 
r resident.: 
Andrew Scibclli, S.T.CC, Armory Sq., Springfield 01105 781-7822 
Trustees: 
Kathryn Broman, 28 Bronson Terr., Springfield 01108 
Jorge Luis Castellano, 24 Sundridge Dr., Springfield 01118 783-9568 
Edwin Cclcttc 1 Greenwood Rd., Wilbraham 01095 
Bernadette Conte, 661 Bany Sl, P.O. Box 106, Feeding Hills 01030 
Brian Corridan, 198 Atwater Rd., Springfield 01107 736-4851 
William Cumntings, 56 Rosemary Dr., Springfield 01119 783-6719 
Louis Fusaro Jr., 687 Frank Smith Rd., Longmeadow 01106 567-6376 
Mary Ann Gioscia. 28 Bronson Terr., Springfield 01108 736-6135 
Mclis.sn Holman, 27 Wilcox St., Springfield 01105 736-5740 
J.-imc.'McKcon, 10 Willow St.. Walpole 02178 666-8606 
Dorothy Pryor. 218 Newion Rd., Springfield 01118 782-9375 
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Ftghting to prescr/e me status cuo — and Ltem must furuis— the presidents bitterly opposed MCCC 
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DCZ faculty voted decisively to be rep.-asenice by MCCC 
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Addresses and phone numbem for ML \Veehusiit Communily College ere: 
President: 
Da-nicl Asquino. ^L^V.CC- Green Sa. Gerdner 01^0 
Trustees: 
Hliaaeem. Aveni, 64 Main Sa. Y'/cs'uni.nster 01473 
Ellen DeJy, 70 Jerome .^vc_ Garaner Ol'i-eO 
Maraalla Gaiter.. 180 Lswrenc: Sa. Ga.'c.eer 01—0 
Gerald Goguen. 15 McKJ.-.icy Sa, Luomi.-uter0U53 
Carolyn Kebsgeara. j^Q Ozk Hill Creia Coeeem 017-^1 
Zdwa.'d Lepicowsic. 35 Dyer Sa, Gardner OimO 
James Murphy. 104 Feeoooy Sa. Gardner Oisuo 
i>Genetle rensid. aCr aim. 5t_ waranerOi^uo 
■ Caa.-ics ?.ea'.7, McKay r.ta. New Erair.ro: 01531 
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Dear Ccnt:i.r.wi.r*c Edrra'ticr. Cclls-E^es: 
is you are prcbahiy avare, 
ecenrs cf Hi char Err car ion and 
Hassachusetds Board of 
Hassacnusams Comini rv 
oliege Council/Massacr.usa“3 Teachers issociarion are in t.he 
rooess cf negoriadir.g a coiiecriva harrainino acr’eerenr 
ims and condiricns cf your enpicynenz in zhe 
[Division cf Conzmiiang Educazicn- or vhazever zizle you use''- . 
You nay have received a comunicazicn fron dhe union' recentlv 
regarding ‘the process. There are hovevar, sore addizionai faczs 
cf vhich ycu snculd be avare 
DCE tt-D--- 
The union szazed z'raz they esziraze the colleges are boldine 
cash balances of S2-5 nillicn in "DCE profits." w'nat the union 
did nez tell ycu is zhaz cash balances are nez an accuraze 
indicazicn of the financial szazus cf [the Division cf Conzinuing 
Educazicn cr vhatever zizle ycu use]. .-. 'cash balance is a 
snaps'nct of the funds in the accoimZ az one pcinz in tine. Prior 
to each senester, for eicanple/ ve collecz all the tuition 
paynents, vhich nust cover the coszs of the senester including 
faculty salaries. Cash balances do nez address cuzszanding 
liabilities cf anv tvoe and therefore can be nisleadinc. 
c = 1 = Tu’^ticn P.azes 
The union szated that "since IScj, DCE .revenues . . . 'nave 
increased an average cf 7% per year vhile DCE faculty salaries 
have increased only-2.5% per year.” [erphasis cuizzed] . Wnaz the 
■union did not tell you is •ahaz. since bay • IS, i5S4, vhen it filed 
a petition to represenz [DCE cr ycur acronyu] faculty, nanacenenz 
r.ay nez unilazerally inplenenz unscheduled salary increases 
vitheut being sub jeez zo a' pro'nibized praczice charge, i.e. 
viclazing t'ne state colleczive 'oargaining lav. Tuition and fees, 
[DCE cr your acroryn] ' s cnly source cf revenue, are sez 'ey zhe 
College's Board cf Truszees and are net covered 'ey the collective 
baroaininc lav. 
C- = -= illrS-'-r—' C 
The union stated that the state auditor cat 
cas'n book, zaintenance and lack of reconciliation 
ledger.” what the union did not tall you vas zh 
vas zade in the contexz cf a' bcc^dceeping syszez zr 
one set of records vas nez updazed to the saze e>rz = 
■what the union also • did noz zell vou is ■thaz. ■the 
available at* the College in queszion and t 
■ulzinazelv cuite sazisfied as to Zhe szaze of the 
ad " inacoruraze 
zo ■the general 
.c.» \_ne coiLuuc;.^^ w 
cansition vhere 
enz as another, 
inf cmazi on vas 
e audizor vas 
books. 
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r'.^ *oc 'i.r-s 
Tile unicn cz.z. ncz “a^j. ycu 
lSo7 tjien cr.icr. dues ar.d ecar.cy seruica faas 
deducuicr* eu dhe cpuicn cf t.r.e unid uenber, it did 








£e-“<*ic£ fees, or do th* 
cn wterr.er cr net rhe faculty nerd a 






arcur.” c f 
tile dav 
Cn vhet basis are the dues charred - calendar veer, acad- 
year, or per course? 
uf not per course, on vnat schedule vculd the union ask 
dues be deducued? ^.s not all faculty- neobers reach 
than one course in a year, vculdn'u this 
entire arcunu cf dues/acency service 
one session's incoue? 
A,. 
zees be cediiCwed frczi 
The union's dues/acency service fee structure itself is net a 
nandatorv subjecu cf barraininr, bur the Ccllece has a lecitinate 
inrerest in hew the union eicpecrs the Ccllece to aduinisrer its 
dues smeture, just as you have a lecitirate inrerest in the 
srrucuure irself. Xlthcuch the union prouised us lasr surr.er 
that it would respond to rhese cuesrions, to dare they rerain 
unanswered. You nay also be inrerasred to nore that no adjuncr 
faculty nenber (as eppesed to full -cr parr-tine day faculty) sirs 
cn the union's neccriarinc tear in spire ••*of rhe facr thar in rhe 
15S6-o7 academic year (fall and spring) over 60% of the faculty 
were adjuncr. 
“teen D’’ ““e’~er'.t Contracts 
ne recoru, iuenacenen*- nas 
conrraers. we nave propcsec a nasrer acreener 
to all comunity collerjes, reser'ing some 
cpricn. This fleuibility is critical for the 
rasoensive ro local narhar conditions and c: 
pcsec J.O cirrerenr 
it w-’nich will aooly 
T ii-= *. 
college to 
unitv needs. 
The unacn did not tell veu 
mediation, allecinc it had reached irs betror. line after nma-iar 
movemenr from its opening position. .-.fter a 
Board cf Conciliaricn and Arbitration found t 
exisred, that mediaticr. was nor appropriare ar 
direcred the oarries to conrinue barcaininc. 
invesragarron r.ne 
mar no 2_r.pass£ 
ihis tine and 
■X * -x T -jr 
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APPENDIX F 
COMMUNICATIONS TO AND FROM 
THE BOARD OF CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION 
CsTryiOMen^ta at MiBa*.ci:u3«t-3 
IrocMilva Omoe of hinpower iffAlra 
0? UBOa AKD i:iDUST?.IE5 
THE EOAHD 0? COHCHJATIOK iiro AESITFJITIOH 
PEimoH ?oa iiEExxTiat amd fact TiimDic m fuhizc i>c?ijar~E:rr 
PLEXSZ 
1. Ncse Address of 
E^loyoe Orsanirstloa, • ^ 
ejii iT3 Afflll^zloa; Hdssaehusects Comnunlty Colletse Councll/MTA/HEA 
Principal Repreaentaxl’ree alien Suarez, Consu-ltznt _Phone Ho. 7H2-7950 
uivi^ion 01 CaCuc^wion ~ 
2, Nana ^ Address of 
PuPilc Eaployer; Sosr'l of P.rrrsr.ts for Hirher xducstlor 
Dr. Ctriscon LaPorce Principal Repreaeaxteive: 
Address; 1 Ash’ourran Plies. P.som l*i01. Basran. MA. 0210S 
Piione Ho. 727-77o5 x229 
3. Deacripxioa of collecxiYe Approt--jxe Hvsrder of 
bargaiains uaai involTcd: P2.rt—tine Faculty teactiln; Inpioyeea la Unix 2200 
credit courses In DCI 
4. Stixe; (si tne 'dixe ne5oxla.xian3 cs=eaced; (b) xne epproxinixe nunber of neftoxiixtr.^ 
aesslcas xa ds-xe; (e) brief deacripxlca of Xfte issues over waica xne Inpisae exisxat 
(d) eay oxr.er raievanx fxcxs: (a)_; (b)_; 
(c) Sal ATTACHxD  
_j I 
(d) __ 
HEEUfTICH SUBPAP.T; The PexiXi"oaer(3) elle5e(s) Xbax Xbe above enployer ird enployee 
orsxnixsxxon ire ix inpiase over, cerxiia Issues ifXer navxnj aesoxlsxed far i reisca- 
eole period of tine tad repuesx xlvsx xbe Botri nsxe ta invescioixlen trd prarlde 
cedi&xica tsaisxince, where ipproprisxe. . 
Caec.< caly if Appropriixat | 1 Parxias hive t;reed ia selecx in ouxstde oadiixar 
waoaa nine, iddresa md paone atraer is; 
FACT FDiOI-tO Su3PAP.T; If Xhe icpassa conCiauas bayord aedisxica, the 2oird, uftleaa 
oxaervxse nocifiao 6y the pexixlcair.s pirxy(ie3) ia vriXia; pursusr.x xo aoird Suia 
1.07, enill inlXlixe its ficx fladin; proceouraa. 
Cheok Oaly if Appraprisxe; I ' | Ptrxiaa have agreed Xa use procedures cxber Xdia 
Xboaa offered by Xha Board for x.xe aelecxicn of i facx finder. 
PexiXioa brdcs.-.x \'rr'‘''\ IndlTiduiilr 
I I Joinxly 
Ctxa of Slgrdng; Decenber 30 , 1937 
CcnsiiitEn:.^ , 
Blgr-ixure irn Titli o: rrincipti Hepre- 
seaxitive of Fexixicrnn.g Ptr-r/ 
fisr.axurs me Tixie of Prxncipii Reore- 
aenxaxlve cf Ox-her Psrxy, if JoiniJ 
PexiXicn 
IT Petitica is broug.-.X Indi-riduilly, I 
heresy axixe xhix I have caused a copy of 
ihis pecixiaa xa be served on Xhe prm- 
INfTP.UCTTGHS; Suesdx Xha-originil and ens 
copy of xnis pexixlan to Xhe hairi of . 
Conctliaxlcn trd Arcltraxica, Boco 1107, 
ICO Cinorxdge St,, Boexaa, tliss. 0Z2O2. 
Petixiaa nusx be ccnplsteiy filled cut In 
j order xa be processed. 
EO HOT Vr.rrB IH THIS SPACE 
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(a) June 2. 1227 
(b) Tan (10) negotiarlons sessions have been held between the part.ies. The 
last session was Deceaber 23, 1987. 
(c) Xll major provisions of the contract are outstandinc. 
(d) The employer rafusas to negotiate the terms and conditions within one 
(1) contract. It insists on fifteen (15) separate contracts, cespit 
the H.L.R.C. detamir-ation which specifies that the employees shall 
included within one (1) bargaining unit. 






I HE Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Room \ £.01. mcCobmack Euiudimc 
ONE ASHBURTON PUACE 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02 1 08-1 655 
January 5, 1988 
Ms. ‘Diane Zaar Cochran 
Chairnan 
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration 
Room 1107 
100 Car.bridcs Street 
Boston/ MA 02202 
Ke: Petition for Mediation Filed by the Massachusetts• 
Cornmunitv Collece Council/HTA/NBA (MCCC) on December 30, 
1987 
Dear Chair Cochran: 
Please be advised that the Board cf'P.egents of Higher 
Education opposes the Union's request for mediation and refuses 
to meet with a mediator because the parties are not at impasse. 
Negotiations with this new unit represented by MCCC -are in 
their embryonic stages and we are months away from the need for_ 
any kind of mediation. 
Therefore, we request an immediate hearing before the Board 
to determine _ the status of negotiations betv;een the parties i.e. 
whether the parties have negotiated for a reasonable period of 
time and whether an impasse exists. 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Room 1 . McCormack Builo(nc 
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02108-1 696 
January 15, 1988 
Ms, Diane Zaar Cochran 
Chair, Board of Conciliation and Arbitration 
Room 1105 
100 Cambridge Street 
Boston, MA 02202 
Re: Board of Regents of Higher Education and flassachusetts 
Community College Council/MTA/NEA PS-112-1988 
Dear Chair Cochran: 
Please be assured of the Board of Regents' full cooperation 
in the investigation of the above-entitled matter currently 
before the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration. 
V^e are ready, willing and available to present our position 
on the status of negotiations between the parties and the 
bargaining history to date, but will not participate in any form 
of mediation until the investigation has been concluded. 
I look forward to hearing from Ms. Peace in this regard and 
thank you for your attention to our concerns. 
Director of Employee 
Relations 
CHL:ph 
cc: Ellen Suarez 
Carolyn Young 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BOARD OF CONCILIATION AFTD ARBITRATION 
LEVERETT SAUONSTALL BUILDING 
GOVERNMEhTT CENTER 
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET. ROOM 1105 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02202 
TELEPHONE; (BIT) 727-3466 
REGIONAL OFFICE 
SPRINGFIELD STATE OFRCE BUILDING 
436 DWIGHT STREET. ROOM 328 
SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS 01103 
TELEPHONE (413) 736-0122 
January -28, 1988 
Ms. Ellen Suarez, Consultant 
Massachusetts Teachers Association 
Division of Higher Education 
20 Ashburton Place 
Boston, MA 02108 
Dr. Carleton H. LaPorte, Jr. 
Director of Employee Relations 
Board of Regents for Higher Education 
One Ashburton Place 
Boston, MA 02108 
RE: Board of Regents for Higher Education and Massachusetts 
Community College Council/MTA/NEA PS-112-1988 
Dear Ms. Suarez and Dr. LaPorte: 
Pursuant to M.G.L., ch. 150E and M.B.C.A. Rule 1.04, 
Mediator/Arbitrator Haney E. Peace met v.’ith the Association 
bargaining team on Monday, January 25 and with the Board of 
Regents bargaining team on Tuesday, January 26, for the purpose 
of conducting an investigation to determine whether or not the 
parties have reached impasse in their negotiations in the 
above-referenced matter. It is Miss Peace's conclusion, based on 
the facts presented, that the parties have not had enough 
dialogue to enable her to determine if an impasse exists. To 
date they have neither shared enough information nor discussed 
the outstanding issues sufficiently for either the bargaining 
teams or the investigator to know that no further movement is 
possible without a mediator's assistance. 
The parties should return to the bargaining table as quickly as 
possible and make every effort to discuss fully each outstanding 
proposal. It is Miss Peace's opinion that both the frequency and 
length of the negotiating sessions v;ill have to be increased if 
substantial progress to\7ard settlement is to be reached in a 
reasonable amount of time. 
182 
Board of Regents 
PS-112-1988 
Following each meeting, each party is to report to Investigator 
Peace on the progress of the talks. If significant progress is 
not evident during the next six weeks, she will conduct a further 
investigation to determine if the parties have reached impasse. 
DZCrmeh 
cc: Nancy E. Peace, Mediator/Arbitrator 
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Room 1401. McCormack Building 
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02 1 08-1696 
February 2, 1988 
Diane Zaar Cochran, Chair 
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration 
Room 1105 
100 Cambridge Street 
Boston, MA 02202 
RE; Board of Regents of Higher Education and Massachusetts 
Community College Council/MTA/NEA PS-112-1988 
Dear Chair Cochran: 
The Board of Regents v;as happy to receive the Board of 
Conciliation and Arbitration's finding that there was no basis 
upon v;hich to certify an impasse in the negotiations between the 
above-entitled parties. 
Please be advised that v;e v;ill take your suggestions as to 
the future conduct of these negotiations seriously and are ready 
to resume bargaining in good faith with the Union. 
As we advised Ms. Peace, we hope to have a contract with this 
nev7 unit by the end of the Academic Year and v;ill do all within 
our power to ensure that this target date is reached. 
n .'J LaPor.t^^ 
Director of Employee 
Relations 
CHL:ph 
cc: Carolyn Young 
APPENDIX G 
PROHIBITED PRACTICE CHARGE FILED BY MTA/MCCC 
J. /-..■:xeJs:s;n. 
rrsscsn; 
F.cszr-.e K. =zcz.-i. 
^cs Ftsstcs^zt 
cc*.vErS P, SuiSvsn, 
crfidrrve ClrzzzzT- 
Trzzsurzf 
iLz:=±. 15. 1SS3 
Xm KcriartT, Zzacuti-ff’e Secrirs-ry 
hissz-chiisazzs Libor Htiizicrs Ccrrrissios 
iOQ Cifiridca Straer 
lEch. Floor 
Foszcn. Hissichiisiirs 022Q2 
fin: Prohibited Prczzicz Chcrae for MCCC/Mi A conczrnir.a the Division of 
Contir.zir.a Educzzion bcracinino unit. 
U.zsszzr.'jser^ CI'Ci/Tes:: 
AtrjizisZ wr. 
•c (z'tTj iTz 
e ^*svcr,z( zzzzzvzn Xssczzsr.zr^ 
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C3.’-5-'.CN‘V,'JL\LTr: Or MAEBACHUEc; ;5 r.rc w'nis* ir. this scics 
A£GR K=L-\TiO.VS C0^4-'I55IC.‘< C-:aRGE 0= 'RCHiaiiHO ??js.CTTCI Lise .‘IQ. 
rc.-= IcOh , 100 Cisbridse Sc. 
£est=r.. Misscchusetts CI302 
^**-5 riitz: 
ns or.s: Ans-^er ill irpliciblt cunszicr.s. 
iMs f=r= vith the Cnnnissian. 
rile orijir.; Wa«« w « (3) crpies cf 
.Htjr.c inc icdress of Er;=lo)rer/Hnrioyse Orjinitition chtrjed wi” Prohibited Przctice: 
1 Ashrurt=r. ?l=c=, Besrer., M=. 02105 IQZ 
Cit/ or Town 
Nise ir.d iddress of itrorr.ey or reoreser.titive of pirty chirjed wirh Prshibitsd Pro-otice: 
Judv VcTx:, Xsc. , 75 ?e£ri £t., rsaclsvc, Ms.. -01557 942—3750 
Niae Accress 




£=ployer/5=rioyee Orjinitition his 
within the necr.ins of Ciipter 13GE 
:r= IS usee the Act. 
in or is enjifinj in i 
10 (ol (1) , (2) . (51 
.■=2.—/ of bisis cf chir^e (He specific Li 13 Cites, :es, tr.c icertsse: 







is beir.; Til sc by cr cr. 
/ ':ZU 
sthiif c: (check cr.e): 
ccclcyss Cricr.icxcicr. 
fiisc on beheif of i Leber crjccicecieti, hes crjzziizzzizzi cc=clisc wi;h Seccier.s 13 
Che Acc? 
/ A.V Yes / No 
uecs or lc.se : kiinr 
c ecer.cs on cr.is tore cecs sum tee eo ent perns enc 1 r I» iCits cr perjury. 
I hereby cereify ehce I hzve ser/ec c 
eery of ehis cherje on e.he ftllsvin; 
recrtseneceive of eht ccpcsir.j perey; 
Incics.es ctehed of ser'/ice: 
/ / in hs-nd 
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The Board of Hegencs of Hichar Educatior. at Massasoit Co.-^nunitv Colieca 
violated Chapter 150E Seczions 10(a}(l}. (2), and (5). 
Cn o; T about Harch 9, 1938, aembers of the Division of Concinuing Educat 
faculty ; received a letter from Jiassasoit Community College Prasidenc 
Gerard F, , Eurke (Enhibit #1). In this lecter. the enployor attacks certain 
statement :s made bv tha exclusive reoresencative, the hCCC/JfI?>,. to its 
oenibership cancarn.ir.g procrass ir* collective barcaicir.g necoaiaticns. 
action violates riches of the enployaes and-the hCCC/hTA for the 
f ollowin: r reasons: 
1- The parties agreed to abide by tee "ground rules" to negoaiations 
which are documented in a henorandun of Underscanding dated 
June 26, lSo7 (Exhibit =2). This action violates the written 
acreemencs cade therein; 
•s 
^ • the emplcyer raises an objeezien to the cenpesition of the 
hassachusects Cemsunity College Ccuncil/HTA Megotiazions Team and 
makes cause allecatzcns c=nca_.n.ng izs membersnzp; 
the eisployer has by-passed the exclusive represenzative and has 
addressed issues currently under negotiations in a public forum; 
4. Ls sr*—nc ijis siri.3.i siccitiis —vs 
reoresantative to necotiate- terms and conditicr*^ of emolovment fo: 
its merhers; 
C the employer is not negoziating in good faith with the ercclusive 
bargaining represenzative. 





- - ^ C3LI.ZGZ 
3CUIZV?u=D 
"jsrrrs 02402 
orrie* at % H m Prcxlsvnt 
Ha.rch 9. IS S3 
Dear Ccnrin'-iinc ZducatioR CollsacTis: 
rvS you ere probehiy avere. the Ifessachusetts Beard cf Hecsr.zs of Hichsr Iducatiou 
and the Massachusacts Conrnunity Coileca Cour.cii/hassachusects Teachers' Association 
are in the process of necociatinc a coilecnive barcaininc acreenent ragarcinc the 
terns and conditions of your enpioynent in the Division of -Concinuing Education. 
You ray have received a commication froa the union recently regarding the 
process. Yhere are however, sene additional faces cf which you should be aware. 
DCZ "Profits*' 
The \nion seated that they estinate the. colleges are holding cash balances cf S2.3 
rillion in "DCZ prefits" . Whac the unicn did not tell you is thac cash balances 
are not an accurate indication cf the financial saatus cf the Division cf 
Continuing Education. A cas.h balance is a sr.apshoc cf the funds in the account at 
ens point in tine. Prior to each senester, for exa.v.pie, we coilecc all the tuition 
paynencs, which cover the coses of the senester including faculty salaries. Cash 
balances do not address outscandinc 1 4“ les CO anv tvoe anc hoerecore can oe 
nosueaconc. 
Salaries and Tuition Pates 
The unicn stated that "since 1SS2, DCZ revenues.. .have increased an average of 7"i 
per year while DCZ faculty salaries have increased only 2.S5J per year", (enp.hasis 
cr.itted) What'the union did nco tall you is thao since hay 13, 1934, when it filed 
a petition to represeno DCZ f acuity, rnanageneno nay noc unolaoeraoly oir.oserteno 
unscheduled salary increases without being suhjeco to a prohibited praccice charge, 
i.e., violating the state coileccive bargaining law. Tuition and fees, DCZ's only 
source cf revenue, are set bv the Collsce' s' Beard of Trusoees anc are noc coverec 
bv the coileccive tarraononc law. hp r—p 4 _ ;, 1 p-j 
State Auditor's P.eoorcs 
The union stated that the state auditor cited "inaccurate cash book naincer.anca and 
neral ledger". What the union did not tell you > 
bookkeecinc svseen transition where 
lack of reconciliation to 
than the ccnnr.ent wes race 
one set cf records wes not irodated to the sans encenc as anccher. rTnac 
i.£CC3 
: the ccntenc of a 
 
p 1 Iso 
books, 
d not tell vou is LVS. ilahls at the Collere in 
.tor was ultinateiv cuite satisfied as to the state of 
S 1 2 1 K 
3/1 4/X * 
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Dues ar.d A>cer.cv Service Fees 
The ur.ion did not tell you that vhen it procosed in July of 
and acency service fees be paid by payroll deduction at the 
nerher, it did not respond to the following questions asked 
19S7 that union dues 
option of the unit 
by na-nagement: 
Is avery faculty menber charged the same amount of dues/acency service 
fees, or do the amounts vary depending on whether or not the facultv 
memoer teaches during the day or any other variable? 
Cn what basis are the dues charged - calendar year, academic year, or 
per course? 
If not per course, on what schedule would the union ask that dues be 
deducted? As not ail faculty members teach more than one course in a 
year, wouldn't this require that the entire amount of dues/acency 
service fees be deducted from one session's income? 
The vr.ion’s dues/acency service fee structure itself is not a mandatory 
stibject of bargaining, but the College has a legitimate interest in how the 
union e:coec. :e College to administer its dues structure, just as you have a 
legitimate interest in the structure 
last summer th 
' *-< seif. Aitnoucn the union oromisad us il ‘■■■'ni’C-; 
it would resoond to these cuestions, to date thev re.main 
Tou mav also be interested to note it no ac^unct racuity me.mber unanswerec. 
(as opposed to full or part-ti.me day faculty) sits on the union's negotiating 
team in spite of the fact that in the 1936-1987 academic year (fail and 
spring) over 603J of the faculty were adjunct. 
Fifteen Different Contracts 
For the record, manacs.ment has never proposed 15 different contracts, 
proposed a master agreement which will apply to ail com-minity coliegas 
reser.-inc some matters for local option. This flexibility is critical 





The union did not teil you that it unilaterally filed 
it had reached its bottom line after mini.mal movement 
position. After an investigation the Foard cf Concil 
found that no Lmpasse existed, that mediation was not 
and directed the parties to continue bargaining. 
for mediation, alleging 
from its opening 
ation and Arbitration 
appropriate at this time 
Alt-hough it 
vcu receive 
is not the Presidents 
from the ur.icn, from 
intention to respond to each communication 
ime to time we feel com.peiled to co so. 
Sincerely, 












!-rE?-;‘D?ANT3U':-^ C~ u'N'!2I?.ST.-.>rD~yG 
' w k * 2.nc. 
T£2.Ch.S^3 
Til— Hc2.~— cjf ?.£C£ri^s Q” ~’ cr"“ 
Kassacr.uset.~3 Ccccunitv Colisge Ccu~cii/Hassacr.use“s 
Associacicr. hsracy acrae tea- the fcllcvir.c sl-.ali cavere t.as 
ccnduct of tfsir necoaia-iens cf a ccilscaive barcaini.-.c 
acraeeena and snail be in effeca free and after the daae of 
execuaion of tdis Hsnerandun. 
1- Tile neccaaatinc tears raprasantint^ eacii aara*/ harebv 
raprasant t-aat tney have tha authcriay to necoaiaae and to naj-:e 
tanaaaiva acraenenas racardihe aha provisions of a coliacaiva 
barraininc acraanana, subjeca ao the approval or raaificaaion of 
such, acraerena bv their rasaecaive arincioals. 
2. Necctiaaicns shall be scheduled on such dates and at 
ach tires as nay be nurually acread by the paraias and shall be 
aid at a ruaually acraeable site. 
3 - Necctiatinc sessions shall be conducted in closed 
ass ion. .Aaaendance at such sessions shall be lirited to tha 
erbers cf each nacoaiatinc aaar, their raprasanaaaive, rascuroa 
eowle and any expert vitness that' either party vrishes to have 
ffar tasairony. 
4 . All tanaative acraarents shall be sicned and dated by 
the principal raprasenaaaives of each party; provided, bc'-ever. 
that. ’ every such tentative agreener.t shall be sub j ect to and 
contingent upon the parties entering into a final end cooplete 
collective bargaining agreenent; and provid OQ further that n 
initialing any such tentative agreepe.nt, e u
 
111
 party shall be 
daered to have reserved -th e right, in good f aith, to reopen 
negotiation s in respect of such agr 0 0^0 ^ O IT the purpose of 
facilitating the resolution of other cuasaar.cinc taaaers. 
Tentative acreerents shall renain confidential until the total 
acreerena is concluded unless rutually acreed oaher«ise. 
5- Zxchance of proposals, counterproposals and arendrenas 
shall be in vritinc vith copies for all nerhers of each 
barraininc tear vhe.n oracticable. 
6. Tne parties reser/e t-te ripna to comunicaae vian ar.eir 
respective constituencies vith recard to the necoaiaaions ber-een 
the parties. 
7. -\11 correspondence betveen the parties shell be a 
jointly by the principal representatives of each party and 
chairperson, if a.ny, cf each barcaininc tear. 
8 . No nevs releases of any kind shall be issued during the 
conduct of these necotiations by either party, unless nuttally 






UNION UPDATE ON STATUS OF DCE NEGOTIATIONS 
Volume V June, 1988 Number Eleven 
DCE 
NEGOTIATIONS 
IN THIS ISSUE: 
• MCCC/ MTA Annual Meeting 
• Tuition Waiver 
• MCCC Wins Part- Time Eiection 
Bargaining progresses siowiy as we move into the summer with none of 
the major issues resolved As doggedly as the MCCX pursues some basic 
requirements of a contract and rights for DCE faculty— decent salaries, 
reappointment, seniority, and workload— management tenaciously sticks 
to wanting to continue “business as usual" Though the MCCC argues 
“DCE Monies for DCE Education", management refuses to budge from its 
philosophy— we will hire who we want, when we want Throughout negotia¬ 
tions, three presidents have been at the table: Andrew Scibelll Springfield; 
Daniel Asquino, Mt Wachusett; and Clifford Peterson, Quinsigamond This 
“ design team" represents the presidents, and it has been made dear 
in many instances over the table that there will be no seniority and right 
of continued employment for faculty—“these people do not have a right of 
continued employment'' Management wants to be able to hire anyone at 
anytime, regardless of who is teaching a couma Occurrences like the one at 
a community college last week manadate that there be procedures and 
rights for employment A day- school administrator decided he wanted to 
teach a course, and a DCE administrator who assigns courses bumped an 
instructor. The culprit was the assistant dean who, arbitrariiy, capridousiy, 
unreasonably, and intentionally bumped an instructor. Another faculty 
member went to teach his dass the first day and found another instructor in 
the room. Upon inquiry, the instructor was informed that the assistant dean's 
friend was teaching the dass, and the insiructor who had been teaching this 
course for eight years had no course. 
The MCCC is asking that there be classroom evaluations as well as 
student evaluations for all new faculty once'each year in their first five years. 
We are told by the dean from Bristol Community College that dassroom 
evaluations are too expensive. Since it takes their division chair four hours 
at S25 per hour to do one evaluation, the cost of SI 00 per dassroom 
evaluation is prohibitive. 
Salary increase is another primary concern. At Quinsigamond the pay 
scale has catapulted fromS950 in 1977 to SI 000 in 1983 and then took a 
startling jump toSIOSO in 1985, an increase of S100 in eleven years. All the 
while tuition costs, fees, and DCE administrators' salaries were steadily 
increasing. 
We must infer from management's positions that they believe that DCE as 
it is now is the way to do business— it is their domain, and they want no one 
near it Tney will run it on their own terms. The organization of DCE is a 
result of a long- standing disregard for the people who have helped make 
DCE a successful and profitabie operation. Management's shortsightedness 
in not recognizing certain basic rights of this employment continues to frus¬ 
trate the bargaining. The presidents and management's team repeatedly 
state, “These people have no rights!" You must inform your president ‘YES, 
we do have rignts, and it is time the colleges’ acknowledge their failure to 
recognize this important work force, and correct a long standing inequity." 
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Continuing Education continues 
to exploit students and faculty 
This spring, the 15 Massachusetts community colleges will graduate more 
than 10,000 students. We congratulate the graduates and their families. 
Many of these graduates will eventually join the more than 50,000 
Massachusetts residents who each year continue their studies through the 
community colleges' Division of Continuing Education (DCE). In DCE, they will 
find an extensive array of courses taught by outstanding faculty. 
Unfortunately, they will also fmd a Continuing Education system in which 
courses are overpriced amd faculty are underpaid. 
The figures speak for themselves. 
A typical three-credit course costs an average of S70 in regular community 
college day sessions. That same course averages S150 through DCE. 
Likewise, full-time community college instructors receive about $2,800 for 
teaching a three-credit course. DCE instructors — with the same training and 
credentials — receive about $1,050 for the same amount of teaching. 
The community colleges can afford to be fair. 
DCE's success has been phenomenal, and it is now the f<istest growing 
segment of higher education in the state. 
Since 1983, DCE revenues at each school have increased an average of 7%. It 
is estimated that the community colleges are holding cash balances of $2.6 million 
in DCE profits. 
The problem is with the presidents. 
State law, which requires DCE to be self-supporting, permits each 
community college president emd bocird of trustees to hold onto DCE profits and 
disperse them as they see fit from special "trust funds." 
Unfortunately, the presidents have, for the most part, chosen to disperse 
DCE profits for purposes other than DCE services and shades. 
What YOU can do: 
Contact your community college president and urge that DCE profits be 
used for DCE purposes. Presidents and tl\eir phone numbers are: 
Berkshire CC Cathryn Addy 413-499^660 
Bristol CC. Eileen Farley . 617-678-2811 
Bunker Hill C.C. Harold Shively 617-241-6800 
Cape Cod C.C Philip Day 617-362-2131 
Greenfield C.C Katherine Sloan 413-774-3131 
Holyoke C.C. David Bartley 413-538-7000 
Mass. Bay CC Roger Van Winkle 617-237-1100 
Massasoit C.C. Gerard Burke 617-588-9100 
Middlesex C.C. Evan Dobelle 617-275-8910 
Mt. Wachusett C.C Daniel Asquino 617-632-6600 
North Shore C.C. George Traicoff 617-927-4850 
Northern Essex C.C. John Dimitry 617-374-3900 
Quinsigamond C.C Clifford Peterson 617-853-2300 
Roxbury C.C. Brunetta Wolfman 617-734-1960 
Springfield Tech C.C. Andrew Scibelli 413-781-7822 
This flyer has been produced and paid for by: 
The Massachusetts 
Community College Council 
Representing community college faculty; 
working for community college excellence 
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Division of Continuing Education negotiations are continuing at a slow pace because the 
presidents are refusing to acknowledge the MCCC Team's position — 
D.C.E. monies for D.C.E. education. 
Without monitoring or accountability of Division of Continuing Education funds for over twenty 
years, the community colleges presidents have had carte blanche use of non-state 
student-generated monies. There is a failure in the educational leadership in the community 
colleges because these student-generated monies, which are held in trust, are being used by the 
presidents at their sole discretion. 
So far, the cornerstone of the presidents' educational philosophy at the bargaining table is one 
of minimal pay raises for faculty and rejection of any contract provisions that may incur any 
expense, notwithstanding the impact on the quality of education. 
The latest responses from the presidents are e.xamples of this attitude: 
® The presidents refuse to consider any re-employment rights to long-term faculty 
based upon their seniority-therefore, they can tdre the cheapest teachers; 
“ The presidents' latest salary offer shows a modest increase over their first 
proposal but is far from adequate payment for the quality offered; 
" The presidents refuse to discuss class size issues, again claiming financial needs; 
® . The evaluation philosophy of the presidents adheres strictly to a college's Division 
of Continuing Education financial status. 
It is time for a change - it is up to you, our members. 
Your Negotiations Team has consistently taken the position that D.C.E. monies are for 
D.C.E. education. 
Please contact your local Board of Trustees members; the President of your college; 
Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer, and Board of Regents members. . 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact a member of the Team or call the 
MTA at 1-800-392-6175. 
Respectfully, 
MCCC/MTA Negotiations Team 
James Rice 





Ellen M. Suarez, Consultant 




MLRC’S DECISION ON THE PROHIBITED PRACTICE CHARGE 
FILED BY THE UNION IN MARCH 1988 
THE 
MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS 
CCVeHNOK 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Labor Relations commission 
1601 LEYERETT SALTOHSTALL BUIUDIMC 
too CAMBRIDGE STREET. BOSTON OZ20E 
Tn.E?Mo»»Ci (6171 727-3S0S 
AucTist 1, iss'a 
fault. EDGAR 
Oiairuam 
maria c Walsh 
COUUtSSlONER 
ELIZABETH K. SOTER 
csuutssiONeR 
Carolyn R,. Young 
Connunity College Counsel 
75 Pearl"Street 
Reading, HA. 013 67 
Ellen H. Suarez 
Hass Teachers Association 
20 Ashhurton Place 
Boston, HA 02108 
PZ: Su'P-3234 
Hass Board of P.ecents 
ANN UOBIARTY 
EtEEUnvC SECRETAirr 
Dear Hs. Young 5 Hs. Suarez: 
Please be advised that the Ccmissicn, Chaiman Paul T. 
Edgar and Ccmissioner Haria C. Walsh participating, decided to 
disniss the above-captioned charge. 
The charge alleged that the Enployer, by a letter dated 
Harch 9 , 1958 , to bargaining unit enployees, had dealt directly- 
with enployees, had violated certain negotiating groundrules, and 
therefore had undemined the union at the end of its 
certification year. The evidence failed to establish probable 
cause to believe that the Enployer's letter constituted an 
unlawful instance of "direct dealing." The Enployer‘s letter 
neither na.'ces any bargaining offer to enployees nor suggests to 
enployees that they should negotiate directly with the employer 
rtther than through the union. The evidence was insufficient to 
establish probable causa to believe that the . parties' 
groundrules, number 3 or 6, prohibited the Employer's 
communication. The mere fact that negotiations were to be 
conducted in "closed" session does not esteblish that the parties 
had coirmitted themselves to refrain from comaunicating with 
employees or administrators about subjects relevant to the 
negotiations. The evidence failed to establish probable cause to 
believe that the Enployer's letter contained confidential 
infomation concerning the parties' bargaining proposals. 
In addition, the evidence was insufficient to establish 
rrcbable cause to believe that the Employer's distribution of the 
letter was designed to promote cecamif ication of the Union. 
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Rather, the evidence suggested that the Employer's letter was 
released in response to a communication to employees from the 
Union. Accordingly, the evidence was insufficient to establish 
probable cause to believe that the Employer's issuance of the 
letter violated the Law. Therefore, the Commission declines to 
proceed to complaint and the charge is dismissed. 
Very truly yours 
bnssiON 
AM/ppw 
The charging party may, within seven (7) days of receipt of this 
notice, seek a review of this determination by the Commission, 
pursuant to MLRC Rules 456 CMR 15.04(3). The request shall 
contain a complete statement setting forth the facts and reasons 
upon which such request is based. The charging party shall serve 
a copy of the request on the opposing party or its counsel, if 
APPENDIX K 
MCCC BARGAINING UPDATE 
MCCC/MTA 
Bargaining Update 
-Division of Continuing Education- 
September 1988 
Dear Colleague: 
Though DCE negotiations have been continuing for one year, the MCCC/MTA Team is 
committed to settling for an agreement which secures the important benefits you sought 
when you voted for unionization. We will bring you a contract which contains JOB 
SECURITY and PROFESSIONAL SALARIES.'"TheTefdfe~," our union is willing to spend 
as much time, energy, and expense necessary to guarantee these and other important 
benefits for you. 
We met throughout the summer and we have been, able to make some progress on the 
following positions: 
® Though we are closer to an agreement concerning RE-EMPLOYMENT rights based 
upon seniority and a satisfactory EVALUATION, management still insists on a 
"window period" prior to full contract implementation in order to terminate DCE’ 
employees, if necessary; 
° Agreement was reached on ACADEMIC FREEDOM -• guaranteeing DCE faculty 
the SAME rights accorded to the "day" school; 
° The board is willing to refine their evaluation proposal so that it focuses primarily 
on the instructor's performance in the classroom, which is tied to re-employment 
rights. 
The Negotiating Team realizes that progress has been slow... however, we are optimistic 
that we will attain professional rights and benefits through this contract. We are fully 
cognizant that our real issues are money and job security. We are preparing to move to 
any forum necessary to resolve this,contract. 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact a member of the Team or call MTA 
at 1-800-392-6175. 
Respectfully, 
MCCC/MTA Negotiations Team 
James Rice 





Ellen M. Suarez, Consultant 
EMS:bjp 
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APPENDIX L 
COMMUNICATION FROM MLRC RE DECISIONS CONCERNING 
THE MTA'S CHARGES OF PROHIBITED PRACTICE 
AND MANAGEMENT'S REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION 
^OJTxrriJxnMiejCillA/ ^y^aA^uzrAuA£^ 
MASSACHUSETTS REGIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
75 Pearl Street, Reading, Massachusetts 01867 
Telephone: (617) 942-0790 
TO: All Community College Presidents & DCE Team 
FROM: Carolyn R. Youn^^\,ssociate Community College Counsel 
DATE: March 8, 1989 
RE: DCE Prohibited Practice and Unit Clarification Cases 
Enclosed are copies of the Labor Relations Commission's 
decisions to dismiss both of the above-referenced cases. The 
dismissal of our request to clarify the certified unit by excluding 
those few faculty who are primarily employed by an outside entity 
who teach only employees of that outside entity was based in parr 
upon the fact that the positions did indeed exist at the time the 
unit was certified in January of 1987, deliberately ignoring the 
fact (raised at the informal conference) that the proceedings on 
the unit determination issue had closed two years previously, at 
which time the positions did not exist. There is no formal 
procedural mechanism to appeal this ruling, but we are exploring 
several alternatives. 
The good news is that the Commission dismissed the prohibited 
practice charge because the Commission's definition of impasse is 
not necessarily that of the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration. 
Fact-finding is not binding on us, therefore, the bargaining 
process is not necessarily at impasse for the purposes of 
determining that the employer is illegally refusing to close a 
contract because of a non-mandatory subject of bargaining. 
The result is that once the fact-finder's report has been 
issued, we will probably be back at the bargaining table 
maintaining the position that we want to exclude certain people 
from the unit. According to this decision, we can legitimately 
maintain that position while we are actively bargaining (i.e. ^as 
long as reaching agreement is not conditioned upon the union 






MASSACHUSETTS REGIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
75 Pearl Street, Reading, Masjachu«tt3 01867 
Telephone: (617) 942-0790 
FROM: Carolyn R. Yo\in^f^\ssociate Community College Counsel 
DATE: March 8, 1989 
RE: Supplemental Information - CAS & SUP Cases 
This supplements the memo to the Presidents that went out on 
the above-referenced matter. Regarding the dismissal of the CAS 
petition, our alternatives are to accept it quietly; refuse to 
bargain and raise the issue at the hearing on the prohibited 
practice charge that the union would surely file (I do not 
recommend this one) ; file a request for reconsideration (there is 
nothing in the regulations providing for such an option but the 
union has requested and received such .a reconsideration before - 
they did lose on the issue, however) ; or file a request for a 
reinvestigation of the certification. Procedurally, the latter 
option is apparently somewhat rare (I have been able to find no 
case law on it) and there are no specific (or even vague) deadlines 
in the regulations but could be a last resort measure. Given the 
reaction to the clarification petition, I am not optimistic about 
the Commission's response to such a request; but if the request 
were granted, relitigating, the unit issue would certainly result 
in a delay in the settlement of the contract. 
In regard to the prohibited practice charge, the )cey language 
is the second to last sentence in the decision: 
On the facts of this case, the Employer neither refused 
to bargain nor refused to settle the agreement 
conditional upon acceptance by the Union of the 
Employer's proposal to exclude certain faculty from the 
unit. 
• /• 
The union is very likely, therefore, to hold firm on this issue. 
As long as we are holding firm on multiple substantive issues, of 
which this may be one, and are still willing to bargain, however, 
it appears from this decision that we will not be considered in 
violation of the law. 
Please be prepared to discuss strategy at our meeting before 
fact-finding next week, but as I am not expecting anyone from une 




THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Labor relations commission 
1601 LSVERETT S1LTOKSTA.U. BUILDING 
100 CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON 02202 
TaiPMOKE: (617) 727-3S0S 




UARIA C. WALSH 
CZIMUISSIONER 
ELIZABETH K. BOnTER 
COUUtSSIONER 
Maxch 2, 1989 AHN WORIARTT 
CMUnVE SECRETART 
Amcrico A. Salini, Jr.,* Esq. 
Kass Teachers Association 
20 Ashburton PI. 
Boston, MA 02108 
Carolyn R. Young, Esq. 
Office of the Conmunity College Counsel 
75 Pearl St. 
Reading, MA 018 67 
KEl: CAS-2S70 Mass. Board of Reoents 
Mr. Salini and Ms. Young: 
Please be advised that the Comission, Chaiman Paul T. 
Edgar and Cormissioner Elisabeth K. Boyer participating, decided 
to disniss the request for clarification and arendnent of an 
existing bargaining unit filed in the above-entitled case. 
In its request for clarification, the Employer seeks to 
exclude from the bargaining unit all faculty members who are 
employees of outside organizations and who teach DCE courses 
sponsored by and offered only - to employees of those outside 
organizations. The Employer argues that such faculty members do 
not share a community of interest with other unit members as the 
result of the limited audience and specialized .nature of the 
course offerings. Notwithstanding the Employer's argument that 
such faculty members rarely come to the Employer's attention, it 
is undisputed that such faculty members did exist prior to the 
Commission's certification of the bargaining unit in January 
19 87. The Employer also does not contend that the positions are 
either managerial or confidential under the Law. In addition, 
the Employer does not contest the fact that the positions which 
it seeks to exclude are encompassed within the existing unit 
description of full-time and .part-time professional employees 
teaching credit courses in the DCE. In the absence of any 
evidence that the positions have changed, the Employer is barred 
from relitigating in a subsequent CAS petition the question of 
the unit placement of these positions. See Citv cf Lawrence, 13 
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HLC 1087 (1986) . Accordingly, the 
dismissed at this tine. 
request for clarification is 
Very truly yours, 




THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEn 
IBW IXYERSTT SALTOKSTAU. BUILDING 
100 CAWBRIDCt STRETT, BOSTON 02202 
TniTMONE: (617) 727-3S0S 
UsoR Relations commission 
MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS 
C9VZKH0R 
CXiUHMAN 
UARIA C. WALSH 
CSUutsSIONER 
ELIZABETH K. BOYEH 
CSUUtSSlONEN 
PAUL T. EDGAR 
March 2,. 1989 
ANN WORIARTY 
eacmvE secret aitt 
Zllcn M. Suarez 
Mass Teachers Association 
20 Ashburton PI. 
Boston, 21A 02108 
Carolyn R. Young, Esq. 
Office of the Cocnauniry College Counsel 
75 Pearl St. 
Reading, MA 01867 
RE: SUP—3321 Mass. Board of Reoents 
Please be advised that the Comnission, Chaiman.Paul T. 
Edgar and Comissioner Elizabeth R. Boyer participating, decided 
entitled case. 
Zn its charge, the Union alleges that the Employer violated 
Sections 10(a) (1), (2) and (5) of G.L. C.150E by insisting to 
iiapasse upon its bargaining proposal to exclude certain positions 
fron the bargaining iinit—an allegedly nonnandatory subject of 
bargaining. The investigation indicated that on January 15, 
19 87, the Comission certified . the Union as the exclusive 
bargaining represencative for all full-tine and part-tine 
professional enployees teaching credit courses in the Division of 
Continuing Education (DCE) , excluding supervisory and nanagerial 
enployees. During subsequent negotiations for a collective 
bargaining agreeenent, the Enployer proposed to exclude fron the 
bargaining unit certain DCE faculty nenbers who are enployees of 
outside organizations and who teach DCE prograns exclusively 
ofiered to enployees of the outside organizations. During 
nediation sessions with the state nediator, the Enployer nade it 
clear to the Union than the Enployer was keeping its proposal 
regarding unit exclusiveness on the bargaining table and was 
willing to bargain over that and other issues. The Union 
thereupon refused to continue bargaining on this issue, and the 
snare Board of Conciliation and A.rbitrarion declared an ir.passe 
oursuanr to the orovisions of Secrion 9 of G.L. c.lSOE. 
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The Conmission found insufficient probable cause on. these 
facts to believe that the Employer violated c.lSOE. The 
Commission has held that the submission of non-mandatory 
proposals to a fact-finder over the objection of the other party 
to.negotiations was a violation of c.lSOE only when the report 
and recommendations of the fact-finder were binding on the 
parties. Massachusetts Nurses Association, 4 MLC 1933 (1978). 
Such was clearly not the case with the parties in this case. 
Next, the Commission has found that it will not be bound by the 
declaration of impasse made by the Board of Conciliation and 
Arbitration pursuant to Section 9 of the Law ‘in determining the 
question of whether the parties were at impasse for purposes of 
finding a violation of Section 10 of the Law. Rather, the 
Commission determines whether impasse was reached by examining 
the entire course of conduct of the parties. Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, 8 MLC 1499, 1512 (1981). On the facts of this 
case, the Employer neither refused to bargain nor refused to 
settle the agreement conditional upon acceptance by the Union of 
the Employer's proposal to exclude certain faculty from the unit. 
Thus, the Commission does not find probable cause to believe 
that the Employer unlawfully insisted to impasse upon its 




The charging party may, within seven (7) days of receipt of this 
notice, seek a review of this determination by the Commission, 
pursuant to. HLRC Rules 456 CMR 15.04(3). The request shall 
contain a comclete statement setting forth the facts and reasons 
upon which such request is based. The charging party shall 
serve a copy of the request on the opposing party or its counsel, 
if any. 
APPENDIX M 
MEMORANDUM RE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UPDATE 
MASSACHUSETTS REGIONAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
75 Pearl Stroat, Reeding, Mauachusatts 01867 
Telephone; (617) 942-0790 
TO: All Coiamunity College Presidents 
FROM: Carolyn R. Youn^^ Associate Conmunity College Counsel 
DATE: ■ November 29, 1988 
RE: DCE Collective Baraainincr - Update 
V7e met with, the union yesterday to discuss bottom line 
positions on the issues most important to us - salary, appointment, 
workload (class size), management rights, recognition (removing 
certain employees from the bargaining unit) , non-arbitrability of 
appointment decisions and limitation of remedy, evaluation and a 
savings/zipper clause. The union's list was synonymous if you 
sxibstitute "agency fee" for "management rights" and delete the 
savings/zipper clause. . The union dropped its demand for 
retroactivity7 management, dropped the maximum class size to 40 (with 
some exceptions) and increased the salary offer to a flat dollar 
amount equivalent to 10%, 11% and 12%, keeping the caps of $450, 
$475 and $500 per credit in each year, respectively. 
After several unsuccessful rounds of "unofficial" package 
proposals,- the union determined that, it wanted to go forward to 
mediation. Accordingly, the negotiation session scheduled for 
December 8 has been cancelled and a meeting with a mediator 
scheduled for Wednesday, December 14. It has continued to be our 
position that good faith participation in the mediation and/or fact¬ 
finding process will result in a several semester delay in 
settlement, and -that at the end of the process we will most likely 
re-tum to -the table with the same bottom-line proposals we now- 
offer. . Good faith participation in -the mediation and/or fact¬ 
finding process does not require us to make proposals ' or 
concessions. 
I will advise you of further developments,, 
cc: DCE Deans - 
F:\DCS\K\CBRPTNOV.M#Y . • • - 
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IN THIS ISSUE: 
• Fact-Finding Continues 
• Leadership Conference 
• Attorney Referral Program 
Prior to the beginning of the formal session of fact-finding on May 23,1989, the 
MCCC team wondered what management would do to stall from presenting their 
case. Within an hour or so, we found out. 
After an crisp presentation by MTA Consultant Ellen Suarez, the fact-finder asked 
if management was ready to proceed. Carolyn Young, chief spokesperson for 
management, said since is was close to lunch (11:30 a.m.), they would prefer to wait 
until after lunch. Also, only one member of her team was present. At approximately 
1:15 p.m., still waiting for fact-finding to reconvene, the MCCC team learned that 
management refused to particpate as long as the MCCC proposed retroactivity. It 
accused the Association of regressive bargaining, and it would challange the MCCC 
at the Commission for bad-faith bargaining (The MCCC proposed that salary be 
retroactive to 1987, when DCE bargaining began.). Suarez argued that since we 
were in fact-finding, there were no restrictions on proposals which had not been 
agreed to. Since this was the MCCC’s original position and that nothing had been 
agreed to, retroactivity would remain as part of the presentation. Suarez then 
requested fact-finder Irvings to rule on management’s failure to continue bargaining. 
Irvings stated that because of the uniqueness of this situation, he was not prepared 
to rule at that point. He, however, stated that the next fact-finding date, June 14, 
1989, would stand. 
On June 4, 1989, both parties received a letter from fact-finder Irvings ordering 
management back to the table. He stated in his letter that though management may 
want to go to the Commission on this issue, it would not suspend the fact-finding 
process. Irvings continued, ‘‘Besides filing a charge, the Board may wish to argue 
that what it terms ‘regressive bargaining’ should be taken into account by the 
fact-finder when evaluating the respective positions of the parties. The Board will 
therefore be expected to present its case at the next scheduled hearing. ... If the 
Board does not exercise its right to offer evidence regarding the terms of the 
collective bargaining agreement, the record will be declared closed and 1 will make my 
decision based on an evaluation of the evidence in record." 
Since the beginning of DCE negotiations, the presidents have had a stanglehold on 
the DCE operation and have put roadblocks to an agreement. They have made their 
position extremely clear; they do not want any agreement and will use whatever 
tactic they can to delay this process. So, when this delay arose at fact-finding, it was 
just another subterfuge. Last Fall management insisted on changing the certification. 
They wanted to exiude anyone who taught credit courses for businesses. 
Management went to the Commission, lost, appealed the decision, and lost again. 
This latest trip to the Commission continued management’s intent to confound 
bargaining. 
Everyone knows that DCE wages are pitiful. DCE salaries have remained stagnant. 
Through all ways of comparison — Consumer Price Index (CPI) indicator, pro rata of 
day salary, or the original eighteenths formula used by many schools to establish 
DCE salaries — there has been minimal movement. Though tuitions have kept up 
with inflation and the CPI, clearly salaries have not budged. In ten years at 
Quinsigamond Community College, for example, DCE salaries have increased $100. 
Continued on page 4 
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Continued from page 1 
Absurd! And, remember that while tuitions were increasing at a steady rate, the DCE 
administrators and staffs salaries were also rising. In fact, their salaries for the most 
part, kept pace with the day contract increases. The only salary that did not move 
was your salary. The average DCE salary is around SI ,000, systemwide. If you were 
to pro-rate day school salary, the average salary for a three-credit course would be 
$3600 — same course, same syllabus, same instructor. 
Fact-finding will soon be completed, and the parties will await the fact-finder's 
recommendations. The time is approaching when the presidents will not be able to 
continue to use DCE monies for the running of the day school. That money should be 
for DCE, exclusively. Unfettered control of these monies without paying decent 




The MTA Attorney Referral Program has been finalized and lawyers from each 
county from across the Commonwealth are under contract with the MTA. The 
referral program provides members with assistance in unemployment related legal 
matters at a reduced rate. MTA members in good standing, members of their 
households, and any dependent children are eligible for this program. The program 
benefits and covered areas are as follows: 
Free legal consultations. Each member is entitled to three, free half-hour 
consultations a year. Each free half-hour consultation must be for different areas. 
interpretation and review of legal documents 




Administrative agency hearings 
Personal injury cases 
Immigration work 





In order to take advantage of this program, the unit member must call Ann Marie 
Trainor at MTA (1-800-392-6175 Ext. 241) who will take the information and refer 
the unit member to one of the approved MTA attorneys in his or her residential area. 
If the attorney is hired by the unit member, the rates will be reduced between 25 and 
30 percent. 




June 14 Summary evaluations sent to professional staff 
June 22 Applications due for sabbatical leave for Sp.l990 
N.B. Dates vary depending on first day of classes. Also, most of these 
dates are “last date" standards. In many instances, the action can be 
accomplished before the date indicated. 
In'H-n ». T/je MCCC Newslettsr is a publication of the Massachusetts Community College CounaL 
MLfLrLf nl ewsi eutir newsletter is intended to be an information source lor the members of the MCCC and for 
ottier interested parties. The material in this publication may be reprinted with the 
Editor: acknowledgement of its source. For tuther information on issues discussed in this publica- 
Cathsrine A Boudrsau non, contact Catherine a Boudreau. Massasott Community College, Brockton, MA 02402. 
APPENDIX O 
MEMORANDUM RE FACTFINDING DOCUMENTATION 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
The Community Colleges of Massachusetts 
TELEPHONE: (6 \ 7) 275-9AOO 
FAX: (6 17J 275-2735 
MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
BEDFORD CAMPUS. BUILDING 2. SPRINGS ROAD 
BEDFORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01730 
TO: DCZ Collective Bargaining Team & Subcommittee 
FROM: Carolyn R. Young.] Associate Community College Counsel 
DATE: October 16, 1989 
RE: Factfinding Documentation 
Now that the factfinding process has closed, I have prepared a 
package of all the documents and documented presentations submitted in 
the factfinding process. The lists of the union exhibits are included, 
but the only exhibits I have actually reproduced and enclosed are those 










Union's presentation of May 23, 1989 
Union's exhibits 13 and 14 
Employer's presentation of June 14, 19 8 9 (which was not completed 
on that day) 
Employer's supplemental statement on salary of August 25, 1989 and 
accompanying two charts 
Union's rebuttal of September 29, 1989 
Union's list of exhibits 
Union's exhibit 8 and enrollment data 
Union's supplementary dues structure information 
Employer's supplementary dues issue submission, including 
questionnaire results. 
Happy reading. • 
Enclosures 




UNION'S BARGAINING UPDATE 
AND MEMORANDUM TO DCE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING SUBCOMMITTEE 
MCCC/MTA 
Bargaining Update 
—-Division of Continuing Education_ 
September 22, 1989 
Dear Colleague: 
Attached you will find a survey which was distributed to Division of Continuing Education 
faculty members. With this survey, the Presidents' Council is attempting, through 
questionable or possibly illegal means, to deny faculty the benefits of a collective 
bargaining agreement. The MCCC/MTA has Bled a prohibited practice charge to protect 
the integrity of the collective bargaining process. 
The matter of union dues will be addressed completely by the MCCC/MTA after u/e reach 
an agreement, which will contain salary increases. As you are aware, we have tried to be 
fair and reasonable and have not charged any dues for over 2 1/2 years. 
The Board of Regents of Higher Education recently executed an agreement for the 
Division of Continuing Education faculty in the State Colleges. This contract contains a 
dues deduction and agency service fee provision. Therefore, the survey by the Community 
College Presidents is a continuation of their campaign to deny faculty decent pay 
increases through a contract. 
After consultation with our legal staff, we are advising all faculty not to return this 
survey. If you already have done so, do not be concerned, the matter will be resolved 
through the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission. 
Our last Fact Finding session is scheduled for September 29, 1989. We expect a Fact 
Finder's Report shortly after the close of the hearing. We will keep you informed. 
Thank you again for your continuing support. 
Sincerely, 




R. Michael McSweeney, Vice President 
Thomas Parsons, Treasurer 
James Rice, President 
Ellen M. Suarez, MTA Consultant 
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The COMMOfVWELAL-TH OF KtASSACHUSETTS 
Or r ICH OFTriE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
The Community Colleces of Massachusetts 
TELS=HON£: (517) 275-940D 
FAX: (617)275-2725 . MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE BEDFORD CAMPUS. BUILDING 2. S^nCsEroAD 
BEDFORD. MASSACHUSCTTS i©T730 
TOr DC2 Collective Bargaining Subcoianittee 
PROK: Carolyn R. Zotm sociate CoiraiTaiiity College Counsel 
DATE: October &, 1989 
RE: Fallotit fron “the Dues Ouestiori'nPT^r-e 
TThen the tmion Us covered that we were reguesting infomation 
iron DCS npux-e" .adjunct faculty regarding their professional 
.affiliations, the union's negotiating team sent out a letter to pi 
DCE faculty (enclosed) advising them not to respond. In that 
letter are several inaccuracies, which I believe we should address.. 
.Ky .proposed draft response, to be issued by the individual 
Presidents or DCS Deans, is also enclosed. I have reviewed the 
tert of the draft, with the DCS ' deans on the team for' their 
reaction, .which was basically positive. Tom Holland would have 
lUced- to go further than I did in the draft and my sentiments are 
similar to his, but as a legal advisor I want to be reasonably sure 
that we are pla'ying by the rules when we are accusing the union cf 
violating them. 
The union filed a prohibited practice charge (copy enclosed) 
because we distributed the questionnaire. 1 recommend we file a 
counter—charge because they attempted . to. interfere with cur 
information—gathering, which 1 believe is a blatant violation of 
the employer’s rights under H.G.L. c. 150E (yes, we do have some) ■ 
We will have to aonear at the labor Relations Commission for thecr 
charge in any event, so-in terms of an investment of time we really 
have nothing .to lose. X also believe we have to send a message 
that we have the right to communiiDate with, the unit members, that 
we will fight to preserve' that right and will erercise it when 
ca *1 T for nexr weer My secretary tried to set up .a confarencs 
but gemting a time when everyone was'• available would delay the 
process for at least another weeh. Please revie'W these materials 
and call my office on Tuesday or Wednesday, by which time you mighu 
have AH cDDortunitv to discuss tv with each ether if you , so 
cnoose. i ’ 11 be O'! It of the . office most of both days but please 
leave a message no ien me iinow either That you agree winn my 
recommendations and want the letter (with any changes you suggesn) 
to go cut over the President’s or the Dean's sicna'ture or nhan you 
have concerns and we need a discussion regardless of nhe deuay. 
If eveCvcne agrees. I’ll file the charge-and forwaro. me lemer k-o 
all the' 'Presidents. Onlv one ocllece die. non disrriruna me 
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original dues quest.iormaire due to staffing probleias, so' 1 vould 
not reconmend lliat the follow-up letter "be distributed at that 
•college. If the subcommittee is not -in agreement, I will again 
attempt to schedule a conference call for October 16th or 17th 
(failing that, we can. meet at the Presidents' Council on the 19th) 
unless the. feedback: is unanimously against any action-. 
F: \DCE\K\DUi:SPPC.X£Y 
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QUINSIGAMOND COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TEL. tSOB) 053-2300 
Dear Continuing Education Adjunct: 
As you may or may not know, the Community Collcgcs/Massachuscrts Board of Regents arc engaged in 
collective bargaining with the Massachusetts Cbmmunity College Council/MTA over a contract governing 
tenns and conditions of employment of DCE faculty. In the course of bargaining, the union has made a 
proposal regarding deduction of ducs/agcncy fees from DCE faculty members' salaries that is dependent 
upon your other professional affiliations. The Colleges arc gathering information to dctciminc the extent 
of the impact of the union's proposal on adjunct faculty who have no affiliation with the College other than 
through DCE. 
Accordingly, we would like you to check off whether or not you arc members of the following 
professional organizations. This is purclyfor informational purposes and-will not affect your employment 
at the College in any way - your response will remain anonymous. There is no other way of accurately 
gathering this information without asking you directly, so your cooperation is tqjpreciat^ In order to 
assess the proposal and respond to the union on this specific issue, we will need responses from all 
adjunct faculty. 
Please be assured I have no interest in knowing your individual responses. With this in mind we’ve 
worked out two different methods for receiving your responses. Feel free to choose whichever you are 
most con^fortable with. 
Choice 1: Seal your response in the white envelope which is provided and bring the envelope to our 
offices. Someone will deposit your sealed envelope with everyone clsc's after noting that you've remmed 
your response. 
Choice ri: Seal your response in the white envelope which is provided. Place it in the larger envelope and 
put your name in the front-upper left-hand comer before mailing or delivering it to our office. We'll place 
the white sealed envelope with everyone clsc's after noting that you've returned your response. 
Please return these by September 21st. Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
yd^-CL.lL 
Director of Center for Human Resource Development 
I am a member of and pay dues to 
the National Education Association ves no 
I pay agency service fees to 
the National Education Association ves no 
I am a member of and pay dues to 
the Massachusetts Teachers Association ves no 
I pay agency service fees to 
the Massachusetts Teachers Asociation yes no 
I am a member of and pay dues to 
the Massachusetts Community College Council yes no 
I pay agency service fees to 
the Massachusetts Community College Council yes no 




Dear Contiinning Ednca'tion Colleagne: 
• 'Wi'tiiin "tlie pasr. several veelcs T/ve distributed a survey to y*!! 
adjunct faculty to gather infomation relative to the union’s 
proposal on the deduction of dues and agency fees.'The HCCC/lTCA’s 
negotiating tean pronptly issued a letter advising faculty not to 
respond. That letter contained several inaccuracies. 
First, the letter states that the survey vas an attempt, 
"through questionable or possibly.illegal means, to deny faculty 
the benefits of a collective bargaining agreement. ” This is 
patently untrue- The purpose of the survey vas, pyactLy as stated, 
to gather infomation relative to the union’s proposal than ■ we 
could not possibly gather any other way. 
Second, the letter states that "we have tried to be fair and 
reasonable and have not charged any dues for over 2 1/2 years." 
This is also inaccurate. 3y- law, the HCCC/hTA cannot require the 
payment of dues as a condition of employment r agency fees may not 
be required as- a condition -of employment until a collective 
bargaining agreement providing for the deduction of agency fees has 
been ratified by the membership of the unit and eremted by the 
parties. 
Third, the letter states that ■ "the survey . . . is a 
continuation of their campaign to deny faculty decent pay increases 
through a contract." This is also patently untrue. Both parties 
have 'Drctosed pay increases, but agreement has not been reached on 
compensation and several other important issues. To my imowlecge, 
there are no other negotiations ongoing in Massachusetts public 
higher- education where- management has proposed salary increases. 
It is a. credit to all DCS faculty who have continued to offer 
their services in. comunity college continuing education wnere 
salary increases have been delayed for, in some cases, more man 
five years because of the bargaining process. "without tnrs 
dedication, thousands of students might have been denied access to 
higher education; without the faculty, there is no Division oi 
Continuing Zducation. Z/ve appreciate the cooperation oz those who 
did respond to my/our survey and ve all hope for a speedy and 
viable conclusion to this round of collective bargaming- 
r: \dcz\r\iaciz:t . d-y 
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.CC).’'WOKV’l'l.*'.Tl Or H^SSACHL'SHTTS 
LA.SOR P^LAT10>iS CO.'-MlSSiCN 
Rosa loC^. 100 Canbrie?? St. 
3cSTsr.. Ki2.ssacr.aseTTS D22G2 
C-i^vRCl 0= PROHISITED PJ^wCTlCE 
Po T.cT writ? in this 
Case .-VC._ 
btT e f 1 i t:d; ' 
InsTTucTions: Answer all srplicabls cusstiens. File crijinz.! zr.il three (3) copies c: 
this fert wiih the Cottissior., 
Kaae and address of Etploycr/Etployee Orj ant tat ion charged with Prohibited Practicr 
Soatrd cr ^egeniis of. Hicbetr Educ2.ti.on. 
1 >_shbiirt.ou ?l2.ce; Boston, Ka. 0210 8 727-77H5 
Street City or Town State Pnont 
Kamt and address cf 
Carolyn icung,. 
Lttcmey or representative cf party charged with Prohibited Practic 
Elsc_; ^iddddleset: Cot!Sunity--Col-lege; ,Bed-forc.,..-24=-.—017B^ 
Actress 
Tr.e above-hared Erployer/aeployee Org art tat ion h2.s 
Prohibited Prattice within the setting cf Qitpter iSOZ 
as that ters is used in the Act. 
engaged in cr is enttging in a 
Section 10 (a) (1) (2) (Sl 
casT-s cf charge (Be specific as to dates, nases, and addresses, etc): 
On or uncut SepUenber 20, 15 B5, tbe emloyer's representutd'ves 
forvurded tbs enclosed sirTvey to tbe Di'vi.sion of Centdnuing Educutden 
uni-u nenbers. Tbe survey- ddscussed tbe Blesseebusetus Cortmtdty 
CoXlece Ccunci.l/BiT?.*s urcoosad. dor union dues deducuicn end agency 
service dee. 
Tbe Jissocieticn ves certidieji es tbe collectivi 
ube decrtlty. teeebing credit courses in tbe Ditt 
Educeuion et tbe didtesn cemunitv colleges 
panties beve been- negetieting e collective bari 
w-n=rs—2-,^;.lS-^7 ...--■•Irnes-se ves-declared end ^tbe.-tb: 
session is- scbeduled dor Seuterber 25, 15 E9. 
Ecr these end other ections, Cbepter 150E, Sec 
(5) beve been vioieted. 
■sicn cd Contin-uing 
Jenuerj. 19 S7. The 
■ciring egreeznent s: 
non 10 (e) Cl) (2) end 
APPENDIX Q 
MEMORANDUM RE PROHIBITED PRACTICE CHARGES 
RELATING TO FACTFINDING 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSEL 
The Community Colleges of Massachusetts 
TELEPHONE: (6 1 7) 275-9AOO 
FAX: (617)275-2735 MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
BEDFORD CAMPUS. BUILDING 2. SPRINGS ROAD 
BEDFORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01730 
TO: All Community College Presidents 
FROM: Carolyn R. Yourig^lAssociate Community College Counsel 
DATE: December 6, 1939 
RE: DCE Collective Bargaining - Prohibited Practice Charges Relating 
to Factfinding 
Enclosed is a copy of the decision of the Labor Relations 
Commission regarding the pair of prohibited practice charges 
surrounding the beginning of the factfinding process. To recap, we 
filed a charge against the union when they submitted what we believed 
to be a regressive salary proposal for the factfinder’s consideration, 
at v;hich time we declined to participate further in the factfinding 
proceedings until the matter was litigated. Although we later resumed 
the process because of a ruling of the factfinder, the union filed a 
charge against the employer for declining to participate. 
The Commission's decision dismisses both charges and the reasoning 
is both curious and instructive. The charge against the employer was 
essentially dismissed as moot, which .we had anticipated. The decision 
to dismiss the other charge reguires more scrutiny. 
The union's position had been from the beginning of bargaining 
until 'November, 1988 that salary increases should be retroactive to 
July 1, 1987. In November, 1988 the union proposed •that salary 
increases should be effective January 1, 1989. Its presentation to the 
factfinder called for retroactivity to January 1, 1987, six months 
earlier than any proposal ever put on the table. During the 
investigation of the charge, the union spokesperson, Ellen Suarez, 
stated that the January 1, 1987 date was an error, and wrote a letter 
to both the Commission and the factfinder confirming this and 
requesting that the factfinder withdraw that date from his 
consideration and substitute July 1, 1987 as the effective date for 
salary increases. As this was done before the factfinder's report was 
submitted (we have heard nothing from him as of this date) , the 
Com.mission found her action curative. The Commission further found 
that the union, by retreating to its earlier position on retroactivity, 
v/as not necessarily acting in bad faith because there was no evidence 
of an understanding between the parties that their attempt in November 
of 1988 to come up with a list of seven "must have" issues to reach 
closure was an irrevocable abandonmenr of all other outstanding issues 
in the event this approach failed. 
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All Community College Presidents 2 December 6, 1989 
Although I am in once sense disappointed in the Commission's 
ruling,, the decision is somewhat instructive. There is no language in 
this decision that would preclude the employer from re-examining its 
positions on issues that are outstanding between the parties in light 
of: 1) the state college PCE agreement; 2) changed circumstances in the 
Commonwealth and higher education in particular; and 3) the 
factfinder's report, when it is issued, even if those are issues on 
which concessions had previously been made. 
I am still expecting word from the factfinder before the report 
is actually issued, and will advise you when that occurs. 
Enclosure 
cc: DCE Deans 
Carleton H. LaPorte 
Maryellen Lyons 







MICHAEL S. DUKAKIS 
cove;;r<OR 
I HE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Labor relations Commission 
I60A LEVERETT SALTO.MSTALL SUILDING 
ICC CAMBRIDGE STREET. ECSTO.H 02202 
T£L1?mo«£; (617) 727-3505 
Novesiber 27, 19 89 
Carolyn Young, Esq. 
Middlesex Ccnnunity College 
Springs Road 
Bedford, Mass 01730 
Ellen M. Suarez, Consultant 
Mass. Teachers .Association 
20 Ashbumon Place 
Boston, Mass 02108 
PAULT. EDGAR 
OUJRUAM 
UARIA C. WALSH 
CSuutssiOfc;; 




RE: SUP-3397 MASS. BOARD OF REGENTS OF HIGnE?. EDUCATION 
SUPL-2474 MASS. COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Dear Ms. Young and Ms. Suarez: 
Please be advised that the Coirciission, Chaiman Edgar and 
Commissioner Boyer participating, decided to dismiss the above- 
captioned charges of prohibited practice. 
The Union and the Employer each allege that the other has 
failed to bargain in good faith, in violation of Sections 10(a) (5) 
and 10(b)(2) of the Law, respectively, during the factfinding 
process. The investigation disclosed that the parries have been 
bargaining in an effort to reach a collective bargaining agreement 
since approximately June 1987. At a bargaining session in November 
1988 , at the suggestion of the appointed mediator, the parties each 
agreed to remove from the bargaining table all but seven of each 
side's unresolved proposals,’as ‘a*’'strategy to attempt to resolve 
the bargaining impasse immediately. The strategy proved 
unsuccessful, and the mediation process concluded on or about 
December 14 , 1988.-, .There was no evidence indicating that,'..in ' 
adopting the "seven-proposal package"— mediation strategy, _ the 
parties also had agreed to abandon unconditionally all. other 
proposals for the purposes of future bargaining should the strategy 
not yield a bargaining agreement. The parties then proceeded to 
the-factfinding procedure beginning on or about May 23, 1989 .. In 
its charge, the Employer alleges that the Union engaged in unlawful 
regressive bargaining when it proposed during the factfinding 
procedure that the wage increase in the ' new contract should' be 
effective retroactive to January 1987. The investigation disclosed 
that prior to the November mediation session, the Union had 
proposed that any wage increase be retroactive to July 1987, and 
that this proposal was one it had abandoned when it formulated its 
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seven-propcsal package as paira of the Noveniber niediaticn straaegv. 
Thus the Employer alleges that the Union's oroposal in facaiinding 
that any vage increase be recrcactive to January 19S7 ancunred to 
unlawful regressive bargaining. During the investigation of the 
charge, however, the Union indicated that the January 19 8 7 
retroactivity date submitted to the facufinder was an inadvertent 
error and, by letter dated November 13, 1989, the Union advised the 
factfinder and the Employer that it intended to propose wage 
retroactivity only to July 1987. In its charge the Union alleges 
that the Employer unlawfully refused to bargain by initially 
refusing to participate on the first scheduled day of the 
factfinding hearing. The investigation revealed that the Employer 
later participated fully in the factfinding procedure. 
The evidence presented was insufficient to establish probable 
cause to believe that the Union's conduct amounted to a refusal to 
bargain under the Law. Even assuming that the Union's initial 
submission of a proposal for wage retroactivity effective January 
1987 would have constituted per se regressive bargaining, the Union 
withdrew that proposal as erroneous and so notified the factfinder 
before the submission of his reporr. As to the Employer's 
remaining allegation concerning the Union's reversion to its former 
position on wage retroactivity after the failure of the "seven- 
point package" strategy at the November mediation session, the 
evidence was insufficient to establish that . the Union was 
bargaining in bad faith, particularly in the absence of evidence 
that the parties ever had agreed to abandon in future bargaining 
all prior proposals not included in the seven-point package. With 
respect to the Union's allegation concerning the Employer's initial 
refusal to participate in factfinding, the Commission has 
determined that it would not effectuate the purposes of. the Law to 
proceed further in the case since the Employer subsequently 
participated fully in the factfinding process, and there is no 
showing that the Union' s interests had been harmed by the 
Employer's initial recalcitrance. 
Accordingly, for the reasons stated above, the Commission 
declines to authorize a complaint in these matters, and the charges 






The charging party may, within'seven (7) days of receipt of tois 
notice, seek a review of this determination by the Commission, 
pursuant to MLRC Rules 4 56 C<IR 15.04(3) . The request shall contain 
a complete statement setting forth the facts and reasons upon which 
such request is based. The charging party shall serve a copy of 
the request on the opposing party or its counsel, if any. 
APPENDIX R 
LETTER TO DCE FACULTY 




April 20, 1990 
Dear Continuing Education Colleague: 
As you are aware, the Board of Regents/Community Colleges 
and the Massachusetts Community College Council/Massachusetts 
Teachers Association have been bargaining over the terms and 
conditions of employment of DCE credit faculty since June of 
1987; salary increases have been prohibited by law since the 
union first filed a representation petition in May of 1984 until 
the parties reached impasse. We believe that this time has come. 
The parties appear to have stalemated and we do not see any 
hope of settlement in the near future. The Board of Regents and’ 
the Community College Presidents have no obligation to do 
anything other than continue to bargain, but because of the 
bargaining process, DCE faculty have been denied salary increases 
for far too long. Accordingly, I am pleased to inform you that 
the salary rate for DCE faculty will increase by 35% up to a 
maximum of $500 per credit effective in the fall semester, even 
though it appears that the MCCC opposes this implementation. All 
other terms and conditions of employment will remain the same as 
they have been. It is because the parties have again reached 
impasse that we now have the legal right to implement our last 
best salary offer even though a contract has not been signed. 
If you have any further questions as to how this will affect 
you, please call Dr. Thomas Holland, Dean of Continuing 
Education. ■ 
AMS:gsh 




DECISION OF MLRC 
COKMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BEFORE THE LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION 
**'*★* *^** lit****** ****** 
* 
* In the Matter of 
^ MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF- REGENTS 
* OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
* and 
•* tJASSACHUSETTS CO>£MDNITY COLLEGE 
* COUNCIL, MASSACHUSETTS 
* TEACHERS. ASSOCIATION, AND 
* ELLEN SUAREZ, JOHN' CARPENTER, 
* oAIlES RICE, R. MICHAEL 
* MCSWEE2TEY, THOMAS PARSONS, 
* DENNIS FITZGERALD, ERNEST 
* THZRRIEN, AND JOHN JACOBS IN 
* THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITIES^ 
* 
* Case No. SI-234 
* 
* Date Issued: April 26, 1590 











Paul T, Edgar, Chairman 
Maria C. Walsh, Commissioner 
Appearances by: • 
Judith Wong, Esq. - Representing the Massachusetts 
Board of Regents of Higher 
Education 
Brian Riley, Esq. - Massachusetts' Community 
College Council, Massachusetts 
Teachers Association, and 
Ellen Suarez, John Carpenter, 
James Rice, • R. Michael 
1 ■ 
The petition, as originally filed vith the Commission 
named' the above persons in their individual as well as ther 
official capacities. At the investigation, counsel for the Boar 
of Regents indicated that the Board was not proceeding agains 









KcSweeney, Thomas Parsons, 
Dennis Fitzgerald, Zmest. 
Therrien, and John Jacobs in 
their official capacities 
INTZPI>{ ORDZR 
On April 26, 1990, the Massachusetts Board of Regents of 
Higher Education (Board of Regents) filed a petition vith the Lcdsor 
Relations Commission (Commission) pursuant to Section 9A(b) of G,L. 
C.150E (the Lav), The Regents alleged that the Massachusetts 
Community College Council (MCCC) , Massachusetts Teachers 
Association (KTA) , and Ellen Suarez, John Carpenter, Janes Rice, 
R. Michael McSweeney, Thomas Parsons, Dennis Fitzgerald, Zmest 
Therrien, and John Jacobs in their official capacities, and the 
teachers represented by the MCCC/MTA have participated in and/or 
induced, encouraged, and condoned an unlawful strike by the 
employees represented by the MCCC beginning April 24, 1990. 
The Commission scheduled an investigation to commence at 10:00 
a.m. on April 26, 1990 and issued a Notice of Investigation to the 
parties. The investigation was held and, based on that 
investigation, we make the following findings of fact. 
FACTS’ • . ■ 
The • KCCC/KTA represents a bargaining unit of 
nenbezrs teaching credit courses within the Division 






faculty). DCZ faculty generally teach evening courses.^ The 
HCCC/HTA is also the exclusive collective bargaining representative 
of all full-time faculty and certain part-time and certain 
professional staff employees who have worked in each of three 
consecutive years in the day division (herein "day” unit) . 
The Board and the MCCC/MTA have been engaged in collective 
bargaining negotiations since June 1987, shortly after the MCCC/MTA 
was certified as the exclusive bargaining representative for DCB 
credit faculty. The parties have met regularly to negotiate since 
June 1987. In the Fall of 1988, the MCCC/MTA filed a petition for 
mediation with the Massachusetts Board of Conciliation and 
Arbitration. The mediator met with the oarties and certified that 
* 
the parties were at impasse. In December 1988 the MCCC/MTA filed 
for factfinding. Factfinding hearings were conducted through 
October 1989 and the factfinder issued his report on January 4, 
1990. 
The parties met after having received the factfinder’s report. 
The Board informed the MCCC/MTA that it could not accept the 
factfinder’s report in its entirety. ' The MCCC/MTA modified its 
2 
Some DCF courses are held during the daytime. 
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SI-234‘ 
demands an April IS, 1990-, and proposed t±iat the Board accept 
either the modified MCCC/MTA demand or the factfinder's report -in 
its entirety. The Board rejected the MCCC/>£TA's demand and 
reiterated its last proposal. On April 19, 1990, the Board notified 
the MCCC/MTA that it was implementing the Board's last offer of 
35%, effective in September 1990. 
On April 20, 1990, the MCCC/MTA Executive Committee and Board 
of Directors, which includes the officers named above at pace 2, 
met and voted to have all DCZ faculty engage in a strihe beginning 
at 5 p.m. on April 24, 1990 and also voted that all day bargaining 
unit members would support the DCS faculty strike. 
On April 21, 1990, the MCCC/MTA Delegate Assembly met at Mount 
Wachusett Community College and endorsed the strike vote of April 
20, 1990. 
On April 23 and 24, 199 0, many DCS faculty unit members met 
at many of the College campuses and voted to support a DCS faculty 
strike beginning April 24, 1990. 
on April 24, 1990, pickets appeared simultaneously at 
approximately 4:00 p.m. af 12 of the 15 Community Colleges, 
carrying signs that stated: "DCS on Strike, "Support Our Union," 
"DCS Unfair Pay," "MTA on'Strike." On both April 24 and 25, 1990, 
members of the day bargaining unit and members of the DCS faculty 
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unit, were observed picketing at various canpuses. Many faculty 
were picketing during the hours when they were scheduled to teach. 
Many of the MCCC officers, both statewide and local campus 
officers, picketed and two (Dennis Fitzgerald, statewide grievance 
coordinator, and Jack Aronson, Chapter President at Korthem Essex 
Community College) were scheduled to/ but failed to, report for 
work as assigned on April 24, 1990, Other MCCC officers who 
picketed during hours when they were not scheduled to work 
included: Michael McSweeney, Vice-President, MCCC; Ernest Therrien, 
MTA Board of Directors Higher Education Representative, and 
Chairman MCCC By-laws and Rules committee; Susan Dole, Chapter 
President, Bunker Kill Community College; David Ram, Chapter 
President, Holyoke Community College; Rick Dowd, Chapter President, 
Middlesex Community College; Coraline Tetreault, Chapter President, 
Springfield Technical Community College; Thomas Parsons, MCCC 
Treasurer; John Jacobs, MCCC Secretary; Virginia Thornton, Chapter 
President, Massachusetts Bay Community College; Sue Herman, 'Chapter 
President, North Shore Community College; Conor Johnston, Chapter 
President, Massasoit Community College; and Ron Cloutier,- Chapter 
President, Quinsigamond Community College. 
On Tuesday, April 24, 1990, evening division classes were 
scheduled to begin at various times in the late afternoon and 
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evening- 3 The niisibcr of faculty scheduled to teach at each College 




Bristol . 51 
Bunker Hill 49 
Holyoke 35 
Massachusetts Bay 36 
Massasoit 45 
Middlesex 69 
North Shore 65 
Northern Essex 
(main campus) 38 
Quinsigamond 3 4 
Hoxbury (not 
Springfield Technical 39 













Although the policies differ somewhat from College to College, 
3 
Some classes are also scheduled to be held on Saturdays. 
4 
At the Berkshire campus one of two. teachers who failed 
to report to wcrk called in sick, and the 'Board has not yet 
determined whether the teacher was ■ absent due to illness. At the 
Northern Essex campus .six of the -30 who failed to report to work 
had called in to report their absence. • The Board has not yet 
determined whether their absence will be excused. 
s 
At three campuses, Cape Cod, Greenfield and Mount 
Wachusett, no evidence was submitted to establish that any 
picketing or strike occurred on April 24 or 25, 1590. 
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DCS faculty generally nust receive specific authorization to 
reschedule any class or to secure an approved suhstitute to teach 
a class if they wish to miss a class. Normally, there are.only 0- 
3 DCE faculty nexabers absent on any night at each College. 
On April 25, 1990, the following MCCC/KTA officers picketed 
during hours when they were scheduled to teach: Hector Agostino, 
Treasurer of the Middlesex Connunity College local chapter of MCCC; 
Nahun Sherf, MCCC Board of Directors; and Janice Rowell, Secretary 
of North Shore Community College local chapter. 
On April 25, 1990 the number of faculty scheduled to teach at 
each college and the nurher who failed to report to work without 
excuse were as follows: 
Scheduled Failed to £ 
Berkshire 14 1 
Bristol 24 9 
Bunker Kill 51 13 
Holyoke 32 4 
Massachusetts Bay . 2S 6 
Massasoir 40 7 




(main campus) 43 22 
Quinsigamond. 35 5 
Roxbury ■ 22 14 
Springfield Technical 39 JL0_ 
DISCUSSION 
1^1 
Based on the undisputed 'acts, we conclude 
o 
2.?. 3 
that the DCS 
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faculty represented by the MCCC/HTA are engaging in a strike which 
began on April 24, 1990 and has continued thereafter.^ We further 
conclude that the MCCC^ has engaged in, induced, encouraged and 
condoned the strike. 
The Comnission can infer the existence of a strike from the 
following: the April 20, 1990 vote of the HCCC/KTA Executive 
Committee and Board of Directors to have all DCS faculty engage in 
a strike vote; the April 23 and April 24, 1990 votes of many DCE 
faculty unit members to support a DCS faculty unit strike beginning 
April 24, 1990; the picketing by DCE faculty and MCCC officers with 
signs that announced that the DCE was "on strike" or which referred 
to the contract dispute; and, most important, the unprecedented 
6 
The MCCC/KTA filed a motion to dismiss the petition 
premised on an argument that employees have a constitutionally 
protected right "to engage in a strike or work stoppage" under the 
Massachusetts and United States Constitutions. The MCCC/MTA cited 
no authority for its contention and the Board opposed the Motion. 
In the absence of precedent establishing a constitutional right of 
Massachusetts employees to directly engage in a strike or work 
stoppage, we decline to declare such a right. Since the Union has 
cited no precedent in support of its Motion, we deny the Motion. 
7 
At the investigation of the Petition, the Board withdrew 
its allegation that the KTA had participated in, induced, 
encouraged and condoned the strike and therefore we reach no 
conclusion concerning the MTA’s involvement. 
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absence without excuse of a large number of DCS faculty from their 
scheduled classes. All conduct occurred ..in the context of a 
dispute concerning the terms of a successor collective bargaining 
agreement. See, e.q. . Everett School Committee. 14 HLC 1284 
(1987); Tewksbury School Committee. 12 MLC 1353, 1359 (1985). 
• We note further that at least two of the MCCC officers were 
among the teachers who did not report for work on April 24, 1990. 
In addition, one HCCC officer picketed at different Colleges with 
other unit, employees. The actions of the Executive Committee, the 
Board of Directors, the Delegate Assembly and individuals officers 
clearly demonstrate that the MCCC was both aware of and involved 
in the concerted withholding of services by the DCE faculty. Taken 
together, we find these facts are sufficient to conclude that the 
HCCC has induced, encouraged, and condoned the strike in violation 
of the law,® See Northeastern Metropolitan Keaional Vocational 
School District Committee. 13 HLC 1213, 1216 (1986). 
® The Board contends that the picketing at various Colleges 
by day unit faculty amounts to encouragement and condonation of the 
DCE faculty's unlawful strike. We conclude that the evidence 
demonstrates that the MCCC, through its officers and 
representatives, is encouraging and condoning the unlawful strrke 
by DCE faculty. The Board does not allege and we do not consider 
whether faculty members have participated in this conduct in any 




HHZHErORi:, based on the facts set forth above, we conclude 
that the Massachusetts Comiaunity College Council (MCCC) and the 
employees whom the MCCC represents are engaged in a strike, work 
stoppage, slowdown, or other withholding of services in violation 
of Section 9A(a) of G.L. c. 15OE. We further find that the MCCC, 
through the conduct of its officers. Executive Committee, Board of 
Directors and Delegate Assembly, has induced, encouraged, and 
condoned the strike in violation of Section 9A(a) of G.L. c. 150E. 
OHJZEE 
Accordingly, by virtue of the power vested in the commission 
by Section 9A(b) of G.L. c. 150E, we hereby issue the following 
ORDER: 
1. The Massachusetts Community College Council, its officers, 
and the employees whom the MCCC represents shall immediately cease 
and desist from engaging in any strike, work stoppage, slowdown, 
or other withholding of services. 
2. The MCCC, its officers, agents, and members shall 
immediately cease and desist from encouraging, condoning, or 
inducing any strike, work stoppage, slowdown, or other withholding 
of seirvices. The MCCC shall not permit its officers or agents to 
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encourage, condone, or induce any strike, work stoppage, slowdown, 
or other withholding of services. 
3. The KCCC shall take all necessary action before the start 
of the next regularly scheduled DCS class session to infora the 
HCCC's membership and the employees represented by the HCCC of the 
provisions of Section 9A(a) of G.L. c.- 150E and the contents of 
this Interim Order. 
4. The Board and the MCCC shall continue to bargain in good 
faith and shall participate in mediation as may be directed by the 
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration. 
5. The HCCC and the Board shall notify the Commission at 9:30 
a.m. on Monday April 30, 19 90 of the steps taken to comply with 
this Interim Order. 
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6. The Commission shall retain jurisdiction of this matter 
to set further requirements that may be appropriate. 
SO ORDERED. 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
LABOR RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PAUL T. EDGAR, CHAIRMAN 
A true copy, 
ATTESTt 
Ann Moriarmy 
. Executive Secretary 
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